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NATAL VETERANS MEET.
The Annual

Convention

MAINE, WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 11,

PORTLAND,

Held at

iHSiLouisville Kentucky.

families, and they wero joined at Niagara
Falls by over 400 other railroad men as
special guests. The purty spent Monday
at
Saratoga and Tuesday at Lake
and upon their arrival in BosGeorge,
ton Wednesday
morning they will take
up their
headquarters at the Quinoy
House, and on Thursday and Friday
various trips in and about Boston will
be taken, including a trip to Nahant.
On Saturday they will leave for Bar Harbor where thoy will spend Sunday and

Monday.
They will leave Bar Harbor
the White Mountains and Quebec and
then go to their various homes by the
quickest routes.
Nearly every state and territory will
be
represented at the convention, and
among the members are some of the best
known railroad
men in the
country.
A number of prominent railroad men in
and about Boston went to Niagara Falls
to meet the party.

She immediately began to bear away to
avoid crossing. The Defender was just
to the leeward and a {little behind the
Valkyrie and had no need to bear away

May Cause Rate To Be Declared

OR

With Those

EQUAL

RIGHTS

Enjoyed by the Soldiers—Dif-

ficulty of the Nmval
taining a Pension.

Veterans

Louisville, September 10.—The

iCE WATER
HARMLESS WITH
SANFORD’S GINGER
A FEW DROPS in every
of water drunk during
warm weather will insure against
cramps, pains, and indigestion,
and protect the system from malarial and epidemic influences.
As a healthful summer drink,
with iced water, milk, lemonade,
and mineral waters, it is cooling,
refreshing, and healthful.

glass

Ask for SANFORD’-S
Avoid substitutes.
GINGER and look for owl trade mark on the
wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug and
Chem. Corp.j Sole Proprietors, Boston.
NOTICES.

SPECIAL

GLOVES,
TKHJ SLIPPERS,

BOOTS, LACE CURTAINS,

annual

or

tuo eu v ilullJiiuJJ1uus

uocu

obtain a pension
for a
deserving shipmate of the navy
than for his fellow patriot of the army.
muck more difficult to

men

|

jj

COTTOLENE
FLORENCE N. GARDNER.

Vocal Culture. Home

Bates

Fair and Warmer.

warmer

College Opened.

[special to the press.]
Lewiston, September 10. —The fall term
of Bates college opened this morning.
in the
The entering class is the largest

numbering
history of the institution,
Prof. W. S. Strong of
seventy-seven.
the University of Colorado, has accepted

Boston, September 10.—Local forecast
for Boston and vicinity for Wednesday:
Fair; Warmer; southwest winds.
Washington, September 10.—Forecast
for Wednesday for New England: Generally fair; southwesterly winds; slightly
in Vermont.

and
the chair of physics
geology and
He is a
enters upon his duties at once.
graduate of the Wesleyan University and
This afternoon the
has studied abroad.
newly constructed Roger Williams hall
was dedicated with appropriate exercises.
The address was delivered by Rev. C. A.

Bickford,

WEATHER CONDITIONS.

D. D., of Boston.

Maine Pugilists in Bimbo.
high in
EThe barometer continues
It has
districts on tho Atlantic coast.
Lynn, Mass., September 10—Mike Sears
were
risen except north of the Lake region and and Dick O’Brien, the pugilists,
of the Nahant
region. arrested on the arrival
is low over the Middle Plateau
The
afternoon.
boat at Lynn,
this
Fair weather has prevailed in the South
fighters assaulted a man said_ to be
continue.
showers
J immie Kelly, the trainer at Nahant,
Atlantic States where
from this morning and injured him severely.
Local showers are also reported

Western Pennsylvania and Ohio, and at
Ticket Agents Gathering at Boston.
the Northern Rocky Mountain stations.
It is much warmer in the Lake regions ’Albany, N. Y., September 10.—Three
in trains heavily loaded with members of
and warm southerly winds continue
It is cooler in the the International Association' of Ticket
the Central valleys.
The weather will continue Agents o f the United States, Mexico and
Dakotas.
passed through here tonight
generally fair and warm in the Central Canada,
bound for Boston, where they are to hold
Lake
and
regions.
valleys
their sixth annual convention tomorrow.
Local Weather Report.
There are over 400 members and their
Portland, Me., September 10.—The local
Weather

Bureau office records

as

to the

weather the following:
8 a m.—Barometer, 30.199; thermome74;
ter, 63.5; dew point, 56; humidity
wind, NW; velocity, 5; weather, clear.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 30.124: thermometer, 63.0; dewpoint, 51; humidity, 64;
wind, SW, velocity, 12; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, 65.0; maximum thermometer, 75.2; minimum ther54.9
maximum velocity of
mometer,
wind, 16, SW; total precipitation, 0.
Racing at Ellsworth,

Ellsworth, September 10.—The trotitng
at Wyman park this afternoon was under
the auspices of the Hancock County Fair
Association. In tho 2.35 class, purse $125,
five starters, D. E. Clement, Levant,
North
Mildred II, first; G. W. Reed,
Bueksport, Harry L., second. Best time.
In the three minute olass, purse
2.83%.
$100, nine starters. E. T. Lord, CharlesMaine
Beil,
Franklin, first;
town,
Charles G. Andrews,
Bangor, Lady
Best
secotid.
Attendance seven hundred.

Lightfoot,

time

2.32%.

THE

PRESS.]

search

shafts of heat
the next term of the

be tried at

in his cellar until such time

The

Thompson appealed

bonds in the sum of $200 for his appearin court. Orrin G. Jones of this village and Edward Holmes of Springvale.
being his sureties. The fact that there is
another appealed case coupled with this
against Thompson, it is believed will
materially affect the verdict in the conance

spiracy

case.

The

Have

Ram to

Her

a

Official Trial

Two

Hoar

On

Her

Coal.

Hand Picked

Bath, 'September 10.—Unlike the other
in the American navy the

vessels

new

SLEEP & REST
For Skin Tortured

that she will
At present, painters are
this month.
busy with the final touches and today
the men began putting the racing^coal
aboard. This coal is the best Pocahontas, hand picked, only pieces of a proper
size being selected and these are placed
in canvass bags, 100 pounds to the bag,
and stored in the coal bunkers. When
required they are brought to the fire
an inspector weighs an ave
room where
rage of the bags so as to get at the exact coal consumption at the highest rate
for
of speed, and then dumped down
the firemen.
For this two hours’ run something like
30 tons will'be taken.
will be
It is excepted that the ram
ready to leave Bath by the : 19th of this
to
the
will
she
when
navy
go
month,
yard for cleaning, and then proceed to
Long Island Sound.
The expense of racing one of these
crafts is shown by the fact that the Jhand
picked coal placed in those bunkers cost
about $9.00 per ton.
■

Bids for Seagoing Torpedo Boats.
Washington, (September 10.—Secretary
Herbert today opened bids for the construction of the three sea going torpedo
boats authorized by the last naval appropriation bill. The cost of the vessels is
limited to $175,000 each, and the act pro-

vided for the construction of one of them
One
on
the
Mississippi river.
on
the
and one
Pacific coast
the
The
received.
were
bids
Four
Gulf.
Francisco
San
of
Union Iron Works
offered to build one of the vessels for
*175,000, two for $173,000 each and three
The Wolf and the
for *172,000 each.
wicker Iron Works of Portland, Oregon,
offered to construct one vessel for $168,700.
The Moran Bros, company of Seattle,
Washington bid $163,350 for one boat.
These offers were to build or plans furThe
nished by the Navy Department.
Heroslioff Manufacturing company of
R.
I., (the yacht building firm)
Bristol,
offered to construct one or ail throe of the
The bids was
vessels at $144,000 each.
for plans prepared by the company which
the
bids.
with
submitted
were
lbu
tons
boats are to Do oi
The
have
a
speed
each, and are to
least
of at
twenty-six knots, and
months
are to be completed in fifteen
from the signing of tho contract. In case
the Secretary finds that he cannot construct the vessels at the points named in
the bill, he is authorized to build them at
any point in the United States.

an

ticles, and the live stock exhibit was very
large. The^race for colts, three years old,
inKhalf mile heats,^was won by Regina,
1.88.
br g, (Livingstone).
Best time,
"*

for colts four years old for purse
Race
of 150 was won by Boyce, b s, (Brown).
Best time 2.52.
Tomorrow the racing
will consist of the 2.50 and 2.35 classe s,
each

having

a

large

tHI,

Cute.. Sola Props.. Boaton, U.-S.

Platt Men Elected.

New York, September 10.—The Repub-

throughout the world. British depot: F. NswSons. 1, King Bdward-«t.. Loudon- Potter

a

number of entries.

__

Bfeedy Cobe Treatment.—Warm baths
with Cdticoba Boat, gentle applications of
Cuticbha (ointment), and mild doses of Ctmco«A Resolvent (the new blood purifier).
i-in

was

Eighty

©ticura
mru
Jsrt

unusually good display of
vegetables, china painting and fancy arThere

Ono

Application of

Sold

Fair.

Washington, September 10.—The Sep-

MOTHERS
In

North Berwick

North
Berwick, Septemebr 10.—The
third! annual fair ot the North Berwick
Agricultural Association opened today
favorable
circumstances.
under most

tember report of the statistician of the
Dopartmnt of Agriculture, shows a decline in tho condition of corn to 90.40
ilie
from 102.5 in the month of August,
general condition of wheat considering
when
varieties
both winter and spring
harvested was 75.4, against S3, last year
and 74 in 1893.

And Tired

A.

boats and club steamera
Down at Bay Ridge, tugging at their
anchors chains, lay the two yachts in
whose performancess the world is chiefly

pioturesque

spin,

After
both

anchorage

yesterday’s
sought

ground

the

inside

Owl’s Head. Their towering spars poked
holes in the mist this morning as each
champion tugged at her moorings, which
serve as floating boarding houses for the
a
careful
After breakfast was
men.
tautening up and testing of rigging and
deck tackle.

lilKe a race norsa cnampion at uie un
Ammen'Ram, Katahdin calls for but a two
Their
hour speed run in her official test and they seemed anxious to get away.
breakfasted early on the lumbering
make near the close of crews

Condition of Corn Has Declined.

BABIES

out to see all that oould

John
crack yachts of Uncle Sam and
Bull met for the second bout made haste
excursion
to seoure good soats on the

sail stretching

Ran

Trip—Selecting

were

interested at present.

PREPARING KATAHDIN.

on

Studio

WEATHER.

[SPECIAL TO

people
dispose of the 50 gallons of liquor in bulk
to
some out of town
Judge be seen of the great international doings
party.
Allen found him guilty and imposed the beyond Sandy Hook. That portion of the
maximun sentence of a fine of $100 and
general publlo which was aotuated by a
costs and 60 days in the county jaiL
to be present when the
and
furnished patriotic desire

fwhat’s Best];

THE

Protest Today and it is Expected They
““Will Announce “No Rnce.”

nations against the sailor, so that he can
stand equitably before the law alongside
comrade of the army and receive
his
* *
Owing to circumequal consideration.

HOUSE,

lw*

the

worked through th t fog and all yachtsSupremo Judicial Court to bo holden fat
donned their blue suits and caps
men
current
peace and harmony universally prevailed. Alfred, the third Tuesday of the
with rakish vizors and pretty girls galore
the
waived
“The organization month.
reading
The speaker said:
Thompson
themselves in nautical rigs of
of the Naval Veteran Association has al- of the warrant and pleaded not guilty. arrayed
duck.
and
serge
testified
and
The officers and other witnesses
ready been productive of great good
The ynohting contingent was not disof the contraband, and
is likely in the near future to do even to the finding
Thompson claimed that he had stored it mayed by a wliift of fog in the morning.
more in removing many unjust discrimias he could

City DYE HOUSE,

^=1 HigilSt.

on

is to

FOSTER’S

sep9

Again

Decide

or,disbanded

Notice,

jg

Him

in the Toils.

Committee

Will

Mich., Los Angles, Cal.,
Va., and St. Louis, Mo. No local associand
ations had withdrawn

COVERS, Draperies
Furniture COVERINGS,&c

—

on

American Champion in a Disabled
Condition Beaten Only 47 Seconds—

The

The

Liquor Seller who Instigated the Assault

COURSE UNDER PROTEST.

Farmer
hid the shipping from view.
and seizure
warrant, sworn out
had modestly predicted a slight
by Harry Taylor, the man on whom Dunn
but there was a curtain of mist that
Thomp sons hired* thug Elwell of Som- haze,
However,
most discouraging.
seemed
a
N. H., made the assault
mersworth,
wind coming in from
few weeks
from which [ grow the there wa^a gentle
ago
and Old Pol was forging
Portsmouth, somewhat famous conspiracy case that the westward
in the East that soon

that the association now numstated
bered 4000 ex-sailors in good standing, an
increase of 15 per cent during the year.
Local
associations had been
New
at Marquette,
into
existence
brought

PIANO

NEW MANCHESTER

The

SAILED

DEFENDER

lican primary elections for delegate to
the Assembly conventions to choose dele-1
state conventions
gates to the county and the 1391 election
were held tonight in
m
the
districts of this city, and resulted
men
thirty-five
election of eighty Platt
doubtful.
anti-Platt, and twenty

propellers,

Hattie

Palmer and

City

of

Hridgonort.
The Defender was the first of the two
racers to leave Bay Ridge. She lay in the

fleet of the finest steam and
At 7.40 she
sailing yaohts in America.
took a a line from the tug and started for
The Valkyrie left
the scone of action.
her moorings ten minutes later In tow.
The wind was a little west of south,
and was blowing about six knots at
Sandy Hook lightship at ten o’clock
She had up
when the Defender arrived.
her mainsail, clubtopsails jib and staysail.
The crack Yankee yacht dropped her
southard.
tow and stood off toward the
The sea was smooth except for the little
dancing waves that played about her
sharp bows instead of dashing against
them as on Saturday.
The sun had dispelled nearly all the
mist and a few flaky white clouds drifted
It was a pretty day
across the azure sky.
troublesome
for the yacht race and no
roll marred the pleasure of the people on
the floating city formed about the old
red hulk of a lightship.
and
The Valkyrie arrived at 10.15,
dropped hor tow and cruised off to the
eastward, stretching her sails and getting
things ready for business.
Soon after lOVolock the committee’s
tug, the Walter Luckenbach, arrived off
the Sandy Hook;iightship. She found a
gentle * breeze blowing from almost due
south at the rate of six orfBeven miles ;an
hour and a gently running sea with little
swoll. The conditions of
or no ground
the
wind and weather were much like
those of Saturday, the only difference,
the smoother sea being in the Valkyrie’s
course was triangular, 10
The
favor.
miles on a side, with the start off Sandy
It was decided that the
Hook lightship.
first leg of triangle be laid due south,
the second leg northeast by cast, the third
leg northwest by west one half west. As
the wind was blowing almost straight
from tho south it was evident that the
first leg would be a dead beat to windward, the second leg.'a broad roach and
the third leg a close hauled reach
At 10. SO tne preparatory signal was
Both the racers were taken to the
fired.
leeward of the lino and some distanco
apart, both were on the starboard tack
and each had the same canvas set, consisting of mainsail, staysail, and jib,
with'a jibtopsail in stops ready to break
out. When the guns fired the^Defender,
which was£to the eastward, came about
the port tack and stood toward the
on
The latter being still upon
Valkyrie.
the starboard tack, held the right of way,
Defender approached her she
the
as
and
luffed up into the wind and went about.
This brought the Valkyrie on the weathThat is, to
er
quarter of the Defender.
windward of her just a trifle behind but
Japping Iher, and so gave her the weather
gauge. The Defender could have easily
averted this by luffiDg and going about
wheu tho Valkyrie did, but as there was
five minutes left before the start she
did not do so, her oaptain thinking it
would be easy enough to shako off the
But
Britisher before crossing the line
there Capt. Haff made a big mistaka
The Valkyrie was justiwhere she wanted
she stayed thera Do what
to be and
she could the Defender could not shake
off the foe clinging to her flanks. After
the Englishman had secured the muoh
covoted position both boars stood along
toward the westward on the port tack
until beyond the committee’s boat. Then
Cap. Haff jibed suddenly hoping to get
around and luff up to the windward of
the Valkyrie before she coud get around,
hut Capt. Cranfleld was quite asjclever.
did not attempt to go about, and
Ho
he jibed so
quickly tliut the relative
positions of the two boats remained unThe Valkyrie still kept, the
changed.
weather. This was at 1U.5S.
The two boats came back on the starboard taiik toward the starting line. They
passed around one of the big excursion
steamers and thenfas the time was short,
began to approach the line from its westward end, breaking out their jibtopsails
as they
did so. The Valkyrie was about,
half a length ahead, besides being to the
windward.
She, therefore, was nearest
to the lino and would cross it first
On came the boats until only a few
seconds remained before the starting gun.
that the Valkyrie
Then it was seen
was too near the line and’was in danger
the
of crossing a second or
midst of

At Lynn., Mass., Billy Vernon, the
defeated John
Haverstraw brick maker,
in fouri
E. Butler, Lynn’s coloredjmgilist
J gun.
rounds last night.

a

twojbefore

notjpropose to do so. The Defenallowing the Valkyrio plenty of

was

|

THE COUNTY FAIR.

Many

between

were slacked off wide at once to spill her
sails and stop her headway.
Then came
a
foul, as the long boom of the Valkyrie
out
to
leeward
across the
raked
reaching
deck of the Defender, only 18 or 20 feet
away and striking the topmast shrouds
on the starboard side, carried it away,
breaking the jaw oflthe; spreader and
pulling the bolt out offthe^brass ^spreader
strap. The Defender’s®lofty topmast| immediately buckled under the strain of
her jibtopsail with a loud crack, and at
this moment the starting gun was fired
—at exactly 11 o’clock.
The Defenders crow wore orderod forward
to
in
her
take
jibtopsail
in order to save the topmast from further damage, and in that condition she
crossedjihe line at 11.01.15.
The
Valkyrie had preceded her at
11.00.13 as she crossed the line. The Defender
hoisted a protest
flag and an
answering penant on the judges’s boat
showed it had been seen and would be
considered.
There is no doubt that the
responsibility for the accident rests entirely with the Valkyrie. Her skipper allowed her to get into a very tight place
where there
was every prospect of his
orossing before the gun fire and so having to return and rocross. In his anxiety
to avoid this he ran down too close upon
a boat which
he was’bound to look out
for as she was sailing closer hauled on
the same tack, and so had the right of
way.
JThe two boats crossed upon the starboard tack, but immediately afterward
the Defender went about on the port tack
in order to bring the strain of her topmast on the uninjured side, and the V alkyrie followed on the same tack. An attempt to replace the broken shroud was
immediately made upon the Defender
and a makshift which partially answored
the
purpose was devised. At 11.24 the
Defender went about upon the starboard
tack, and 10 seconds later the Valkyrie
followed||her. It was then seen that the
Valkyrie was about a quarter of a mile
ahead of the Defender and was fully 10
yards to windward. This showed that
the American boat, even in her crippled
At 11.30 the
condition
was doing well.
two racers went about on the port tack
later
the Defenminutes
and
five
again,
der broke out her jibtopsail'again. She
took it in again very quickly, however,
as her weakened topmast could not stand
The wind continued to freshthe strain
At
en and liauled'a little to westward.
11.54 the Defender came about again and
followed a few seconds
the Valkyrie
later, both standing off shore on the
starboard tack. The Valkyrie was still
At
about a
quarter of a mile ahead.
12.10 both tacked! to port: and the conditand at 12.19
ion remained uncliauged,
another tack to starboard was made. By
this time the Valkvrie was not only threeeights or half a mile ahead of the Defender, but was also a quarter of a mile to
the windward. The wind had now freshened to 13 or 14 miles an hour and the
water became much rougher. The Valkyrie began to make considerable disturbance in the water, rolling up quite a
under her knv and slowly, but
wave
surely, the Defendernegan to creep up on
She not only went more smoothly
her.
through the water, but she also began|to
outpoint the English boat. The wind
had hauled a little to the westward and
the mark was easily reached on this long
starboard tack. Tne Valkyrie rounded
at 13.57.43, and easing off her sheets started for the second mark.

AT THE MARK.

Marked the First

Visitors

herself and the mark and
acted striotly within her rights in keeping her course. Capt. Cranfiold could not
call forjroom and there was but one thing
he could do to save himself, that was to
THE stop {the headwayfon^the Valkyrio. The EXHIBITS
orders wero
given and all her sheets

On Board United Press Tug via Sandy
Hook, September 10.—Fog and general
murkiness ushered in the day set for the
Sanford, September 10.—L. W. Thompbetween Lord Dunraven’s
presided, son, against whom the liquor war has second contest
Rear Admiral commanding,
and the American yacht Deroll
Valkyrie
the
beto
been
of
late, [was
and 200 delegates responded
waged so fiercely
On bay and river the white haze
afternoon on a fender.
call. In his address Rear Admiral Allen fore Judge Allen this

For it will be remembered the enlisted
of the navy shipped at'.the seaport
and were sent from there to the neares
receiving ship and taken from there as
the vessels needed crews and put among
officers and men they never saw before,
and the survivors were difficult to trace.
Cleansed at Short
at
The army comrade on the contrary, ordinarily joined a company formed at or
near his home, and associated himself
with friends who had previously known
him, and who, if they survived, could
easily substantiate his olaim.
The organization of naval associations
13 Preble St. opp. Preble House.
and the existing rosters between them
Telephone Connection.
is the most helpful work that has ever
been done in that direction in enabling
deserving shipmates to obtain justice.
Amid frequent applause the speaker
insisted upon the necessity of an effective
With Windsor Hotel Annex,
navy and the willingness of the AmeriMANCHESTER, N. H.,
can
people to fight for the Monroe docMakes it the largest and best equipped bote trines.
north of Boston.
The number of strangers tonight is. according to offioial figures, in the neighA. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
and at least 60,000
of 175,000,
borhood
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.
during the night
feb21
TuW&Thtflp more will be brought infor
the grand paand morning in time
all
rade. The inpour
day was incessant
and
the streets for miles were uncomfortably crowded. There are reports tonight that several trains from distant
points are in a blockade with slight
chances of getting here in time for the demonstration tomorrow. Commander infor shortening pastry? What’s
J
Chief Lawler was today presented by bis
C1
What’s
for
©
best
staff and aides, representing every state
frying things?
and
S
V
for
best
territory with a magnificent diamond
every cooking purf i
badge, and a reception was tendered the
A
pose for which lard was forsame
official and his staff at the Gault
©
j
merly used ? What’s best
officers of the
S j house by the national The
for health ?
for digestion
latter was'a
Women’s Belief Corps.
answer:
11
of
women
Thousands
©
brilliant function, participated in by 2000
representatives citizens and visitors.
Secretarv of State Palmer of New York,
Gov.
Upham of Wisconsin, Gen. Fairohild) and Gen. Wallace were also the
recipients of the women’s welcome.
Denver is in the lead for the next encampment, but the women are working
hard for St. Paul
Th heat today is intense and many
olS soldiers were prostrated. Twelve
were taken to the city hospital, but none
of the cases are serious.

Forest

TAYLOR’S TURN TO SMILE-

convention of the National Association
of Naval Veterans opened in the circuit
court room of the court house today.
Francis B. Allen of Hartford, Conn.,

stances

hfl

Ob-

in

der

room

Off.

THE

and did

Day.
OF

STOCK NEVER

SO

The Hall

Features-Todays Programme Includes
Trials of Strength—Racing and Ladies
Track

Competition.

There are larger fairs than the Cumberland County fair at Gorham, but if there
they cannot be found
are any better,

and paoing horses in the state are there
and that will make the raoes of more
than the usual interest. In the exhibition
hall there is a display in keeping with
the general excellence of the exhibition
out of doors.

the

jibtopsail,

SflCUIld PlUCV.

Mine which figured in today’s races
is the property of Mr. C. M. Stewart of
Duck Pond. Baby is a bay gelding by
Gen. Mac, dam
Flora, by Tom B.
Patclien. West Buxton has a representative in
Fred Weaver a powerful bay
stallion, owned by MoCorrison brothers.
Fred is by Gen. Weaver, and
his dam
was by Kit by Knox Boy.
He^has trotted
In 45 in a race and will start in the 3.60
class. E. C. Chute of Naples has sent

bay stallion Haley, a
fellow with beautiful black
mane and tail.
He is 6ix years old by
Nelson, dam Greynose, by Fearnaught.
This year Haley has started in three
He took first money in the 3.19
class at Fairfield and 3.13 at Bangor and
races.

second in the 3.19 at Lewiston, where he
competed with the provincial flyer,
Pilot, Jr. Haley will be in the free-forall hera Marion and Julia, two promis-

ing youngsters complete Mr.

Haley’ ’s
Marion made a gamey race with
Emma Westland today and Julia
will
start in the two year old class.
M. T. Pooler’s well known Mahlon i*
here and will start in the free-for-all.
string.

■

MKT OX THE

■

MIDWAY.

And then there is the Midway, where
J. W. Twombly of Gorham, exhibits the
may be seen wonders from every part of
the world, including a sea lion and an handsome bay stallion Morrill Wilkes by
The Midway Is All So, and Dimple P.,and Black Bess
African snake charmer.

located behind the grand stand. The sea come from the Trafton stable at Cumberlion looks very ferocious on the big poster land Mills.
which announces that he was caught as
THE POULTRY.
sea, a very proper place for a sea lion.
When you go near the exhibition buildTho lion, himself, strongly resembles a
ing, there is abundant evidence that the
He o couples a dry goods box in a
seal.
small tent and has a big block of ice to
Then there is the Ferris
keep him cool.
wheel—not so large as that at
Chicago,
but one which goes round in the same
way. There is another wheel, the ciroular
platform under the wooden horses and
tho horses aro as popular as any diversion
Youth and age meet on
on the ground.
Then there are the men
this whirligig.

many canes as you oan put rings over.
has
tied
One enterprising proprietor
dollar bills to many of his canes as
additional prizes. It is noticeable that
as

large

and

THE FLYEBS.
The Midway amuses the crowds, but
there is more real enjoyment in a look
around tho grounds. It is interesting to
stroll among the horses in the forenoon
and see the care devoted to the trotters.
IN THE POULTRY SHOW,
It was hot yesterday, so hot that summer
There are
show is a good one.
poultry
clothing was uncomfortable, but up and hens and roosters and chickens of all
down were led trotters training for the
kinds, queer looking fowl with heavy
races.
They didn’t wear the close knit
of feathers hanging over their
fringes
human
but
donned
sweaters
racers,
by
worn
like the bangs
by young
eyes
the two thicknesses of blankets in which
women several years ago; fowl with red
they were clad answered the same pur- combs of twice the usual
little
size,
With the hoods tightly fastened
pose.
Guinea fowl and dainty fanoy pigeons.
the horses resembled
over their heads,
J. L. Roberts of South Windham, whose
monks in hood and gown as they paced
white crested Polish and Houdan fowl
Around the
sedately back and forth.
aro queer looking birds, C. A.
Gassett,
stables of these equine athletes are many
Lewiston, H. S. Usher, D. V.. S., Bonand
bottles
of
devices
many
strange
StroudGeorge B. Jacobs,
In one stall sat ney Eagle,
lotions and liniments.
water, are among the leading exhibitors
in this section.
There is a fine

display

of

fruit

and

vegetables.

Valkyrie

BU

Cumberland.

Baby

the head is the

and at

fantinnaJ

years old and has a mark of

2.26?4, whioh he got at

handsome

took in hor bal1.58.10 sho turned
the second mark, sending up a No. 3 jibtopsail as she did so. She then hauled in
her sheet and started for home with her
mainsail and elubtopsail, jib and jibtopsail set. At 1.59 the Defender, which
had nearly reached the mark, took in
A TROTTER IN TRAINING,
her baby jib,topsail and jibed and rounda
by the feet of his charge
groom
negro
ed the mark at. 3.01.45. She broke out
rubbed the slender legs of
which in size, was and patiently
a No. 3 jib topsail,
after minute. Outside
about as the one whioh the Valkyrie had. the trotter minute
a young man with a
big air pump was
the
as
the
boats
were
Just
rounding
of a sulky just as a
tires
the
blowing
up
mark the breeze took another spurt and
into his wheel. It
had bicyclist pumps the air
before it settled!" down again it
reached a velocity of 13 or 13 miles an would pay some of the people whose only
The leg was a reach close hauled ideas of trotters and the way they are
hour.
This brought
with booms to starboard.
handled are gained from the grand stand,
the strain of the Defender’s sails on her
a little trip around by the stables.
port shrouds which were uninjured and to take
for the first time during the race it was In these boxes they would see the pride
possible to sail her to the best of her of Maine horseflesh. Nelson has sent five
She was a half mile behind the
ability
of his flyers.
They are Silo, Conquest
Valkyrie when she rounded the stakeboat
and in less than half an hour she had Star, .Tenette, Ethel C. and Sarah Fuller.
cut this distance down to three-eights of J. F. BarreH will have nine or ten on
She had been three minutes and
a mile;
hand today. Yesteray Emma Westland,
at the second mark
33 seconds behind
and during the last 10 miles sho gained a young horse with a great future, and
The well
one'miuute'and 10 seconds,which, deduct- •Toseland were on the grounds.
ing the difference of time of start, and known stallion Glendale has been sent
made
a
allowance
loser
her
her
by only 47
Richards of
Falmouth.
soconds. Had the last leg been live miles over by C. K.
longer the Defender would have won by Ginger, a handsome piece of horseflesh,
But the leg was only
minute.
over a
belongs to M. M. Partridgo of Woodfords.
10 miles and the noblo boat could not
of Portland has
three
Mi. E. Noyes
overcome her great handicap in that disThe Valkyrie finished
tance.
first at horses here, one of which Billy Crocker,
The Defender was two minutes is becoming widely known on the race
3.55.33.
and 1? seconds behind at 3.57.40. Elapsed course.
Billy is by Artemas, Jr., his dam
loon

nearly eight

his bay mare Gertie B.
A
of
group
horses whioh attract much attention are
those of W. D. Haley of Gardiner.
At

THE LAST LEG.
1.58

THE FUN.

The show

thus adorned have
tho canes
knobby handles.

At

WATCHING

which began the bay stallion Col. Wilkes, a green
yesterday at Narragansett park is the horse five years old by Bayard Wilke*,
There dam Brighton Girl. Gen. Mac, a brown
largest and best ever held there.
are so many cattle on the ground that stallion, entered for the 3.37 pace, is anoccupied, and today’s other horse owned by Mr. Stewart. Gen.
every stall is
animals will have to be quartered along Mao is by Winthrop Pilot, dam Little
Many of the best trotting Kate by Winthrop Morrill. Gen. Mac is
by the fences.
around liete.

fender roundoff the mark atll. 01.33, having been beaten three minutes and 53
This did not inseconds in the 10 miles.
clude the difference in the time at the
start.
Immediately after rounding the
Defender broke out a baby jibtopsail and
A few minutes
in hor staysails
took
later she too set a balloon staysail. The
mark was a broad
run to the second
reaoh to the wind over the starboard
I’he
and
tho
sails
set to port.
quarter
wind kept on increasing, reaching about
18 miles an hour at one time on this leg
and tho yachts dashed on at a good pace.
Nobly as the Defender had done on the
first leg it was a hopeless race for her.
Being unable on account of tho weakness
of her topmast’to set her balloon jib, she
could not carry anywhero near as much
sail as tho Englishman. Tho little baby
jib topsail and balloon'staysails offered
hut a poor substitute fur a balloon jib.
of this handicap, however she
In spite
actually gained 17 seconds on the 10
Much
of this gain was duo to the
miles.
behavior of the two
difference in tho
in tho rather stiff seaway.
The
boats
Valkyrie made much moro of a plunge
work.
At
times
cascades of water
in her
(
out from under her bows
were thrown
and the wake she left behind became very
marked. The Defender created but little
fuss in connection with either entering
or leaving the water.

as

pace. Prince, a five year old by Glendale
and Juno Wilkes, a four
also
year old,
belong to the Noyes party. H. E. Farmer
of WTestbrook sends the
bay gelding Nat
J., which is entered for the 2.50 class.
Carl Stewart of Dry Mills is here with

Exhibit Embraces Many New

with the canes at which you may throw
half a dozen rings for a niokol and have

soon

and was in five races last year, getting a
share of the purse every time.
He won
two heats in the thirty-four stake race at
Lewiston
last week
and
came near
getting the third and last.
He lias a
mark of 2.24% and will start in the 9.37

HEAVY BEFORE.

the Valkyrie rounded the
mark sho hauled down her jlbtopsail and
minutes later took in her staysail
two
preparatory to setting her balloon jib
iD stops. Sho broke it together with a
huge balloon staysail at 1.03. The DeAs

THREE CENTS.

3EHs5hiauATTSi}_PRICE

1895.

THE FOUL.

VALKYRIE’S FOUL

lor

AN EFFORT TO SECURE THE SAIL-

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

being Morgan

mare.

He is six years old

A striking feature of the ladies’ department is the room devoted to relics of the
The hangings were spun and
past.
woven over one hundred years ago and
everything in the room, except of course
Mrs. Fred
old,
the ladies, is equally
Stevens of Westbrook, shows hangings
woven by her grandmother 140 years ago;
the window curtains were spun by Miss

Polly Smith (Mrs. John Raymond) a
century ago. Mrs. Wm. S. Deering of
Portland exhibits some Dutch Delft and
Lowesdoff ware, all over one hundred
Continued

A cream

of

Highest of all

_Latest

on

Second

Page.

baking powder.
leavening strength.

tartar
in

United

States

Government

Food Report.

Royal Baking Powder Co*
106

Wall St., N. Y.

»

In this heat Marion was not
the start. The summary:

THE COl'ITV FAIR.

THE FIELD OF SPORT.

THREE YEAR OLD, TROT OR PACE,
The National

the results of yesterday’s
games in the National Leaguo;
AT NEW YORK.

Following

PURSE $75.
Emma Westland, b m, Westland

League.
Continued From First

aro

Page.

This exhibit of these old
years old.
articles was the bright idea of Mrs. L.W.
Edwards, superintendent of the department.
Clark
Tho Ira
F.
Company and

September 10—The Cliicagos
games from the New Yorks today by superior ball playing. Anson tried
two now pitchers and both proved to be Hooper, Son & Leighton are large exIn the first game, Friend, a hibitors..The C. S. Goddard green house
all right.
left handed pitcher from New Bedford, flowers mako the hall sweet with their
pitched great ball for the visitors. The odors, Miss Carrie C. Maxwell, Mrs. E.
only runs scored by Now York being tho J. Palmer and Miss Elsie Gilson of Portresult of the home run hits
by Van land exhibit decorated China.
Rusio pitched in
Halren and Stafford.
THE COWS AND THE OXEN.
He gavo six bases on balls
poor form.
As
stated, there are so many cattle hero
His support was bad.
and was hR hard.
around.
that the stalls will hardly go
After six innings Rusio gave way to
Wm. R. Plummer of Raymond has a
ineffective.
and
wild
was
who
German,
of Herefords hore girting 71 inches.
The game was called at tho end of tho yoke
C. W. and W. B. Hale of Windham have
eighth by mutual consent.
of grade Durham
oxen,
Tho second game was won because brought a yoke
which weigh 4100 and girt 77 inohes.
was
and
was
Meokin
raggedly supported
also have a well matched pair of
hit hard with men on bases. Parker was They
Kallock of
three year old steers.
A.
steady at critical points and received
Windham has come with his yoke of Durmagnificont support. Decker made a
ham and Scott Larrabee of Scarboro is
home run. Tho eighth was played in the
Hereover with six yoke of Devons and
was
it
completed Umpire
dark, and when
fords from his big farm.
Tho beautiful
Keefe called the game. Attendance 6000.
.Terseys of course have representations at
The scoro:
tho park.
Mr. O. F. Deering of South
First Game.
Buxton has a yoke of oxen weighing 4000
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0- 2
New York,
a two year old bull,
eight cows
0 1 5 0 0 3 0 4—13 pounds,
Chicago,
and three calves. Robert B. Meserve of
Base hits—New York, 6; Chicago, 14.
Errigi—New, York, 4; Chicago, 1. Bat- South Gorham seems to have moved his
and
Farrell; farm up to the park for he has come with
teries—Rusie, German
Friend a nd Donahue.
a pair of Devon oxen, two Hereford bulls,
Second Game.
a Holstein calf, ten Southdown sheep and
0—6
1
0
1
0
0 4 0
New York,
an
Oxshire sow and her family of
0 1 2 8 buck,
0
2
0
3
0
Chicago,
little porkers and a Chester boar. A W.
11.
Base hits—New York, 13; Chicago,
of Deering has three
well
Bat- Newcomb
Errors—New York, 5; Chicago, 2.
teries— Meekin and Wilson; Parker and matched pairs of steers, Herefords and
Kittredge.
Devons, and J. N. Newcomb has four
Charles Chaplin
Devons and Durhams.
AT BROOKLYN.
of Sebago Lake owns some fine looking
the
until
10.—Not
Brooklyn, September
here headed by the
which are
ninth inning today were the Brooklyns Jersoys
A handsome
bull Leon’s Glen Pogis.
able to fathom Dwyer’s curves. Lechance,
bull is entered by A. S. Riggs
a
Guernsey
scored
drive
line
a
vicious
on
then,
of Gorham and Geo. M. Johnson of Gorhome run and Daly on a long hit reached
nine months
ham enters a Jersey bull
third and scored on Schock’s loDg drive
Booklyns. old.
This gave the game to the
a steady game and was well
Daub
■

New York,

won two

pitched
supported. Attendance

THE RACES.

The score:

1700.

00000000 2 2

card

for
There were two events on the
That veteran of
the afternoon raoes.
starting- judges, Mr. Isaiah Pompilly,

Brooklyn,
01 0 00000 0—1
Cincinnati,
Base hits—Brooklny, 6; Cincinnati, 6.
Errors—Brooklyn, 0; Cincinnati, 3. Batand
Grim; Dwyer and held the bell rope in the judges stand,
teries—Daub

and rang up the trotters in the three
The judges were
minuto class first.
Alonzo Libby, A. J. Clarke and H. S.
Baltimore, September 10—Eleven errors
Usher. The track was in good shape and
marred the beauty of the last game of the
on it there appeared eight starters for the
and
the
year between the Champions
There
three minute race for trotters.
second play team hero today. McMahon’s
were some lively youngsters in the lot,
worth going
however,
was,
pitching
The well known stallion Bismarck,
too
miles to see. But one hit was made off
owned by C. R. Richards of Falmouth,
over
McKean
his delivery, a single by
a speedy bay
gelding entered by
Clevelands’ only tallies Danil,
ba-e.
second
C. E. Jenkins, J. B.
Woodbury’s chestwere made on MpGrnw’s error in the first
nut mare Emma Nelson, Baby Mine and
of
muff
George
and
Kolley’s
inning
the latter a Portland horse,
The other June Wilkes,
Tebeau's ily in the fourth.
i Fred Weaver, the Buxton stallion, and
inexthe homo team were
errors by
It was a fast
•Phenol made up the field.
pensive. l ilt caused the 8200 persons in Collection, the first heat being trotted in
tho grounds to give evidence of their ind. 30Yi, several seconds faster than was
tense feelings through groans of anguish.
iyet done on the track in a three minute
lead
a
good
Win n ihe champions secured
It was a hard field to send away.
race.
in the seventh, tho crowd cheered Itself
Ethel C. had the pole, and set them a
“The
voice
one
with
and
yelled:
toirsc,
"fair gait, but Baby Mine was up in the
ii:.uI is ours.”
;
Baring base running
air a good pnrt of the time and Emma
work
team’s
home
the
il:.-t inguished
Nelson was always
trying to beat the
tho
Ciipi y also pitched a good game with
Mr.
field* Before she readied the wire.
exceptio:i of the third,' seventh and
held them well in hand, howPompil'ly
the
Baltimore
which
in
eighth innings,
ever, and when a start was finally made,
only hits were made. His support, how
Bismarch
it was a good one.
put his
the
finish
and
at
ever, was very yellow,
and
head into the front place
seeing
ho seemed to lot up in his work, owing
of room for himself lot out a link
to the discouraging errors of the fielders. plenty
and led the field all the way round,
Captai n Tebeau was put out of tho game
fiknil was really his only competitor at
in the sixth for using obscene language
Emma Nelson a good
Tho game was the close witjh
towards Umpire Emslie.
third. Fred Weaver was in fourth place,
called in the eighth on account of darkbut as he had tried to turn the trot into a
run.
ness after Baltimore had scored one
running race, the judges put him back in
Tho score:
Q 0 3 0 0 0 2 1—6 eighth place.
Baltimore,
The second heat was a repetition of the
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0—2
-Cleveland,
Base hit3—Baltimore, 7; Cleveland, 1. first as far as the leaders were concerned.
Errors—Baltimore, 6; Cleveland, 5. Bat- Bismarck, was not headed, but Danil
teries—McMahon and Robinson;
Cuppy clung to his sulky wheel all the way
and Zimmer.
around, with Emma Nelson again in
AT PHILADELPHIA.
third place.
Baby Mine finished in fifth
Philadelphia, September 10.—Philadel- place, but was put in sixth position for a

AT BALTIMORE.

Louisville today
defeated
Both
hitting Me Parian almost at will.
sides put up a fair fielding game. Hamilton and Thompson mado home runs. At

phia easily

tendance 2744.

Philadelphia,

The score:
13003040

—11

long break at the start.
The third heat was a surprise in one
Ira Woodbury was up behind
Phenol and the stallion instead of coming
in at the rear of the parade was in third
place at the finish, giving him the fourth

particular.

OC210020C-5
Louisville,
money. Phenol made several breaks, but
Base hits—Philadelphia, 24; Louisville,
did pot gain by them while Baby Mine
13. Errors—Philadelphia, 1; Louisville,
third had Phenol
2. Batteries—Orth and Clements; Mc- which would have been
Farlan and Warner.
been set back, had made one long and
gaining .break in the opinion of the
at boston.

Boston, September

10.—Boston

could

judges.

T:he

summary:

not bat at all today and were defeated
THREE MINUTE CLASS—PURSE $200.
It was a poor
easily by the Browns.
Bismarck, b s, by Bayard Wilkes,
game. Harrington of Fall Kiver was
111
(Richards)
tried at second base by Boston and did so
2 2 2
3 3 8
well that he will remain with the club
the rest of the season.
5 0 0
St. Louis,
1 1 0
Boston,

The score:
0 1 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0

ry)

0—8
2—4

Base hits—St. Louis, 13; Boston, 9. Errors—St. Louis, 1; Boston. 2.»Batteries—
Kissinger and Peitz; Stockdaie and
Stivotts and Tenney and Ganzel.
National

Baltimore.

League Standing.
Lost.
Won.

Cleveland

73
74

Philadelphia,

69

Boston,
Brooklyn*
New Pork,
Pitt&hurg,
Cincinnati.

Chicago,

Washington.
St. Louis,

Louisville,

63
63
6l
63
59
61
34
36
30

38
45
46
50
50
54
54
54
55
75
80
86

AT FALL RIVER.

Mine, b g,
C., ch m.

(Wilson)
Ethel
(Getchell)
June Wilkes, br m, (Noyes)
Fred Weaver, b s, (MoCorrison)

Baby

7
4
6
5
8

8
6
4
5
7

3
4
6
7
5

Time—1,30%, 1.32%, 1.34%.
for trotters

(Woodbury)

b
Marion,
m,
(Pinkham)

Dictator Chief

Woodbury who

was

up

behind

Fall River, September 10.—Fall River Emma, had the race well in hand, headhad a walk over with New Bedford to- ing by about a length as they swung into
day. Klobedanz was effective while Day tho turn. Then, however, Marion settled
The score:
was hit hard and often.
down to business, and made a rush for
head.
Fall River,
4
0 1 1 3 0 1 2 0-12 the first place, capturing it by a
New Bedford. 20100010 0— 4 The
judges gave the heat to Emma WestNew Bed- land because of Marion’s
Baso hits—Fall River, 17;
repeated beaks.
ford, 7. Errors—Fall River, 3; New BedTo
heat was a pretty one.
The
second
fi.
Batteries—Klobedanz and
ford,
bo sure Marion made one little skip at
Rupert; Day and Sharp.
the start, but alter that she sottled down
Manager Leonard Stays With Ls.
At
to business and paced a good mile.
Manager Leonard has made arrange- the socond turn she collared Emma and
ments to stay with the Portland Club the two
went under tho wire almost neck
next season.
mare having a
and
the

loaded.

was

Handling of

Firearms Causes

u

E. Leighton of Deering Receives
Charge of Shot in His Rack—The Re-

a

Time—3.37)4, 2.32)4, 2.35J4,

His Wound Cannot Re Deter-

sult of

TODAY’S PROGRAMME.

mined.

Today is Westbrook day, and there will
be a cavalcade, and traders’ parade from
The
the young city in the forenoon.
other events of the day will be as follows:

A serious accident occurred at Allen’s
Corner, Deering, last night, as a result of
careless handling of firearms.'
William E. Leighton, a son of George
9.00 a. m.—Examination of all horses, W.
Leighton of Stevens Plains, called at
comAll
anil
swine.
neat stock, sheep
mittees to be prepared to examine their the home of Mrs. S. S. Knight,and during
soveral classes at this time.
tiie evening Herbert Knight a fifteen10.00 a. in.—Trial of strength of draft
year-old hoy brought out a shot gun.
under.
and
six
six
feet,
inches,
oxen,
it to the
Also of oxen classed six feet, six inches, While handling it ho dropped
floor and it exploded, the cliargo striking
to six feet, ten inches.
1.00 p. m.—Trial of strength of draft young
Leighton, inflicting a serious
in
horses.

Ladios’

competition

for

speed

wound.

K. Austin

Dr.

called

Lewis
harnessing and driving horses to take
Premiums $20, $15, and also Dr. Parker, who advised removplace on the track.
tho patient to the Maine General
$10, $5.
ing
1.30 p. m.— Trotting. No. 3, purse $350
hospital. The young man had received
for 2.28 class. No. 4. purse $200 for 2.40
class. No. 5, purse $50 for two year old the charge just above his hip, passing
trot or pace.
trough liis back and lodging in the
muscles on the other side of his
body.
NOBLE REDMENHe was brought to tho hospital and made
was

Get 65

Per Cent of the Orders

for Worsted
Continued From First

William

3

Foreigners

Serious Accident.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE TARIFF AND WOOLLENS.

VALKYRIE’S FOUL.

111

3

Goods.

times were Valkyrie, 3.55.09; Defender,
3.56.25. The Valkyrie allows the Defender 29 1-10 seconds, and the Valkyrie
started one minute
and two seconds
ahead.
Corrected times aro, Valkyrie,
Tho Valkyrie
3.55.56.
3.55.49; Defend]1,
won
in 47 seconds corrected time. The
Defender made a most remarkable showing under the circumsanees and her superiority was clearly marked on every
point of sailing, even in her orippled condition.
At the finish there was the usual scene
of excitemont with patriotic Amorioans
for one] ; saluting a British yacht. The
Defender received the greater ovation of
the two, and her plucky fight, elicitod
much praise from the yachtsmen. Both
yachts were towed to Bay Ridge where
they are anchored for the night. Tomorrow a new topmast will be
put onto the
Defender.
The regatta committee stopped its boat
at Bay Ridge on the way to the city, and
Mr. Iseliu made a verbal protest in regard to the fouling.
Mr. Bush, tho club representative on
the British boat was asked bv the committee to put his version of the affair.
At 10.30 p. m., the following notice was
posted on the bulletin board at the club:
“The Defender protests the Valkyrie
down on
on the grounds that she bore
her just before reaching the starting line,
thereby causing a foul which resulted in
carrying away of her spreader and the
springing of her topmast.

(From the Textile Manufacurers’

NOTICE—EOSS OF NOTES.
persons are hereby warned against negotiating the following notes, which were
lost or stolen Aug. MO, 18W5, and payment of
them has been stopped;
Note dated Fryeburg. Me.. Aug. 211,1896;
amount, §125,00; time, sixty days. Payable to
Signed by F. W.
order of E. D. Walker.

ALL

Page.
Jour-

nal. )
When the importer can obtain fully 65
peroentum of the orders placed on worsted
goods by the maufaeturing clothiers it is
indisputable that something is radically
wrong with the tariff laws—that the domestic uianufacurer does not receive the
needed
protection. It little matters
whether he is defrauded of it by an absurd system of duties which permits of
ross frauds, or whether the prescribed
duty is insufficient in itself; the fact remains that so far as protection goes the
existing law does not provide for it.

wo
printed comparative
Last week
figures covering the importations of
for
the
first five months of
cloths
woolen
the calendar years of 1895, 1894 and 1893;
these figures showed an increase in 1895
1894 of 595 perceutum, and in 1895
over
This week
over 1893 of 117 percentum.
we give the importations of dress goods
for the same periods; these figures show

increase in 1895 over 1894 of 213 percenof 30 pereenover 1893
tum.
The life of the domestic worsted manuThe woolen
facturer is in the balance.
manufacturer has not yet been seriously
disturbed, except indireotly, as the foras comfortable as
possible, and the shot
eign worsted displace the woollen goods.
Annual Session of the Great Council of tlie
wound
terrible
the
extraotod. In spite of
The woollen industry is seriously menir. S. of the I. O, K. M.
ace(l—its very existence is threatened; the
ho was conscious, and his courage was
time has come when the press of ths
good. The doctors in attendance enteroountry which believes in America for
Providence, R. I., September 10.—The tain hope of his recovery, but could
(Signed)
Amercans should sound the alarm, and
47th annual session of the Great Council
“Tho Regatta Committee.”
devote its best energies in quckening pubscarcely tell what the outcome would be.
of the America’s lic sentiment to a condemnation of the
Commodore Smith
of the United
States of the Improved
Bowdoin
Leighton graduated from
this
his
said
evening
that
cup committee
un-American Wilson law and to an appeal
Order of Red Mon opened in this city this
year, and was to enter tho Harvard faith in the Hereshoff boat had Deen tre- to
Congress for relief from its cursed pro98
are
There
this morning.
delegates pres- Medical school this fall. He is a popular mendously strengthened and that the cup vlslon
Great
ent
was safe.
representing 31 states. The
young man and tho accident will be deepState of Oh jo, Citv of Toledo 1 "■
Incohonee in his annual report gave a
ANOTHER RUMOR.
)
Lucas county.
ly regretted by his many acqudintences.
resume of the decisions by him on apIt was the opinion of the physicians at
Frank J. Chenery makes oath that he is
It is rumored tonight that the regatta
in
the
F.
J.
of
Arm
of
Chenert
official
visitations
He
the
senior
partner
reports
peals.
the hospital that the shot had not injured committee which had been considering
& Co., doing business in the city of Toledo.
29„'states, [many of the slates having been tho spine as there was no sign of
and
that said
aforesaid,
State
and
County
in
favor
the Defender’s protest decided
visited two or three times. His expense
ftr.n will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
the Valkyrie and declared the contest DOLLARS for each and every ease of Catparalysis.
of
account in propagating the work of the
Shortly before four o’clock this morn- a race. The report could not be verified. tarrh that cannot be cured by the use of
order was ,$4500. The report of the chief
Hall’s Catarrh
of records contained the following facts : ing, he was reported resting quietly with It is said the committee will hold anj CHENERY
The receipts for the year were, from all the chan ces favorable for his recovery.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
other meeting tomorrow.
sources $460,317.64;
presence.this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
paid for relief, $420,Will Not Decide Until Today.
802.60; Ipaid to widows and orphans, $8,seal
892.76; for burial of the dead, $81,242.34;
A. W. GLEASON,
New
j
York, September 10.—The regatta i
;
investments, $122,658.44; in tribe belts
Notary Public,
committee will not decide the protest betaken
is
(cash on hand), $286,970; total wealth
Cure
internally and acts
Catarrh
Hall's
fore to-morrow. It is generally believed directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
of all tribes, $1,525,001.16. The memberNorth
Beering.
that the decision will be in favor of the toe system. Send for testimonials, free.
ship report was as follows; Members
F. J.CHENEY Ss CO.. Toledo, O.
adopted, 22,610; reinstated, 1655; admitWe understand that the house belonging Defender.
y Sold by Druggists, 76c.
ted bv card. 1402: suspended,
21,700; to the Fields estate has been sold and the
Hie
Coarse.
Defends
C
field
ran
expelled 199; withdrawn by card, 1401;
messenger’s Notice.
to move.
died, .1133; total membership July 1, present occupants are preparing
New York, September 10—The Tribune Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Morton start on a tomorrow will
1895,
133,485; increase during the year,
State of Maine. iCumberland, ss., Sept. 3rd.
print an interview with
5170; total number of tribes, 1692, an in- carriage drive this week to visit friends Captain Cranfield of the Valkyrie.
He
A. D. 1895.
crease
during year of 96 tripes. It was in the eastern
he
and
could
his
said
defended
course,
npHIS is to give notice that on the 30th day
part of the stata We hope
reported there are subordinate branches
not see how the Defender's protest could JL of August, A. D. 1895. a Warrant in
of the degreelof Pocahontas in 28 states. both will be improved in health when
was issued out of the Court of Insolfairly be sustained. The reporter in- Insolvency
of Cumberland, against
A revised digest of the laws was adopted they return.
Shall you expect to run the vency for said County
quired:
that
tne
the
of
estate
and it was recommended
regaS. race over again if the committee decides
Mr. Ryder of Boston visited C.
lia be superceded,by emblematical jewels.
D.
ELLIS
ORR, of Ilarpswell,
“Well, I don’t know,”
against you?”
There was an attompt made to increase Knight last week.
he added with just a shadow of a smila adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
the salary of the Great Chief of Records
Mrs. S. S. Knight has received letters “I rather think If the
said debtor, which petition was filed on the
protest is upheld of
30th day of August, A. D. 1895, to which date
from $1600 per year to $2000, but on a from her son
George B. Leavitt we shall make our way home again and interest
Captain
on claims is to be computed.
it
was
ruled
order
of
being raised,
point
call it one each.”
That tho payment of any debts to or by said
that a salary cannot be increased dur- in Alaska, saying he is well, but thinks
the transfer and delivery of any
and
Debtor,
he probably will not return this fall, and
ing the term of the incumbent.
SWINBURN-LINGANE CASE IN COURT- property by him are forbidden by law.
When tho proposition to substitute a may not till ’97, when he hopes to stay at
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
badge for recalia came to a vote it was home a much longer time,than usual.
Son of Newport’s Ex-Mayor Bound Over to assignees of his estate, will he held at a Court
defeated 68 to 20. The amendment to the
H.
was
re-elected
Miss
Eliza
Morton
of Insolvency to be hoiaen at Probate Court
laws presented at the last session by the
the Grand Jury in 8500 for Assault on
room In said Portland, in said County of CumCalifornia delegates providing that the secretary of the S. D. A. Missionary and
berland on the 16th day ot September, A. D.,
Telegram Editor.
minimum
age of admission be reduced Tract society of Maine at the recent
1895, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
from 21 to 18 years, was defeated. Tho
Given under my hand the date first above
in Augusta.
C. L. BUCKNAM.
proposition to change the laws that keep- campmeeting
Providence, September 10.—William C. written.
who
takes
Elder
record
shall
have
Elder
and
of wampum
ers
Jayne’s
Basnoy,
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
Swinburn, son of ex-Mayor Swinburn of Deputy
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,
served three years shall be entitled the place as president of the S. 1). A. associascpt4£ll
Newport, was today bound over to [the
honors of past sachem after discussion
will make this place his head
was
postponed for future consideration. tion,
jury in *500 for assault upon David
grand
the
near
future.
in
YOUK NOW
00
the
counmake
to
quarters
The proposition
grat
F. Lingane, editor of the Telegram on
DR. FRLIX LE BRUN’S
Miss Annie F. Knight is visiting in
cil a strictly past great sachems was deat
midnight
July 13,
*
feated.
Bangor and vicinity for a short time.
The case was unexpectedly fought out
REBELS GAINING.
by Lawyer Hopkins in the lower court,
INHALED GAS WHILE THEY SLEPTare the original ancl only FRENCH,
and the defense put in, with the idea that
safe and reliable cure on the market.
!
Price, fil.OO; sent by mail. Genuine
A
the
would
Sweetland
Supply Train Seized—Spanish Reindischarge
Judge
sold only by J. H. Hammond, corner
of
Narrow Escape from Asphyxiation
comer of
forcements Arriving.
accused, but the court, at the conclusion Free and Center St*.; and L. C. Fowler,
Sts., Portland, Me.
and
Lafayette
Congress
Quincy People Owing to a Change of of the hearing, at once ordored the oase
New York, September 10.—The World
sent to the highest criminal court.
Pressure on the Mains.
an

tum, and in 1895

,.

^Note

dated Brownfield, Aug. 18, 1895;
On demand to order of E. 11.
amount, §65.00.
Walker. Signed by W. F. Pugsley.
Brownfield.
Aug. 20. 1895;
dated
Note
On demand to order of E. D.
amount. §60.00.
E.
Pbilbrook.
F.
Walker. Signed by
Note dated Fryeburg. July 26,1895; amount,
$55.00; sixty days; to order of E. 1). Walker.
Signed by Wm. Kelley.
Note dated at Brownfield on or about May 25,
1896; amount, $30.00; four months; to order E.
D. Walker. Signed by E. W. Hartford
Brownfield, Aug. -3. 189o;
Note
dated
amount, $40.00; on demand; to order of E. D.
Walker. Signed by Samuel Spring.
Note dated Brownfield. Aug. o, 189q; amount.
$25.00; eight months; to order of E. D. Walker.
Signed by Oscar Poor.
Note dated
Brownfield, Aug. 10, 1895;
amount. $27.50; four months; to order of E. D. ,
Walker, signed by W. C. Warren.
Note dated
Brownfield, Nov. 28, 1894; I
amount, §50.00; on demand; to order of E. D.
Walker. Signed by Oliver D. Hose.
Note
dated
Brownfield. Nov. 12, 1894;
amount, $10.00: on demand; to order of E. D.
Walker. Signed by Henry Day.
Note dated Brownfield, on or about May 25,
1896; amount, $15.00; time, six months; to
order of E. D. Walker,
signed by Granville
„„„

Floyd.

Note dated Denmark. Nov. 17.1894; amount,
S25.00: six months; to order of E. D. Walker.
Signed by Charles Wood and May B. Wood.
Note
dated
Brownfield, Aug. 11, 1895;
amount, $20.00: on demand; to order of E. D.
Walker. Signed by Frank Cotton.
Note dated Brownfield, Aug.2.1895; amount,
$50.00: sixty days; to order of E. D. Walker.
Signed by Wm. Wentworth.
sep9.3t

We Got ’Em.
Glasses that will flt you.
In gold frames,
“

silver frames,
< steel frames,

fZTt

DEEIUNG.

_

Female Regulators

X-

me

Manila.

London, September 10.—The Norwegian
Xania has been
sunk by a
steamer
collision near Flushing with the Spanish
steamer Manila, and six of her crew were
lost. The Manila is in a leaky condition.
The steamer Escalona from Palermo for
Montreal, before reported ashore at
Kakava, in the Mediterranean, lias been
floated after discharging three hundred
tons of her cargo.
She
sustained no
injury and is now reloading her cargo.
Noisy tltu-glars.

Haverhill, September

10—Tho postofflee
at Grovcland was entered by burglars last
night. Tlie sale was blown open and $95
belonging to Post 101, G. A. K., stolen;
neck,
Deering
also a small numbor of postage stamps.
let
Then
of
it.
Woodbury
trifle
the
best
At Now York, the coroner’s jury in the
The noise of tho explosion woke everysecond
half.
the
body in the vicinity. W. F Smith,
Bliss-Fleming case rendered til following her out and lead through
verdict: “We iind that Evelina M. Bliss Marion’s driver not being able
to put residing in tho vicinity, saw a
man
came to her
death on August 30 from
The third standing near tho insurance building in
them on even terms again.
acute gastritis, also chronic nephritis and
which the postoffice is located, and dislime plate on the cardie valve, the result heat differed from the second only in the charged his revolver at him, but the man
of causes unknown to the jury.”
amount of the lead of Emma Westland. succeeded in getting away,

u

uloiunuuuue

| Editor Lingane testified he

was

waiting

for a car at Otter and Broad streets on
the night in question, when he was
knocked down by a blow in the face from
seen.
His assailant
a man be had not
continued to knock him about and kiok
him in the face.
Lingaue was substantially corroborated
as to the unprovoked character of the attack.
Swinburn, in defense, said ho came
down Broad street and aocosted Lingane,
demanding to know why he attacked him
in the Telegram. Swinburn then claimed
that
Lingane turned about and attempted to pull a revolver,
whereupon
A
witness smashed him in the faoe.
heard
the
trial.
court
room
packed

Republicans Will Carry

New

York.

Springfield, Ohio, September 10.—Gan.
Bushnell in his speech at the opening of
the Republican campaign today asked for
a

rousing majority for the state ticket

to

MoKinley’s election to the
presidency, andjthen send Joseph B.
Gov. McKinley,
Foraker to the Senate.
in his spoech, predicted that the Republiinsure

Gov.

would carry the state this year and
that Mr. Foraker would be eleoted United
He declared that the
States Senator,
roal contest in Ohio was on the tariff
one great objection
was
question. There
to the law that all must admit to be
valid. At uo time from the
passage of
the Republican tariff law of 1b90,
down
to the close of Harrison's administration
did that law fail to raise all the revenue
needed to meet every expense of the govno part of that
ernment, and during
period did the gold reserve fall below
cans

*100,00,0000

unr r

anine Uold

Washington,

Keaerve.

September

10.—Nothing

official as far as can be ascertained was
received at the Treasury Department today from representatives of the BelmoutMorgan syndicate indicating whether or
not they intondod to
make good the
awakened.
treasury’s depleted gold reserve. At the
The experience in this house was, it is close of business
the reserve stood
today
alleged duplicated in a number of others. ail withdrawals deducted at
*97,544,668,
Complaint was made this morning to tho or nearly *3,500,000 below the
reserve
office of tho Quincy Gas company, but limit.
The treasury officials oxpress no
tho company claim, so it was learned, uneasiness over the
regold
declining
that there was nothing the matter with serves, as
they feel assured that the New
their supply last night, and that the York National banks will not
permit it
trouble must lie in the houses.
of
to tall below the limit
confidence
What that point is shifts daily with the
Kenelit Came Saturday.
changing conditions.
On Saturday next at 3 o’clock there
An Electric Freight Train.
will be a game of baseball
between

played

THE DAILY PRESS

Can always be found at the periodica
tores of:
John Chisholm, J 09 Congress street.
247
A. B. Merrill,
405
W. F. Goold.
N. G. Fessenden. 628
604
W. H. Jewett.
660
I. A. Ltbbv.
F. A. Jelitson, 936 Congres street.
G. DaSilva. 219 York street.
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street.
P. H. Erskine. 43 Middle street.
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street
ark
H. G. Todd, Cor. Commercial adC
Sts.
W. A. Golden. 76 Exchange street.
Westman & West, 93 ana 95 Commercial
street.
John Hernandez. 126 Commercial street
W. A. Glllls, 145 Commercial street.
Miss Norah Pearl, 190 Brackett street.
John H. Allen. 381% Congress street.
Dennet&Co, the Florist, 846 Congress street.
G. .1. Hodgson, 96% Portland street.
T. M. Glendening, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street
M. A. Parker. Libby’s Corner.
H. C. Berry, 937 Congress street
Forest City News Co.. 422 Congress street.
Mrs. Bradley, cor. Spring and Clark streets.
J. T. Wyer, 48 Portland Pier.
W. C. Lord, head of Long Wharf.
G W. Hunt, 8 Custom House Whatf.
John Cox, 23 Monument square.
Dennett, the Florist, 663 Congress street.
L. D. Look, Cor. Congress and Franklin Sts
W. H. Durgin, Harpswell boat.
Also at the new stands in the Falmouth
Preble and United States hotels, and Grand
It can also be obTrunk and Union Depots.
tained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains
of the Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Port
land & Rochester railroads and of.agents on any
of the Boston trams.
The Pkess can also be found at the following
places out side the city:
inhurn—,t «Haskell.
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,

Bath—John 0. Shaw.
Berlin Falls, N. H.—C. S. ClartL
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
W. T. Bardsley.
Brideton-A. W. Ingalls.
Brunswick—F. P. Siiaw.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
Lewis.
Camden—Fred
••
J. H. Gould,
Cornish—E. L. Brown.
Deerlng—N. J. Scanlon.
Damariscotta—E. W. Dunbar.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—H. P. White Si Co.
Freeport—A. W. Mitchell.
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg—J. T, Whitmore.

in

Portland

fit

and

we

them

~3BI

Gardiner—Bussell Bros.
Green’s Landing—S. W. Fifield.

Gorham—L. J. Lermoud.
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt & Son.
Kennebunk—J. H. Otis.
Kennebunkport—C. E. Miller.
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler & Wlnsliip.
Long Island—Hughey Bros.

FREE OF CHARGE
no

matter

what

your

trouble.

opia

or

Myopia, Hy-promofropia, Presbyopia, Astlten*
Astigmatism.

E. S. PENDEXTER,
561

Congress St.

Portland,

--

Maine.

—

dtf

au g2 2

in t itium,

COAL.
A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge

nse.

Lykeus Valley Franklin,
English aud American Caunel.
Genuine

Above Coals Constant*
ly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

100-2

...

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70
ap3

Exchange Sts.
M.W&Ftf

The best §3.00 Men’s Shoes on the
market.
Made from tannery calfskin, dongola
tops, all leather trimmed, solid leather
soles with Lewis’ Cork Filled Soles.
Unequaled for beauty, fine workmanship, and wearing qualities. Your choice
of all the popular toes, lasts and fasten-

ings.
Every pair

contains a
dent Insurance Policy for
90 days.

Wear

paid-up Acci§100, good for

Lewis’ Accident
go insured free.

Insurance

Shoes, and

STORAGE WAREHOUSES.

••

Nantasket Beach. Mass., September 10.
Portland Baseball club and the
Limerick—S. A. Grant.
of motor oars for
hauling
Murphy Balsams. Woods and Goodhart —The capacity
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
was
trains
tested
on
the
freight
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Hucntlns.
will he the battery for tho Balsams.
The Nantasket Electric railway today. A oar
Norway— F. P. Stone.
directors of the Portland team have with two motors hauled five cars of
A. O. Noyes Co.
Old Orchard—Fogg & 1 bby.
endeavored to give the patrons of the granite. A car with four motors ballasted
Ricnniand—A. K. Millett.
5000
pounds, hauled nine cars
with
L. Elliott.
game a good article of base ball, and
Huniford Falls—H.
The
303 tons.
ballast was
••
“*
weighing
-C. A. Clifford.
while they failed early in the season they doubled and the motor hauled fourteen
Si Carr.
Rockland—Dunn
redeemed thomselvos in the last of the oars weighing 470 tons developing a
A. J. Huston.
a
locomotive weighing
Sanford—F. II. Wingate.
Ifow the directors find them- power equal to
season.
two
The
motoroars
tons.
Skowhegan—Blxby & Buck.
were
selves behind and ask tho people of the forty-two
South Portland—J. F. Merriman.
thirty cars
then coupled and hauled
South Windham—J. W. Read.
city to give them a good
substantial weigh iug 954 tons.
South Fails—A. D. Sturtevant,
benefit, as they need the help. There will
South Pails—F. A. Shurtleff.
Clyde Steamer Reported Ashore.
South Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
be base running contests, ball throwing
Saco—H. B. Kendricks Si Co.
New York, September 11.—A rumor
and running races.
E. L. Preble.
During tho wook reached
here at 3 a.in. from Philadelphia
South Bristol—N. W. Carnage.
there will be boys call on the business
to tho effect that a Clyde steamer was on
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
houses and offer tickets, and if you do tho shore noar Hatteras.
Vinal Haven—A. B. VinaL
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
not want a tickot yourself, buy ono and
Watervllle—W. D. Spalding.
of Wales was married
Westbrook—W. B. Bootliby.
give it away. Tickets will also be on When the Prinoess
her
lace
gavo
of
the
the
Belgians
King
Wlnthrop—F. S. Jackson.
sale at Sullivan’s restaurant, on ExWoodfords—Chapman Si Wyman.
From that time
change street, Homsted’s cigar store and of the value of *50,000.
Howard Humphrey.
Yarmouthville—G.
the princess has gono on collecting, and
Persons having any difficulty In obtlnlng
at Murphy s drug store on
Congress now her collection it worth something
at
these
of
places will confer afavo
papers
any
LuunAxiW **ftn-v ohm to this office
Olka *250.000.
.street.
the

of

fact the finest

_

LADIES

this morning prints tho following special
letter:
Quincy, September 10.—The city is conHavana,
Cuba, September 3.—Gen.
excited today over what is considerably
our
has
prominent
prevailed upon
Campos
of a number
men and civil authorities to have the city sidered a very narrow escape
gayly decorated for the receptiou of the of the people from death last night. The
23,000 Spanish trocps that have been trouble was caused by tho fluctuation of
Fifteen transarriving since Saturday.
on the gas mains supplying gas
port steamers are expected, with a total pressure
to tho various houses.
of 811 officers and 33,000 soldiers.
Four have already arrived, and the
On entire streets the gas in the houses
soldiers are tho same greasy, dirty lot, as
which kept lights going all night, it is
the
with
their
only
predecessors,
suddenly went out and the
difference that these are men ranging bo- asserted,
the smell of pai awakened the people in time
tween 25 and 30 years of
age, and
others were mere boys.
to save themselves. In some of tho houses
The junta autonomista on
Saturday
windows were open, and the occudecided by twelve votes against thirteen tho
that they should demand of Spain the pants of these rooms slept on totally unimmediate establishment of a separate conscious of the fact that but for the
individual government, pledging themthrough which the poinonous
selves to do their utmost to bring about a opening
reconciliation botwoen Spain and the in- gas escaped, they might not be alive this
morning to tell tlio story.
surgent forces.
husband
was
house
the
In one
Thero is a rumor about town that Gen.
who in terror told
Campos has asked tho home government awakened by his wife,
him that the light in their room had been
or to
to send him forthwith 100,000 men,
put out. Hhe was confident that she had
grant tho island a separate government.
The insurgent forces as if to show the left tho burner turned on, and thought
burglars must be in the house. The
government how little the arrival of 33,- that
000 additional troops concerns them, have man hastily dressed, but upon investigabeen harassing the Spanish troops recent- tion found that it was not burlars that
The cook on
ly at all points, and several tierce battles had extinguished tho light. and
gas 11 was
on,
One of these was near the burner was turned.1__A
have been fought.
l/nnuiJiiJJf,
Ramon de las Yaguas.
which were
The insurgents, commanded Dy wens. other burners in the house,
Antonio and Jose Maceo, numbering 3600 left slightly lighted w hen the couple rewere
also
tired,
leaking deadly gas.
men. wero defeated by Col. Canellas and
This man, who does not wish his name
860 Spanish troops,
according to tho
official dispatoh. The battle lasted eight used, lighted all the burners in the house,
Within
hours, the insurgents losing 30 men killed and then began to investigate.
and 80 wounded, whom they carried off, a minute the house was again in total
evidently
while tho Spaniards lost one officer and darkness. Tho pressure had
11 soldiers killed also 18 horsos, and had been reduced and there was not force
the
to
send
tho gas through
pipes
39 men wounded, capturing a lot of enough
ammunition, provisions and some mail to the burners. It was but a few moments
however, before the noxious gas was
matter.
The
In this official dispatch the greater part again forcing itself into the house.
Thero
of the truth is held back as usual.
Ac- wifo was made sick by the odor
but
the
minds
not
least
is
their
"in
doubt
cording to private advices received here
the battle was fought the
of that they would have been asphyxiated,
last day
not
had
if the lady of
tho
house

line

glasses you will find

“

cih^kank

or

way.

Careless

a

The three year old
August.
one contestant
The insurgents attacked a strong
pacers and there was
CoL
Emma Westland was the Spanish column commanded by
P. C. in each class.
Canellas, who were protecting a long
.857 trotter and Emma, it is hardly necessary train of provisions,
ammunition
and
.631 to say, came lierejfresh from her successes
money for the payment ol tho troops.
.600
the
This enviable booty
but as she was pitted
insurgents
.557 at the State fair,
after several hours of hard
.557 against Marion, a daughter of Dictator captured,
it
cost
them
.530
atbough
dear, as
where had there been fighting,
,538 Chief, it was a race
their losses are very heavy.
have
cared
to
would
.523 any betting nobody
The Spanish losses are not known, but
.525
The first heat was a they must be large, as Col. Canellas him.311 have given odds.
for Marion self, one major four captains and five
.305 slow one, and a funny one
lieutenants were wounded severely.
.259
broke seven times during the heat and
Steamer XaniaSunkl by
the
Norwelgan
It
came
about
in
this
then finished first.
race was

gun

it from

in

For storage of Goods,
Wares and Merchandise.
Apply to CHASE BROS..

Long Wharf.
^

sept7eod2w

BUY
School

Stationery
—

—~

AND

r

Supplies
—

OF

—

Stevens & Jones Co.
eod-nj.w,f-tf

sepO

A Irnolfs Bromo-CelGrg.
B

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, SleepleMness,
.special or general Neuralgia; olso for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, An®mia. Antidote for Alcoholic
other excesses. Price, 10,25 and 60 cents.
Effervescent.

Cund

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

161 S. Western Avenue,
Sold by all druggists,

CHICAGO.

MISCEIXANEOUS.

SCHOOL
What

King Leopold
d

Prof. W. W.

MATTERS.
Stetson

WESTBROOK.

Them.

Beifioia

Superin-

Prof. W. |W. Stetson,
johann Hoff tendent of
Schools, has returned from his
Member of
to
AroostooK
county, where he has
at
trip
the
of
French schools, in
been
the
consideration
in
inspecting
Brussels,
the highly nutritious and company with Prof. Vetar Cyr. Mr.
the
beneficial action of
Stetson says some of the schools were
C enuine Johann Hoff's Malt Extract.
a
high
managed properly and were up to
Beware of imitations. The genuine Johann
rate of proficiency.
ExHoffs Halt
Professor Stetson says that the new

Honorary
Appointed
Sanatary College
as

has

this

neck label.

on

a
which was presented by
former resident of Sebago to that town,
will be dedicated with proper ceremonies,
the last of this month.
The institute meetings in the various
counties will be hold during the month

Academy,

signature
Eisneb & Mendelson Co., Agents, New York.
ASK FOR THE GENUINE

JOHANN HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT.

Agencies

The Fire Insurance

♦ OF ♦-

Palmer, Anderson & Co.
=

=*

and

of October as follows: Hancock county
Oct. 3 and 4, at Somerville; Somerset
county, Oct. 24 and 25, at Norridgewock,
Oct. 31 and Nov 1 at North Anson. The
date of the Lincoln county meeting has
not

as

Rollins & Adams,

Anderson, Adams

OBITUARY.

PORTLAND, ME.,

Representing

the

following first class compa
nies:

HARTFORD,
ROYAL,
CONTIN ENTAL,
PHOENIX,
FIRE ASSOCIATION,
PENNSYLVANIA,
NATIONAL,
FRANKLIN,
SCOTTISH UNION &

of Hartford
of England
of New York
of Hartford

With this representation of Companies, showing Assets iu the UNITED STATES of over
*65,000.000, our facilities for liandliug insurance and caring for the interests of our custom
ers and the public ARE UNSURPASSED.

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO.

Charles C. Adams.
Horace Anderson.
Thomas J, Little.

sep2__dtf

PREMIUMS.
BE

AWARDED DURING THE NEW ENGLAND FAIR
Fair week attended by fair weather will
doubtless acttract large crowds to the Forest
city, and we wish to inform our out of town customers that they can combine business and

pleasure by visiting our Boot and Shoe Store
nod selecting from our large stock, their Fall
and Winter supply of foot wear. And as a special inducement. commencing Monday, August
25th and continuing for the week, we will
jnake great and special reductions in prices to
pur suburban customers.
Xtemember this offer is made by

WHITE,

F. C.

Street,
Congress
Opp. Preble House.

480

aug22dtf

FIRST CLASS
S

O

3M

_A_

I

P

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
ORGANS
Very Fancy

away and started for the Beaver
a short distance from
where they livo.
When she missed him
It is supho was nowhere to bo seen.
posed that he was playing on the bank of

ment in his district as a cadet for West
was impressive.
Point. The ceremony
The Harlow Dunbar Post No. 59, G. A.
R., 29 comrades strong, marched as an
their
escort to the remains, to evince

Mr. D.
N. McCann is moving his
grocery stork into the store rcoently occupied by Mr. Erank Morean.
Mr. Erank Cummings of Portland has
bought the store on Maine street, owned
by Mahlon Webb, and lately occupied by
D. N. McCann. Mr. Henry Jackson will
soon occupy it as a meat market.
York

County Supreme Judicial Court.

[special

to the

press.]

Alfred, September 10.—The Septemebr
term of the Supreme Judicial Court for
York County, I convenes at Alfred [on

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—AT—

HASTINGS’.
GEO. 0. FOGG,

W. P.

Rev. Charles F. Lee and the Rev.
H. Winsor.
Field

A. S.

indications are for a short term.
is a list of the grand jury:
Ira T. Brackett, Buxton; Haven A.
North Berwick; Henry W. ColButler,
cord, Parsonsfield; Onvile Fogg, Dayton;

The
The

Day Excursion.

For several years past the Maine Historical Society has planned and carried
out early in September a Field Day outing to places of historic note and these

excursions have proved decidedly agreeable to all who have
fortunately been
For
to participate in them.
this year an excursion to Fryeburg is proposed with drives to the places of note in
its immediate vicinity. Members of the

permitted

Society, with their friends are requested
to take the 8.45 train Thursday morning
from the Union Station. Should the day
prove rainy, the excursion will be given
the
on
following day. A round trip
ticket can be secured for one fare.

following

Railway Broker,
“SB?rd 211 WASH’N ST.,Boston
MASONIC

Agency.

EXCURSION

tickets sold to all points at Cut Prices.
dim
aug36

SCHOOL

BOOKS"

WRITING

BOOKS,

HAWING BOOKS,
SPELLING BOOKS
For the new year. Also a line
Pencils,
line of School Pads,
Slates,
Companions,
Erasers.
Mote Books, Rules, Etc.

ALL AT VERY LOW PRICES.

JAMES L. RICE, Grocer,
Jet.

Congress & Portland Sts.,
ss-^-srs

1

think

=

National

my

Cash

Register bought
claim

pleased

of you, all you
for
and
am well
it,
with the system.

9

104

Exchange St.,

STATE
*ep7

A. M. Bailey,

a

well known citizen of

says his wife has for
with ohronio diarrhoea
years been troubled
and used many remedies with little relief
Chamberlain’s Colic,
she tried
until
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
Give it a
has cured her sound and well.
trial and you will be surprised at the

Eugene, Oregon,

bottles

for

sale

bidge, Druggists,

AG-EtCT.
dll

bargains

The

this week

The Aeolian does not require a special course
musical study or practice. The necessary
skill is so slight that it may be acquired by anyHaving once become famione is a few days.
liar with the manipulation of the various stops,

THE PERFORMER CAN PLAY

stations Portland to Hiram inclusive:
To Mt. Pleasant, Fabyans or Twin
Mountain. S3.0O
To Jefferson, Wliitefleldor Lancaster.
3.33
To N. Stratford, Colebrook or W.
3.50
Stewartstown.
Tickets limited to ten days from date of sale.
PAYSON TUGKER. V. P. & Gen. Man.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
dtoctll
sep9

No.-please?”

all was

many for you

as

were

to

said.)

HIGH TEST OILS

select from, but the

good

-AND

GASOLINE.
If you want the best GASOLINE for yorr
stoves this summer, order from us. We fill any
size package and we loan 5 gallon cans to
GASOLINE or OIL CUSTOMERS.

OUR TEAMS CO TO

Stroudwater, Cash's Corner, Pleasantdale,
Cape Elizabeth and Knightvilie,

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,
192 Middle

190,
Our

P. S.

new

Draperies

and

St., Portland,
Paper-Hangings

MONDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Woodtords and East

Me.

we’ll

speak

of

Knightvilie, So. Portland and Willard,
soon

THURSDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Woodfords and Morrills,
FRIDAY OF

ALL TRAVELING EXPENSES INCLUDED

party will leave Boston Tuesday, October
22, for an Autumn Tour to
A

Southern California,

by way of Chicago, Kansas City and Santa
Fe.

The tickets

cover

every expense of travel

both ways and give the holder entire freedom
on the Pacific Coast.
They may be used returning on Any Regular Train until July,
1896, or with Parties under personal escort,
with a Choice of Three Different Routes.

Annual Winter Tours to

Horne.
•

SECOND DAY.

Lougee.

No 172—George C.Libbey, vs. Lawrence
Weddell.
No. 173—Fred H. Townsend vs. Lawrence
Weddell.
B. Lougee vs. James EdNo. 174—Hugh
wards.
S. Edgcomb vs. Flora
No. 175—Loren
B. Furlong.
No. 176—George C. Libby vs. Mabel„Weddell.
M. Foster vs Auldis
No. 180—Charles
E. Foster.

THIRD DAY.
No.

63—Lydia

Drew vs. Wm.

A.

No. 116—Samuel
P. Brown et al.

OUR
Enables

D. Tibbetts vs.

D
John

and

Special

Improved

1

NEW YORK
Elastic

Tresses, 75c.
Hard Rubber Trusses, $1.00
Corner of

W. Porter.
South Portland—George W. Lovoitt to
Ernest E. Bowen.
Windham—Maria IV. Moore to Charles
R. Moore.
Portland—Harriot M. Davis to Abbie
J. Oakes.
Elizabeth G. Goold et, al to William
....

Rounds to

|

?

5

Washington

Street

(opp.

Portland, Die.

I|

JAMES C. FOX

Law, A SUPERIOR BAKER
STANTON BIOCK,
HAS NO EQUAL
311-2 Exchange Street,

Attorney

at

d2w*

Arc., Chicago, III.

catarrh

Harpswell—F.

j

Repairs for our goods sold at moderate
prices and without additional express
charges necessary on goods of other
make.
Heat

house

“Atlantic Furnace”
—

OR

—

“Combination Hot Water Healers”
Estimates

charge.

oar

works, Kennebec St., foot of Chestnut St.

PORTLAND STOVEFOUNDRY CO.
R. S. DAVIS & CO.

LOCAL AGENTS.

O O A

cure

Inver

Ills,

Headache,
Druggists.

Ll

Cargoes, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators oil B. & HI. R. R.
The best qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals careGenuine LYKENS
VALLEY
fully screened for family use.
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,

CUMBERLAND.
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with ail railroads.
Wood
of all kinds cut to order.

A particle is applied into each nostril and is
Price 50 cents at Druggists or bv
agreeable.
mall.
ELY BROTHERS, OC Warren St New York
M.W&Ffnrm

A. R. WRIGHT GO.,

tfo- 37 PiOM SffEESJ,

Conway, Fabyans,

St.

Johnsburv,

m.

SUNDAY
«. m„

paper

TRAINS.

train for

a.

PORTLAND.

Sebago Lake and Cumberland Mills
m.: Montreal anil Bridgton 8.25 a. m.;

8.30 a. m.;
Lewiston and Mechanics Fall3
Wf.tervtlle and Augusta, 8.35 a. m. ; Lewiston,
m.:
a.
Kingfleld. Phillips,
Sunday only, 10.00
Farmington, Rumford Falls, Lewiston, 11.40
Lewiston 11.50 a. in.:
a. m.; skowbegan and
Mattawamkeag and Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
Quebec, St. Jolinsbnry, Lancas12 10) p ui
ter and Bridgton 12.15 p. m.; Express Bar
Harbor, Greenville, Bangor, Augusta 1.20 p.
m.: Lancaster, tabyans, Bartlett, No. Conway,
Frveburg, Sebago Lake 4.55 p. ui.; Skowliegan,
Waterville. Kockland 5 25 p. m.; Farmington
and Lewiston, Sundays only, 5.30 n m.; St,
John Bar Harbor, Caribou and Moosenead
Lake via B & A., Bangor 5.35 p. m.: Range ley,
p.
Farmington, Rumford Falls, Lewiston 6.45
all White
in : Chicago and Montreal and
Mountain points. 7.45 p. m.; Mattawamkeag,
Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m.: express
Halifax St, John, Vanceboro, Bar Harbor.
Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. in.
V. P. A G. M.
YU
PAYSON
1
AY SUN TUCKER,
F B00THBy G J>. & T. A,
1895.
Portland, Sept. 10,

jel8

Wharf.

__dl(

Portland & Rumford Falls R'y.
In Effect June

24, 1395-

DEPARTURES.

mar9

Offim, 350 Commercial St

,X,3i2Xji232:»23:02>J3E2 S3 4L-2t.

edtf

Thlt Famoia* Kemcdycuresqulcklf,permanent.
ly all nervous diseases, Weak Memory,Loss of Brain
Power, Headache, Wakefulness, Loat Vitality*
nightly emissions, evil dreams, impotency and wasting diseases caused by youthful errors or excesses. Contains no opiates. Is a nerve tonic and
blood bniider. Makes the pale and punv strong and
per box;
plump. Easily carried in vest pocket.
<3 for 85. By mall prepaid with a written guarantee

.,
T
0. Johnson to Alfred J.

PHiLS

Lisbon

Night Express, sleeping Cars.for
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterviile. BanBar
Harbor,
Bueksport, Vanceboro, St.
gor,
Aroostook
all
and
Stephens, St. John
the Provinces, but does
Halifax
and
County,
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or bevond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
Saturday nights.
12.55 a. m., midnight, Mt. Desert special, for
Brunswick, Rockland, Augusta, Waterviile,
Bangor and Bar Harbor, connecting at Rockmornland
Saturday
Wednesday, and
ings with steamer Frank Jones for Castiuo.
Bar Harbor, Mac.iiasport and all landings on

7.50

Ramsdell to G.

Biliousness, Indigestion,
AU
\ Pleasant laxative.

North

11.00 p.

From

ELY’S CREAM HALM Opens and cleanses
Nasal Passages. Allays Pain ami Inflammation, Heals tlie Sores, Protects the Membrane
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. Tlte Balm is quickly absorbed and
gives relief at once.

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK AKD JOB PRlJlTER,

burg.

ARRIVALS IN

cheerfully

Retail store at

Batn,

Brunswick .Augusta. Wftterville and Bangor.
For Brunswick. Lisbon Falli,
m
1.00 p
Lewiston, Bath, August3, Waterville, Bangor,
ana Bar Harbor.
11.00 p. m„ Night Express with sleeping
ears for all points.
12.55 a. ni„ Mt. Desert special lor Rockand, Bangor and Bar Harbor

out

with

For Brunswick.

Montreal and Chicago.

7 20

your

in.

Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanlo
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
5.55 p. in. For Sebago Lake. Bridgton, Frye-

route.

Win.

BFkc: Johnson to Daniel T. Tootliaker
$3|. C. Johnson to D. C. Booker, $35.

Raugeloy.

6.05 p.

School St)„ Boston.

Sept. 16th. 1895.

1.20 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta. Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Know ft Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skowbegan. Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Bangor
Bueksport, Oldtown and Mattawanikeag.
1.85 p. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Springs station, Lewiston, Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham, Waterviile and Skowhegan.
1.25 p. in. Bridgton, Fryeburg. No. Conway,
Fabyans, Lunenburg. St. Jolinsbury. Newport,
Vt. Lancaster, Colebrook and Quebec.

Congress and Franklin Sis.,

,,

Falmouth Eben If.
Frederick Renaud.

and

f

GEO. C. FRYE,

Me.
Portland, dtl

Effect

In

|

'HERNIA

Dealer,

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and intermediate points as follows:
I. 00 a. in. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterviile. Skowhogau, Lisboa Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick.
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic
Lewiston,
Falls, Kumford Falls.
Livermore Falls. Farmington, and Philips.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans. Burlington, Lancaster, St. Jolinsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
II. 10 a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Winthron. WaterSpring station, Lewiston.
vine. Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft, Bangor,
Bar Haroor, Oldtown floulton, Fort Fairfield
and Carihou via B. & A. R. R. and St. Andrews,
St. John and Halifax.
1.00 p.m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Fabs. Augusta, Waterviile. Moosehead Lake
via Foxcroft, liaugor, Bar Harbor and Oldtown.
1.06 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Foland Springs
Rumford Falls,
station. Mechanics
Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington,
Phillips
Kinglield,

^k

difficult forms of

318-3.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

^

Pad. Retains the

septl0d3t

Joseph

HOOD'S

most

RAYMOND A WHITCOMB,

296

the

to

|^

our

EACH WEEK.

Telephone,

St.,

jly25

Send for descriptive book, mentioning the
particular trip desired.

ren

G. Rounds.

attention called to

or

OID

0

a

Postal

35 Middle

Tours to Mexico in January and February.
Independent, Railroad Tickets via the
Boston Sc Albany and other Principal Bines
also Steamship Tickets to all points.

The following transfers of real estate
in this county have been recorded in
the Registry ot Deeds:

G.

guarantee

Perfect Fit =

|

Deehan, $700.
Bridgton—Edward

to

as a

S. A. MADDOX,

5

EXPERIENCE

•

23, Feb. 11 and 13, etc.

PORTLAND, ME.

R. Johnson

us

California, with

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Deoring— Alice

LONG

•

Elegant Trains of Palace Vestibuled Sleeping
and Dining Cars, Nov. 19. Dec. 10, Jan. 7 and

No. 98.—C.H. Edmonds vs. Lynn Ice Co.
No. 133—James Edwards
vs.Hugh B.

Carpenter.

Drop

dtf

RAYMOND &
WHITCOMB'S
TOURS.

Deering,

TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK.

aept!0d2t

617 Congress Street,
seplO

Region.

All

By the way, our uew line of English as well as American
Brussells is attracting considerable attention just now, and should we
overlook them just remind us, as we want you to see them.

COMPOSED.

aug28
the Kennebec Probate
the collateral inheriOur Homeless Boys.
tax on the late Horace Williams’s
will of Augusta, and it foots up $12,The trustees of tho Lyman and indus682.47. The $5000 to the Augusta Old
Notice to Contractors.
in Massachusetts have bought
Ladies Home escaped taxation under the trial schools
in
acres
the
90
Proposals for rebuilding about 300
some
town
of
of
farm
CjEABED
a
law.
O feet of sewer in Emery street will be reBerlin, with a largo, old fashionod farm- ceived at tlio office of the Commissioner of
FRIDAY, the 13th dav of
The cottage of Dr. E. L. Jones at Great house, in good repair, to bo used as an Public Works until
1895, at 12 o’oloek m., when they
Pond near Waterville, was burned, Sun- annex to the Lyman school for boys at September,
and read. The successbe
miblicly
opened
will
day night, together with all the contents, Westboro. It is the plan of the trustees, ful bidder will be required to give a Dond in a
which included a fishing outfit the resureties
with
and
satisfactory to the Com12 years of ago arrive sum
sult of many years' collection. The loss as boys of 10, 11 and
missioner ;of Public Works, to insure the
of
the conditions of the
fire
will be between $400 and $500. The
at the school, to immediately transfer proper,fulfillment
contract. Blanks on which proposals must be
started from the cook stove.
them to tho big farmhouse in
Berlin, made, and plans, specifications and further
whence they will soon be placed out in information can be obtained at the office of
said Commissioner on and after Monday, the
An odd sight in the Maine Central
families.
private
9th inst. The Commissioner reserves the right
station Lewiston recently was a man and
or all bids, should he deem it for
Already some half dozen of these little to reject anv of
a
woman getting their dinner from a
the city so to do. Bids should
the interest
trunk. A large number of people gath- fellows have been sucessfully boarded out be marked “Proposals for Sewer” and adered about them.
after detention in the school for only a dressed to GEORGE N. FERNAL-D, Commissioner of Public Works.
sep6dtd
few weeks, tho cost of $3 a week being
from
fell
Ralston McLaughlin
Monday
from the Lyman fund. The truspaid
the spire of St. Peter’s church in Lewis- tees believe that tho interest of all the
J
I suffered from catarrh
have
ton to the roof, and probably would
will be best served by providing this
of the worst hind ever
gone to the ground had he not grasped boys
was
cross
establishment
for
The
those
whose
the lighning rod.
since I was a boy, and I
being separate
removed that a new one might bo adjust- stay in
never hoped for cure, but
the school will jbo very short,
ed. Mr. McLaughlin was taken to the
Cream Balm seems
'Ely's
than by adding another cottage on
rather
French hospital. The physicians say that
,to do even that. Many
the grounds at Westboro—Boston Herald.
his spine is probably injured.
acquaintances have used
■it with excellent results.
—Oscar Ostrum, 45 WarBRIEFLY TOLD.
Real Estate Transfers.

In the Malden district court yesterday
the case of Capt. Robert Terr, charged
assault
with felonious
upon Maggie
Maggie Bryce on July 31, was resumed.
Tarr was discharged.
Harrison Millard, the eminent composYork yesterday of
died'in New
er,
Bright’s disease.

White Mountain

(that’s
assortment is still

tickets to points in the.

on

“Send it to

haven’t

the....

12th,

REDUCED RATES

For, the people, when they saw those TURKISH RUGS
extremely interested and when shown price-tag, Well:-

we

September....

—will offer....

every re-

they’re diminished in number.

Consequently

from

10th to October

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

got to admit

but we've

spect,

MUSIC EVER

ANY PIECE OF

follows:

Judge’Stevens of
Court, has assessed

asylum.

as last in

big

as

os

Kennebunk; Roscoe',G.Whitten, Alfred;
Farmers are busy
digging potatoes. Martin V.B.Williams,Kittery.
to
But few will be shipped now, owing
The following actions were specially
September Tours to the White and Adironthe low prices ruling in New York and
assigned at the May term for trial at Sep- dack Mountains.
Boston. The ouitook this season for anyterm:
tember
to Gettysburg,
Tour
Luray, Natural
thing more than low prices is not very
Bridge, Richmond, Old Point Comfort, and
FIRST DAY.
encouraging. The crop is good in that
to
Gettysburg and
Washington, Sept. 19;
section, ana quite free from rust.
24.
No. 114—Samuel S. Mayfleld vs. J H, Washington, Sept.

Prof. Franc is Way land, dean of the Yale
Law School, says he had been incorrectly
reported in the matter of his now famous
the American Social
statement before
Ho
Science Association at
Saratoga.
states that instead of saying there were
3.000,000 habitual criminals in the United
States, he put tho number at 300,000. The
misstatement has caused much unpleasant editorial comment on Prof. Wayland
throughout the country.
R. “Heard of Andover,
Mrs. Frances
Mass., who was recently bound over to
York
the
County Supreme Court for attempting to kill her daughter with a
hatchet, was taken from Alfred jail yesterday and committed to the state insane

just

are

Westbrook.

The /EOLIAN

....Every Day
—

prompt relief it affords.

25 and 50 cent
here. Landers & Baband|C. B. Woodman,

MOUNTAINS

190-192.

Nos.

WEDNESDAY.

The M. STEINERT&S0NS GO.,

_

tance

A Reliable

Westbrook, today and tomorrow.
The following is the official programme:

On exhibition dally from 9 to 6. Call and
Goodwin, Lebanon; George
S. Goodwin, Berwick; Win. H. Hutchins, bear it.
Jr., Kennebunkport; Harrison L. Jacobs,
Sanford; James H. Littlefield, Alfred
Benjamin Lucas, York: John F. Lombard. Old Orchard; Fred O. Moore, Kennebunk; John F. Moore, Newfield; AnSole New England Representatives for the
drew J. Murray, Shapleigli; Samuel'E.
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and
Perry, Limerick; Charles E.Quint, South other First Class Pianos.
T. Riley, Kittery;
Frank
Berwick;
Charles F. Rumery, Hollis; George H.
Smith, Waterboro.
Traverse jurors havs been returned as
T. C.McCOULDRIC.Mgr.

_

A. J. Day of Wesley says that from
time to time he has found pieces of coal
in his yar5 and as none has ever been
oarried there, he thinks there must bo a
coal mine near, if not on his place. H.
S. Quimby of Marshfield, who owned the
place previous to Mr. Day, says that when
he dug the well there he removed nearly
that the first
a pail of coal from it; also
water taken from the well had such a
taste of coal oil that it was impossible to
drink it.

WHITE

AT-

JamesfM.

Isaiah Abbott, North Berwick; Fred
F. Adams, South Berwick; Ilosea Allen,
Old
Orchard; James C. Blaisdell, Berwick; Silas M. Boothby, Parsonsfield;
Alton
R. Emmons, Saco; Charles A.
Gjodwin, Newfield; John W. Fernald,
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
Shapleigli; Fred L. Goodwin, Lyman;
Edwin B. Hanson, Waterboro; Woodbury
Hilton, Jr., Wells; Frank W. Jones, BidThe stable at John Nichols’ place on
John E. Kimball,
Dayton;
deford,
was burned
Central Avenue, Lewiston
Charles H. Lang, Limerick; Isaac L.
Monday morning. The house was dam- Lord, Acton; Willis G. Moutlon, York;
aged to the extent of $200 and the stable Win. II. Nanson, Sanford; Elihu Parker,
Thero was $300 insurance
was destroyed.
Cornish; Charles M. Pike. Buxton; John
on the house and $100 on the stable.
w. Reniick, Eliot; Addis W\ Richards,
Lebanon; Llewellyn A. Smith. Saco;
The warm weather of last week ripened Nathaniel Stevens, Hollis; Leonard J.
farmers
Strout, Liraington; Orrin A. Waterhouse,
and
the
up the sweet corn rapidly
Kennebunkport; Robio K. Wentworth,
are getting it in as fast as possible.

The blueberry crop at Millbridge is not
as good as last year, owing'to late frosts.
The pack will be much lighter than last
Messrs. Wyman Brothers' facseason.
tory at Cherryfleld is now running and
putting np what berries are furnished
them. They will open their corn factories
this fall at Bethel and Readfield.

-TO THE-

church

slipped

the pond and fell in.
His body was soon
found, and Dr. Smith was called, but all
efforts to resuscitate him proved futile.
Undertaker Hodsdon took charge of the
body. The funeral will take plaoe Thurs-

FROM

CONTINUED

third annual convention of the
Maine Bp worth League will be held with
ohapter at the Methodist
Pendexter

: EXCURSIONS

SEPTEMBER

WEEK

LAST

The

the most difficult compositions artistically,
of Philadelphia sense of loss for one who was about to Tuesday next.
without
practice, his repatory being
his country.
The
Justice Andrew P. Wiswoll of Ellsworth limited previoustlio number of pieces published
of Philadelphia enter the service of
only by
of Salem, Mass., is to hold the term, and Mr. Clias. O. Bar- for the instrument,! which numbers many
Rev.
Bedinge
McHenry
of Hartford
and includes practically
conducted the services, assisted by the rows of [Portland will act as stenographer. thousand,
of Philadelphia

NATIONAL,
of England
LONDON & LANCASHIRE, of England
of England
PALATINE,
of Hartford
ORIENT,
of England
IMPERIAL,
of England
NORTHERN,
of England
UNION ASSURANCE,
ROCHESTER GERMAN, of Rochester
of Boston
AMERICAN,
of Providence
MERCHANTS,
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY, of England
LLOYDS PLATE GLASS, of New York

TO

William Gornon Glidden, son of John
M. Glidden of Newcastle was buried od
The deceased was 19 years
Monday last.
of age and had just received the appoint-

Westbrook.

tion at

S 30—Praise service conducted by Rev.
D.
work
Warren & Co.’s, while at
J. R. Clifford.
around the elevator in their paper mill,
C3 uo—Addresses or welcome by Rev. C.
in some way got his leg caught, and C Phelan and Mayor Cutter. Response
broke it in two places He was carried to by President Ira G. Hersey
4 00--Address, “Bible Study,” by Rev.
his homo on Dunn street and Drs. Smith
J. M. Frost, Bangor.
and Horr were called to attend him.
4.30—Business.
Appointments of committees.,
DROWNED IN BEAVER POND.
5 15—Praise service, conducted by Rev.
James T. Quinn, a little boy about J. R. Clifford: reading by Miss Lucy
of Westbrook; song by Miss
three years old, son of John Quinn, was Greenlaw
Winnie Pillsbury of Biddeford.
playing about doors as his mother, sup5 45—Address, “Three Views of the EpAs the mother wo’rth League,” Rov. H. E. Foss of Banposed, near the house.
was attending to her household duties he
g0r'

day morning.

William G. Glidden.

Street.

Exchange

31

a

trip to Washington county, next week,
for the purpose of visiting the county
schools and finding out what condition
the schools are in and what work has
been accomplished. The city and village
schools will not be inspected this trip.

.with offices at.

No.

on

CO.,

C&3

Mr. Will Johnson
away about a week.
will take Mr. Cousens’s place as policeman during his absence.
Mr. Oren H. Bailey, an employe of S.

yet been decided upon, but wil pond, which is only

probably be held Oct. 10 and 11.
Superintendent Stetson will start

Have been consolidated under the iuame of

Officer Cousons and wife left
Tuesday for a carriage drive to Poland
where they will attend the centennial exercises of the town of Poland that being
Mr. Couson’s native town, they will be
Police

State

tract

the Third Aunual ConvenProgramme for

Says About

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCKLlAHEOtS.

MAINE EPWORTH LEAUUE.

tions.

..

..

of imitations.
Temple. Cbicaco.

Beware

*>old by

our

to cure or money refunded. Write us, free medical
book, seaied plain wrapper, with testimonials and
financial references, fco eharce for consultaadvertised agents, or address MQbvS SEED GO..

Masonic
Sold in. Portland by E. L. FOSS. 639 Congress St., and by I,. C. FOWLER, 107 Congress St
febfctfeod

MS 1.05P.M. From Union Station
Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buck field, CanDlxliela and Rumford Falls.
t.05 and 5.10 p. m, From Union
m
Station for Poland Springs, Poland anl
Mechanic Falls.,
Saturdays only train leaving Portland u.10 p.
runm. connects with train on P. & R. F. R’y
ning through to Rumford Falls.
for
Station
Poland
at
Springs
Stages connect
Po'and Springs, and at Rumford F'alls for AnLakes.
dover and Rangeley
8 30

"for

a

ton.
8 30 a

Through passenger

coaches

between Union

Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

]'lirough tickets on sale for all points
on P. * R- F. R’y.
R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. & T. Ajt.
Mains.
Portland,

L L. LINCOLN, gjparintendent,
Rumford Falls, Mains
FeblOdtf

—--■-:————~:-rr*r-r-;

—AKD—

fortsix
(iu a dvance) $G per year: $3
50 cent9 a month.
months; $1.50 a quarter;
delivered every morning, by
The Daily is
within the city limits, aiwd at
carrier
Daily

anywhere'

Woodfords

(Not

Daily
rate of

$7

a

charge.
advance), invariably

withoi at extra
in

year.

Maine State

P.REss,

th

at

(Weekly) published

er year; $1 for six m ontl'.s;
every Thursday, $2 p
cent3 for trial subscrip6o cents a quarter; 2.5

weeks.
wishing to leave town for

tion of six

a
I' Gig or
the address oP their
short periods may have
ox’ desired.
paper changed as often

Persons

Advertising

Kates.

Press $1.50 per
week, 75 cents per week after.
In Daily

square,
Three

Every
lions or less, $1.00 per square.
third less than
day advertisements, one

first
inserother

these

week
square advertisements $1.00 per
week.
first week; half price each succeeding
width of a col“A Square" is a space of the
umn arid one inch long.
oueAhird adSpecial Soticcs, on first page,
Ilalf

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales. $2.00 per
insetions or less,
square each week. Three
$1.50 per square.
type and
Reading Notices in nonpanel^
15 cents per
classed with other paid notices,
me each insertion.
matter type,
Pure Heading Sotic.es in reading
2b cents per line each insertion.
similar adverWants. To Let, For Sale and
advance, for
tisements. 25 cents per week ill
Displayed adver40 words or less, no display.
all advertisements under these headlines, and
be
not paidl lin advance, twill
tisements

charged

at

regular

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for
insertion, and fifty cents per square

for first

each subsequent Insertion.
to sub
Address all communications relating
to Portland
scriptiou and advertisements
Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.. 97
Portland. Me.

_

THE
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11.

when she is in perfect that the best Catholic public sentiment,
or bad seaman- quite
as truly as the best Protestant
prophecies
There was a time when
of public sentiment, is in favor of a law
Wiggins disturbed ship—and there is very littlejdanger
of Prof. E. Stone
but that timo is long the latter—the Defender is almost sure of enforcing policy toward the saloons. The
nervous people,
in the Review for September also calls attenExperience has shown that winning the remaining races
gone by.
tion to the change in European sentiwhen Wiggins predicts a storm it is reas- series.
ment on the liquor question, as shown
onably safe to anticinato calm weather.
MAGAZINE NOTICES.
especially in the establishment of the
French monopoly of the manufacture and
Senator Hill seems disposed to make
wholesale supply of strong liquors, in the
law
of the Sunday
the enforcement
Of the manuscript left unpublished by work of the
Belgian commission, and in
against liquor selling in New York oity Robert Louis Stevenson at his death (not tile still more important action taken by
A
reach
in
the
first
to
Russia
issue in ;
coming campaign.
setting up a government moan
many, by the way), the
of the entire wholesale and retail
while ago he wrote a letter on the sub- the public is a collection of very original nopoly
traffic" in liquors throughout the empire.
of “Fables” in the
September number of “Everywhere in Europe,” says the editor
ject in which ho condemned the course
his
and
a
is
of
them
One
speecii
Roosevelt,
Commissioner
of the" Review, “the fact is becoming
McClure’s Magazine.
is not only
at the Chemung county convention on conversation between John Silvor and recognized that liquor selling
is
an unbecoming business, but one tiiat
Saturday was in the same direction, It
Cap’n” Smollett, of Treasure Island,
socially and politically dangerous—i ewss
there
if
as
Would
seem
which is as delicious in its way as any- quiring new and rigid regulation or ohe
not much capital to be made out of an thing those worthies do or say in “Treas- total suppression.”
The September number of St. Nicholas
attack upon executive officers for doing ure Island” itself. In the same number
their sworn duty—and that is the only Anthony Hope relates another advonturo opens with a poem, A Battle on Wheels,
Roosevelt. It ot the ever-charming Princess Osra, an by Edward Asa Dix. This is appropriate
offence of Commissioner
would seem as if intelligent and law encounter in the forests of Zenda with an to the present widespread interest in bicythe

trim.

the

English

It is "ot
that Senator Hill’s crusade against officers
for enforcing the law is going to meet
with the fate it deserves.
industries
While manufacturing
undoubtedly in much hotter condition

are

than a year ago, while labor is generally
better employed and at somewhat better
wages, and while there are very encouragbusiness
ing symptoms in the general
situation, there is little sign of improvein the
ment in agriculture, especially
West. Tho corn crop, to be sure, is ex-

with the beautiful reproductions of drawings and paintings, must be mentioned
first; but, in the nature of things, a
greater thrill is to be derived from Mr.
Garrett P. Serviss’s account of the experiences of an amateur mountaineer in
climbing the Matterhorn.
Arena

wnu a

The September
opens
vivid description of the wordy battle now
being waged in the legislatures over the
agitation for raising the age of consent.
The facts are marshalled in order by
Helen H. Gardener, the well known and

popular novelist,

deal this month
pro and con on the

and

arguments,
is so
ceedingly abundant, but the price
recent legislation in Nebraska, Colorado
low that It is doubtful if the farmers
and Missouri, where the age has been
realize as much for it as for last year’s
materially raised. Prof. Joseph Rodos
much smaller crop. But tho wheat crop
whose
portrait forms the
exceed- Buchanan,
is not only short but the price is
frontispieco of the number, contributes
of the Depart- a striking and valuable article on. The
ingly low. The estimate
In his paper oalled
Marves of Electricity.
ment of Agriculturo places it at 400,000,Flower,
After Sixty Years. Mr. B. O.
000 bushels, which is more than 200,000,- editor of the Arena, touches upon the
000 bushels less than in 1891, while the disillusions of the career of the reformer,
of that year. and tells of the career of one who in a
price is far below the price
life time of sixty years’ service has not
And while there is scarcity and low lost faith in humanity, James J. Clark,
abroad
A symposium of clergyof California
prices at home there is abundance
The crops in France, Italy, Germany and men and other writer deals with Prof.
D. Herron and his work. Dr.
Russia are reported to be excellent. Hence George
Herron has created a great stir by his
be
will
there
any
there is little hope that
teaching in the West, and ho has been
demand for American wheat abroad bitterly assailed for some of his views
sufficient to raise its price. Whether per- of social Christianity. These gentlemen
his position.
They are Rev. J.
manent
prosperity is possible in this defend
R. McLean, Rev. W. W. Soudder, Jr.,
of
agriculture Rev. J. Cummings Smith, Rev. J. E.
country while the staples
a
low
as
figure as Scott, Elder M. J. Ferguson. Rev. R.
at
remain
Agriculture M. Webster and James G. Clark, the
r.ow is a serious question.
poet.
is the chief bagis ot American prosperity,
The name of The New England Kitchand with that depressed it may well be
en
Magazine has been changed to The
doubted it other industries can long reAmerican Magazine. There is no cliango
main prosperous.
in the ownership and management of the
change of the
The Florida legislature has passed the magazine, though the
in the
following act, known as tho Sheats law name necessitates also a change
because it was originated by the Superin- title of the publishing firm. This will
tendent of Public Schools, whose name be hereafter the Home Science Publishing
is Sheats:
Company, which will publish not only
Magazine but
Section I. It shall be a penal offense the American Kitchen
for any individual, body of inhabitants, books and pamphlets pertaining to the
corporation or association, ofto conduct subject of science in the home. Ihe
school
any grade
before.
within this State any

wherein
private or parochial,
white persons and negroes shall be inthe
same
within
or
boarded
structed
building, or taught in the same class, or
at the same timo by tho same teachers.
persons
Section II. Any
person or
violating the provisions of Section 1 of
this act, by patronizing or teaching in
such school shall, on conviction thereof
be fined in a sum not less than *150 nor
more than *500, or be
imprisoned in the
county jail for not less than three months
nor more than six months, for ovory such
offensa
The law is aimed especially against a
private school established by tho Ameri-

public,

with the

an inventive genius,
which
wonderful unicycle
had only oue fault. James Badwin contributes a story of the founding of the

cling, for the hero,
a

city of Athens, and of the part thorin
taken by a horse. Theodore Roosevelt
writes of the storming of the Alamo, in

liis series of Heroics from American History, while W. T. Hornaday adds another chapter to his Quadrupeds of North
America. This month he describes Our
Moose, Elk and Deer, a large and interestng family. An Onteora Visitor was a
huge black bear, that climbed into the
garden of Mrs. Candace Wheeler, in the
Catskills and ate up all her jelly, wliilo
her sons were hunting for him on the
mountains. Antwerp and Old Antwerp,
by Miss Jeannette Gilder, is an account
of scenes at the World’s Fair, held in that
city. Charles B. Hudson tells of the
Paradise fish, whioh builds A Real Air
Castle of bubbles for its uest. Elbridge
S. Brooks brings his Boy of the First
Empire through the battle of Waterloo
in the present instalment, while Jack
Balister’s Fortunes, by Howard Pyio, is
concluded. The hero, for his plucky fight
with the pirates, is worthy of the good
fortune that comes to him. There are
Richpoems in the number by Laura E.
ards, Rudolph F. Bunner, Z B. di Zerega,
and
F.
Mary Mapes
Harriet
Blodgott
Dodgo.
tho
in
novel
The complete
September
issue of Lippineotts is A Case in Equity,
by Eranois Lynde. The scone is a “boom”
town

in the

to which a young Northerner
went in search of health and found it and
some othor things.
Morning Mists is
Julien Gordon’s strongest tales,
one of
though it has a very mature horoine and
very young hero. Charles Newton Hood
tolls How the La Ituo Stakes were lost in
a way
highly creditable to the losers.
Tho poetry of the number is by Susie M.
Best, Carrie Blake Morgan, Clarence
Hawkes and Charles G. D. Roberts.
A unique short story is one of the feat-

of Scribner’s Magazine for September. Alexander Black, a woll known
journalist, some time ago conceivod the
plan of uniting photography and fiction—
ures

To-IViglit,
$1,550,000

ROBERT

$40,000

issue,

&

WOUDBURY
Cor.

MOULTON,

bankers,
middle and Exchange Sts.
dtf

july31
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NOTICE.
FRAMINGHAM,

CORSICAN

MASS.,

WATER CO.

First Mortgage

BROTHERS.

6’s,

—o-

DATED JUNE 1, 1885.

SEPTEKBEIl 13 & 14,

Holders of above bonds are hereby notified
that in accordance with the terms of the
mortgage, their bonds are called in for payment October 1. 1885, upon which date interest will cease.
We are prepared to cash the bonds with accrued Interest at any time on presentation.
Having bean awarded the new issue of 30
year 4 1-2 per oeutgold, first mortgage bonds of
this company, we are prepared to furnish them
to holders ! of the old bonds upon favorable
terms tf applied for at an early date.

Friday

and

Saturday Eve’gs.

SAT—MATINEE—SAT.
W. A. BRADY’S

...

THE

As presented
i n
Boston,
New
York
and Chicago

COTTON
SWAN & BARRETT, KING.
bankefis.
»ep5dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Plug Tobacco
Piece

A Great Big

DUE 1912.

for?-

so Cents-

b Marvelous Cures

|

*

in Blood Poison

The most realistic production ot a drama
ever shown.
Seats now
Tickets, 75, 50 and 125 cts.
on sale at box office.

Mat. Prices!

KNOX & LINGOLN R’Y.

ihildre’n, I®:!

|
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Capt. J. D. lohnitoB,

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
and
the
weak
debilitated, gives
To all whom it may concern: I here*
strength to weakened nerves, expels *■
by testify to the wonderful the akin. I
diseases, giving the patient health and ,ot
P. P. P. for eruptions of
happiness where sickness, gloomy suffered for several years with an unfeelings and lassitude first prevailed. lightly and disagreeable eruption on
I tried every known reme*
my face.
For primary, secondary and tertiary ;
dy but In vain,until P. P. P. was used*
syphilis, for blood poisoning, mercu- v end am now entirely cured.
and
malaria,
rial poison,
dyspepsia,
/
j. D. JOHNSTON.
«
/signed by)
in all blood and skin diseases, like g. wuhbbm
Savannah.Ga.
blotches, pimples, old chronic uloers,
Cared*
tetter, scald head, bolls,
Cancer
BkSn
fear
withoutof
eczema—we may say,
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best ; Tetlimenyfromxho Mayor of Sequin%Tesi
blood purifier in the world, and makes
Sequin, Tex. January 14,1893.
speedy and permanent cures
positive,
Messrs. Lippman Bros. , Savannaa,
in ail cases.
Ga.: Gentlemen—I have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
Ladies whose systems are poisoned known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
and whose blood is in an impure oondi- ^standing. and found great relief: 1®
irregularities,
to
menstrual
due
tion,
purifies the blood and removes all ir*
are peculiarly benefited by the wonrltatlon from the seat of the disease
derful tonic and blood cleansing Drop*
and prevents any spreading of the
erties of P. P. P.-Prickly A^h, poke
sores.
I have taken five or sir bottles
Boot and Potassium.
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
1893.
14th,
Aug.
Mo.,
Springfield,
me from indigestion and stomaek
—I can speak ia the highest terms of troubles. Yours
truly,
your medicine from my own
CAPT. W. M. RUST,
Knowledge. I was affected with heart
Attorney at Law.
lor
rheumatism
and
disease, pleurisy
35 years, was treated by the very bt.it
aoiphysicians ana spent hundreds ofwithtriod every known remedy
out finding relief. Ihavo °nly taken
ALL DBUOOI8TS BELL IT.
one bottle of your P. P. P. • and oan
me more
cheerfully say ifc has done
taken.
ever
have
I
good than anything
I can recommend your medioine to au
PBOPKIBTOBS,
sufferers of the above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
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FINANCIAL.

OHIO BONDS,

Deposits.

bonds.

WM. M. MARKS,

Card

Book,
—

JOB

AND-

PRINTER,

PRJNTDKS’
M 1-'^

KXCHANGK.

E*ehaiige

and carefully selected

STREET

*£iUr£" b,Buil<x Mephouo

BONDS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

NORTHERN BANKING

CO.,

$3 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
jly26

eocltt

INVESTMENTS.
Town of Dexter, Maine, 6 s.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine. 4’s.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 l-2s.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Boiough of Braddock, Penna., 41-2’s and 5’s.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5 s.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

H. M. PAYSON &
BANKERSj

11yl7

CO,
dtf

KNIGHT, Sop.
KICKER, Alto.

Miss KATHERINE M.

Mr. WILL H. STOCK BRIDGE,

Tenor.

Daily Excursions to Harpswell
and first class

Commission

Tit

Twenty years’ experience, largest clientbest broker-

ele. most commodious offices,
age service.
_

Shore Dinner at Merryconeag House
ALL FOB ONE DOLLAB.
Take Harpswell steamers from Portland Pier.
Ask for Dinner Tickets.
je24dt(

BANKERS
ANP
Commission Stock Brokers

85 STATE ST.. BOSTON.
N. Y. Office, 63 Broadway.
augl7 Sat&Wed8t

NOTICE.
TO THE

HOLDERS OF

Kansas City, Kansas Water Company
FIRST MORTGAGE

6 per

cent

BOH'DS,

Dated Nov. 11, 18S7.
You are herby notified that in accordance with the terms of the Mortgige
(the Bonds have been subject to redemption sinee May 1, 1894) your Bonds
are called in for payment September
1,
1895, at the Central Trust Co., New
Ynrlr and that interest will cease on
i you desire us to collect them
for you, please to deposit them with us

ACUTION

SALES

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Desirable brick residence No. 68 Deeriug
street, now occupied ny Mr. C. A. Ferry, will
be sold at Public Auction on WEDNESDAY,
September 11th, at 3 p. m., on the premises.
The house is 2 1-2 story brick with slate
rooi, was built in 1888, lias 9 finished rooms
witli large halls and bath room, ample closets,
hard wood floors in hall, dining room, and
kitchen, heated by combination steam and hot
air, modern plumbing, a flue large cellar with
cemented floor and set soap-stone tubs, sunny
exposure, lot about 3600 square feet.
This property is finely situated on one of the
most desirable streets in the city, is alfirst class
house, snd in lino condition every way.
We invite the attention of parties desiring a
pleasant home or a first class investment.
Terms easv and made known at sale.
For further information inquire of the auctioneers or of Mr. C. A. Brown,sepodtd

Fr O.

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Exchange Street.

Salesroom
F. O.

C. IV. ALLS*

BAILEY.

at once.

Should you wish to make re-investment we shall be glad to correspond or
confer with you upon the subject.
We regret that we have been unable
this cal),
to
you earlier notice of

give

but the notice only reached

us

Respectfully

today.

yours,

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKER S,
Portland. Me., August 28, 1895.

NOTICE.
TO THE

FINANCIAL.
TK2

Casco National Bank
-OF-

PORTLAND, MAINE,

aug29dti

195 Middle St P. 0. Boi 1109

Incorporated 1824.

HOLDERS OF THE

National Water Works Go.
{KAlXTSiLS CITY

Consolidated Mortgage 6 Per Gent.
BONDS,
Dated August I,

1883.

notified that the ahove decalled for payment and the

You
hereby
scribed bonds are
same together with all unpaid accrued interest
thereon, will be paid on presentation, in New
York City.
Bond should be deposited with us at once for
collection,
are

_

-for sale by-

st, Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

RAILWAY

margin of 3

or on a

to 5 per cent.

Jk

a
'W

Haydn Quartette.

Miss FLORENCE C.

Provisions,

Bought and gold tor cash,

WM

Fist

THE-

UP TO DATE

^

LIPPMAN BROS,

nT

-BY

HAIGHT & FREESE
A

CONCERT

GRAND

Illustrated with Railroad Maps, giving com- Mr. HARRY F. MERRILL, Basso
(First appearance of Misses Knight. Ricker
plete information of all Railroad and Industrial
properties, including highest and lowest prices and Mr. Merrill since their return from Eulor a series of 10 to 30 years, oI stocks. rope.)
ASSISTED BY
Bonds, Grain and Cottou, and also the methods
of buying and selling ou margin. Issued gratis
Miss Alice L. Pliilbrook, Pianist; Mrs. A.
and
M. Smith, Pianist; Mr. H. W. Barnard, Jr.,
MAILED
FREE.
Tenor; Mr. H. F. Harmon, Baritone; Mr.
Harvry Murray, Accompanist.
Tickets, including res erved seats, 50c, 75c
Seats now
In everything concerning t he markets of th and §1.00, according to location.
world.
on sale at Stockbridge’s music store.
Half fare on M. C. R. R. and G. T. R. R. to
Late trains on
bonds,
holding concert tickets.
Stocks.
brain, all
both roads.sept7dtd

A
MB

personal

>4

<•(

^

HALL,

EVENING, Sept 12th.

THURSDAY

dtf

Secure our 400-page Manual.

Cotton,

properties

J

DUNCAN,

STATISTICS FREE.

months* treatment at tne Hot Springs*
flend three bottles O. O. D.
Respectfully yours._
JA8> M. NEWTON.
Aberdeen, Brown County, 0*

and Scrofula

F.

43 Exchange Street.

apr2

8prlug;1Ark.,and
than three

ibafl
Sour

Ail Seats.

THIRTY YEAR 5’s,

GEO.

Are entirely naofM by F.F.F.
-Prickly Ash. Poke Soot and TotM*
slum, the greatest blood purifier OS
earth.
Abbbdesm, 0.. July 21,1891.
Mbsfes Liftman Bbos., Bavannah.
Ga.: dba* Bibs—I bought a bottle of
P. P. P. 0« Hot
done roe more

| Rheumatism

on

Principal and
Interest by the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

P. P. P.

|

100

Guaranteed

“

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH, MALARIA,
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES
Wakes
and DYSPEPSIA

#

over

nights.

Comedy, Heart Interest and Sensat
blended delightfully in one.

CITY

i€

for

The Great Calico Mill Scene

CONSOL. 4’s,

*40,000

Digestion

—S—

Total Debt including this

PORTLAND TRUST Rockland Water Company.
COLD 5s,
COMPANY.

Perfect

G. E. LOTHROP, Lessee anti Manager.

Assessed Valuation

that is, of illustrating a story with a
series of photographic illustrations in
which, as in a play, the characters move
about against a real background and
illustrate the various points uf the dialogue by actual poses. Mr. Black further
carried his solieme of realism to the point
of introducing Mr. Cliauncey Dopow as
he is actually
one of the characters, and
$100,000
photographed at his desk in the interview Capital Stock paid in.
In
the
of
told
in the story.
magazine tho Stockhol m’ additional liability,
$100,000
rill of text and the accompanying i lusand undivided profits,
trations are side by side in “deadly par- Surplus
♦Invested in Government Bonds.
as
remain
firm
members of this
allel columns,” thus in a manner fulfillMrs. Mary J. Lincoln, Mrs. Estelle M. ing a prophecy made several years ago by
Interest Paid on
Barrows.
Anna
H. Merrill and Miss
Octavo ITzanne in this same magazine.
Neither is there any change in the pur- Other fiction in this number is the second
Depositors are offered every facility which
kitchen is
and concluding part of Anthony Hope’s their balances, business and responsibility
poses of this magazine. The
is to
foundation
the
what
of
and
tho
sixth
home
Wheel
warrant.
to the
Love,
comedy Tho
the house. Unless good and intelligent of Miss Goodloe’s stories of Collego Girls,
work is done on the foundation the house this one entitled A Photograph illustratD.
is very insecure; and unless the kitchen ed as the others in the series by C.
Choice investment securities, including high
is rightly and intelligently conducted the Gibson.
Tho Amazing Marriage con- grade, home bonds, constantly on hand.
in mind
in
health,
suffer
two
that
must
installment
in
this
tains
episodes
family
and in morals.
would make the fortune of au ordinary
Correspondence Solicited.
dtf
aug28
Edwin Lord Weeks, the painter, well novelist, one tho heroine’s encounter with
tho
other
the
the
ride
of
and
a mad dog
known also to the readers of Harper’s
Welsh cavalier with the erratic Countess
Magazine as tlio writer of delightful ar- from Wales into England.
ticles of travel to which he contributes
the illustrations, is the writer of a paper

missionary association and chiefly
supported by Northern benevolence. An- on Indian Art and Architecture, published
law is to deprive in tli3 September number. According to Is secured by taking Hood’s Pills after
other purpose of tho
counties having a largo negro population Mr. Weeks, the art impulse is still strong dinner, or if digestion is impeded by
of tho school fund, in order that, those in India, and not even the commercial
change of diet,
counties
whoso
school
population is Philistine is able to crush it. Flourishovereating or
Bomand
Lahore
in
composed largely of whito children may ing art schools exist
chills and condereceive larger benefits.
Representative bay, and although their efforts are
geetion in
and
Southern men are constantly professing voted chiefly to artistic manufactures
changeable
that
it
seems
to
decoration,
probable
the
kindest
yet
that they have nothing but
weather.
They
feelings for the negro, and wish him the school of architecture which produced
break up a cold,
to
die
allowed
well in everything hut politics. But here he Taj-Mahal will not bo
prevent a fever,
Evolution of tlio Cow
is an attempt, and in a state too that out. In The
and
restore
a caremade
has
Wister
Owen
emiPuncher,
has received considerable Northern
healthy action of
ful study of the pioneer ranchman of the
gration, to deprive him of the opportun- Western plains, now fast disappearing the liver and bowels. At home or abroad
ity of bamming educated and thereby im- before the locomotive and the barbed wire Hood’s Pills are a safeguard and a friend.
can

Portland Theatre,

from 1903 to 1905.

Payable

South, with tho adjoining

country,

Maine.

4’s.

boat

contrives

AMUSEMENTS.

ToRTLtND,

SOUTH

Barring accidents

abiding people would vote to sustain an attractive and most courteous highwaya romantic tale of
officer who had dono his duty, irrespective man. There is also
court intrigue by Stanley J. Weyman,
of their opinion of the particular law in and a new Drumtochty story by Ian
here in the
question. Nevertheless right
Maclaren, the author ot Beside the BonStuart
and law nie Briar
Elizabeth
Bush.”
city of Portland, as intelligent
found Phelps supplies an admiring review of an
abiding a community as can be
oarlier story of Ian Maclaren’s, “Afterin the laud, an executive officer ran
wards,” which appeared in McClure’s
ticket simply last
his
behind
votes
<500
nearly
spring. Of the illustrated articles,
account
because he had enforced the prohibitory Cleveland Moffett’s interesting
artist Will H. Low, and his work,
safe to conclude therefore of the
aw.

MISCELLANEOUS.

miscellaneous.

condition.
Sometimes the fence. For this paper Mr. Remington
proving
Southern whites act as if they were has made some of his most suggestive
as
illustrations. Julian
afraid of the competition of the men they the writer of anotherRalph reappears
East-side story oj
are
accustomed to stigmatize as belong- New York life, called Petey Burke and
the
ing to an inferior race, and daro not give his Pupil. This completes,- so far as
Magazine is concerned, the tales People
him a fair chance.
We Pass, which will lie gathered together
for
early publication. An important
THE SECOND RACE.
contribution to tho discussion of tho Artho
came
in flrstjin menian question is made by Dr. William
Valkyrio
Although
the second race of the series for the Ame- H. Thompson in an article called Arabia
—Islam and the Eastern Question. In
rica’s cup, the result, when all tho cirthis paper he shows that persecution of the
cumstances are taken into account, only Armenian
by tho Turk, like tho slaughter
serves to confirm the impression mado by of tho Christians of Damascus, was due
but to
tho race of Saturday that tho Defender not to local or temporary causes,
raco hatred and tho unequivoTiro Defender was hereditary
is the faster boat.
of
tho Mohammedan religion.
cal teaching
handicappod at the start by an; accident According to Dr. Thomson, civilization
to her topsail which prevented tho use of has little to expect from the enlightenment
of the Turk or any other Moslem.
all her sails and gave tho Valkyrio a great
The September Century contains an
Whether this accident was
advantage.
national
article on tho Chiekamnuga
due to fault on the part of the Valkyrie,
Gen. H. V. Boynton,
the committee has not decided at this military park, by
of the
a member
commission, setting
writing. But whether the Valkyrie’s fault forth
its objects and extent, and the
or the Detfender’s
fault, or an accident
methods of establishing historically the
for which nobody was to blame, makes no
lines of battle, etc., in which there has
difference as regards the crippling of the
beon the most cordial co-operation beof
was
Defender.
deprived
By it she
tween
the veterans of the Union and Conof
the
use of some of her sails and,
federate armies. A ballad by Maurice
courso, wasiput at a disadvantage. Nevera Confederate veteran of this
theless she was beaten
by only forty- Thompson,
battle, accompanies the article, which
seven seconds, a very small margin. Had
has also maps and a portrait of Gen
it not been for the accident there is every
II. Thomas.
Aproposof tho
reason
to belHevo that she would have George
an
editorial,
celebration, there is
won by as large a margin as on Saturday.
Art on the Battlefield, criticizing the
the
the
race
first
of
the
During
part
management of the Gettysburg field and
wind was lighit, about the same as last making
practical suggestions concerning
Saturday, but the sea was smooth. To- the other three national parks—ChickaTwo inwards the concllusion the wind fresh- mauga, Shiloh aud Autietam.
teresting papers of memoirs of the
tho
and
when
the
crossed
ened,
yachts
Tuileries under the Second Empire will
line it was blowing about sixteen miles bo contributed to tho September and
The 'Defender islsupposed to October numbers of the Contury by Miss
an
hour
The writer was an
Anna L. Bicknell.
be better adapted to a strong breeze than
inmate of the palace, and in significant
the Valkyrie, but there was no fair test incidents and comment she sets forth the
that point yesterday because of the day-to-day palace life under tho Third
on
Napoleon, with pen sketches of the leadaccident.
ing personages of the court, whose porThere is nothing in the result of yester- traits from
photographs of the time will
that
cause
to
race
a'so be given.
any apprehension
day’s
If
the
side.
of the temperanoe
the cup will go to the other
I The significance
as
she
was, movement in the Roman Catholic church
handicapped
Defender,
narrow
came within the
margin ot is commented on in the Progress of the
forty-seven seconds of winning, it would World department of the September ReThe editor concludes
seem to follow that she can easily beat view of Rcviows.
his
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AND

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Current Accounts received

on

favorable

terms.
Interest allowed

on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals. Corporations, Banks, and others desiring; to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

WON,;
STEPHEN H. SMALL.
Me.

Bankers, Portland,
Ausmst 31.1895.
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MUSIC

TEN EYCK WON

AND DRAMA.

Robert Mantell.

Am! Is Still the Champion of New
Last evening Mr. Robert Mantell, the
England.
at
Well-known romantic actor, appeared
Theatre in a translation ot
Portland
D'Knnery’s drama “Monbars” to a fair- But Casey Made it Interesting For Him—
sized audience. Mr. Mantell possesses, as
The Water Was Very Bough.
is well kn own, a fine physique, a rich
Several hundred people went down to
Voice, and that oommand of the resources
Island yesterday to witness the
of his part that fit him well for represen- Long
race for $350 and the chamgreat
sculling
emas
that
a
character
tation to such
of
New
England, and between
pionship
the
But
play
bodied in the title role.
of Worcester and
A.
Ten
James
Eyck
Itself is disappointing; at least as preof South Boston, brief
All those French pro- Jeremiah J. Casey
sented last night.
of which were pubutmost finish on biographical sketches
ductions require the
PRESS.
lished
in
yesterday’s
a
as
in
Florentine
the part of every actor,
Of course the crowd hurried to the
mosaic, the combination of the partioles
beach when the~famous oarsmen appeared
while
beautiful
the
picture,
and,
jnakes
their light boats.
Mr. Mantell has several good people in carrying
The two starting flags were a little
others
and
not
as
good,
his company,
Marriner’s wharf and the course
above
they 'have not the skill or polish of the
the shore of the island
down
extended
actors of the stage for which these plays
The
of a mile.
to express as the
French for nearly three-quarters
are written,
do, by
brows,

shrug,

a

an

meaning

a

elevation

of the eyethat words are unable

to convey.
One oan

but pity the poor Monbars,
whose jealousy is
quieted Jat one moment and
his faith in his wife restored,
only, at an other, to go all through with
the same thing
In the fourth
again,
act Mr. Mantelll, in the scene where he
accuses his wife with poisoning him and
falls senseless in the presence of Louis,

to row over it four times.
Just before 4 o’clock the roferee s boat
was rowed out to the starting flags by
In the boat were the refFred Plaistod.
editor of the
eree, Nelse Innis, aquatic
of
Boston
Herald, William O’Connell
oarsmen,
one
of
our
prominent
Portland,
P. Ruswho
as starter, and

oarsmen were

R.^

officiated

“WILD MAN”

THE

An

Murder.

No.
Fairfield,

September

attempt

to escape from the Norridgewock jail was
made today by “Uncle Abe” Brown, the
Jailer Smith
“wild'man” of Brighton.
had him with the other prisoners in the
yard, when Brown wont into a shed.
been gone some time a search
was made for him and it was found that
he had skipped.
He was finally found
by Dr. Brown in a yard in Main street.
“Abe” attacked the Doctor, striking him
He then
in the faoe with a largo olub.

Having

sized Dr, Brown by the throat, and but
for the timely arrival of help would have
killed him.
The prisoner was at last
overpowered and takeu to the jail, and
until he has his trial, at this term of1
court, he will be kept in confinement.

sell of Boston, secretary of the New England Amateur Athletic Association.
At precisely'4 o’clock the word was givfrom
en and the two shells shot away

Strung Card at Mystic.
Medford, Mass., September 10—In spite
of the heavy rain of yesterday the track
at Mystic park today was fairly good. It
was very strong and'deserved the hearty
outside
the
having
was lata however when the judges finally
curtain call that followed.
Among the the flags, Ten Eyck
and course. At the beginniug Casey deoidod it to be lit for racing consequentsupport these well-known actors Mr. flag
on
the card
of 3(5 to the min- ly only two raoes of the four these were
E. A. Ebere as the Marquis, and Mr. B. struck a rapid stroke
were started
and none of;
lead. His stroke
a slight
ute
and
took
finished. The card was the
strongest
T. Ringgold as Monton, were very good,
the presented so far this season. The interest
was more rapid than Ten Ecyk’s all
and the other men acc eptable.
intense.
was
$1000
in
the
lower
3.18
the
trot, pur.su
turned
Mantell will appear in way down, yet they
and Caprice
Tonight Mr.
Ciol. Kuser, Aunt Delilah
same time, Casey
the
‘1
at
almost
flags
As Louis and
eaoh took a heat. Best time, 3.12%. In
the Corsican Brothers.
on the start for the the 38S
pace, purse $1000, Dan S,, Gen.
Fabien del Franchi, the mystically unit- leading very slightly
D., Fair Lillian and Dandy R., each took
ed brothers, Mr. Mantell has won a g reat return.
a heat.
Best time 2.16%._
success and his impersonation is univerwas made in 8.4-.
This first

sally praised.This production of Dumas's

romance will be similar in
celebrated
every respect to that given by Mr. Manthe
Fourteenth Street Theatre,
tel! at
New York, last winter, and all the handsome scenery,
properties, tricks, traps,

visions,

slides,

vampires,

apparitions

quarter

had
up the stretch, the oarsmen
the
wind and tide against them, and
Ten
were slower in stroke and paoe.
Eyck took a slight lead'gradually. His
stroke varied from 33 to 28. As he neared

Coming

mechanical effects prepared the starting flags he was a little more
and other
for that
successful revival will be em- than a length' ahead, and took the risk
ployed in this presentation, thus assuring of turning Casey’s flag together with his
A fine performance.
This is dangerous
own in a wide course.
The, Cotton King.
beoause he had invaded Casey’s water,
One of the greatest melodramatic suc- and had the latter been able to reaoh
cesses for several years
past is Sutton and foul him it would have been all right
had he rendered Ten
Vane’s “Cotton King” to be produced at for
even
Portland

Theatre, Friday, Saturday

and

Casey,
Eyck’s boat

matinee next
The scenic enis said to be worthy of all
vironment

wasn’t

the mechanical effects most elaborand realistic and the whole production of the greatest attractiveness. Everybody who enjoys a clean, ploturesqne
deeply interesting melodrama, without the
usual blood and thunder adcompaniments
should see “The Cotton King.” A carefully selected company of experienced
players have been seoured. The comedy
features of the play are in a delightful
vein and are well contrasted with its more
serious or pathetic scenes and inoidents.
Already there has been a large demand
for seats.

made

Saturday
praise,
ate

But Casey
enough. He got there just
Eyck got out of the way. He
fine, quiok turn, swinging his

Ten

as

hors de oombat.

near

a

as

to

In Auburn, Sept. 4, S. H. B. Allen and Miss
Iza V. Hill, both of Norway.
In Ellsworth, Sept. 4. Charles P. Halpln of
Boston and Miss Louise B. Bresnahan of Ells-

down and turned the
All the way up again
line first,
crossed the
a boat’s
length. The

lower flags first.

he was ahead and
leading by about
time was 18 min-

There

was some

doubt as to the exact

generally agreed that it was less
that. “Tony” Frates, who ought
a good judge, said he didn’t believe

than
to be

DEATHS.

(a) Damon Max Strange

(b( Gavotte Massenet

Miss Florence G. Knight.
Sextette from Lucia Donizetti
Misses Knight and Ricker. Messrs Stoekbridg, Barnard, Harmon and Merrill.
Notes.

will be seen

so

shell at all.
Casey said in regard to another attempt
to wrest the championship from Ten
Eyck, that he couldn’t tell about it as
but could tall better after ho reaohed

yet,

spoke as if it were probable.
stripped, is the very epitome
wirey, sinewy strength and endurance.

Boston. He
Ten Eyck

His limbs are not large, but
of iron’muscles and sinews.

are

bundles

Casey is much plumper and more
With so many windows and doors open
Portland Theatre, the noise of the rounded in muscular development and
at
noises
electric cars and other street
has a fine physique.
affects materially the ability of the audiOne of the spectators of the race was
ence to hear the aotorg.
J. McNamara of Boston, a member of the
Free concert by Chandler's Band at Massachusetts legislature.
The winner takes the entire stake In
Hall tonight. Lecture by James
City
Dnnn,

a

this

Keeley graduate.
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4

Products

4

are

Never

4

jj.
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Sold in Bulk

►
►

be had at all

They
good grocery stores
—and the big H=0
is on every genuine

package.

BRIEFLY

Patents

have

been

TOLD.

granted

to

Ira M.

Russell of Lewiston for a funnel holder,
and Geo. W. Way of Portland for a cuff

>
f

Rowley.

J
^
^
|»
>

Avoid Substitutes!

The candidates for the Bowdoin foot
ball team are called to meet together at
once.
Mackie, the old Harvard guard,
has been engaged as coach. Georgo T.
Ordway is manager of the team.

holder.
A private despatch says'that Rev. Dr.
been
McNeill lias
appointed Roman
Catholic bishop, west of the coast of Newfoundland to succeed the late Itev. Dr.

r

can

Bowdoin Foot Ball.

►

4-►
4
<|
4
<1

race.

Miss Tilly Ashley, the woman sculler,
did not show up, sending word that she
was prevented by illness from coming.

A AAA AA AA

j|

the

10- 4 White Blankets,
11- 4 White Blankets,
11-4 White Blankets,
11-4 White Blankets,
11-4 White Blankets,

monoy

lawn

of Ladies’

wrappers

print, dimity and
Wednesday. Some

almost given away.

Examiner Gilbert of Quincy
autopsy Monday night on the
Ixxly of Mabel Doyle, whose mysterious
death in the Nepouset river Friday night
caused so much conjecture. The result
confirms the opinion originally held by
examiner that the girl met death
tho
The autopsy disclosed
from drowning.
of violence or foul play.
marks
no
Medical
an
held

that

anything

chintz,

In

cretonne,

See them.

cases we

sateen, silkoline,

make

tifies

a

much

dining

table

rich

Cut

as

add

anything
brilliancy and

Does
such

gance ?
Then

piece

a

will not be amiss
own table, and

ele-

on

a

specialty

of.

Leave' your order and have them
made just .when you need them.

make

Dorflinger’s

oes

a

attorney is quoted

as

Spring and Summer business

Cut
as

glass

fickle

Ideas

as

everything left, same kinds you’ve bought
then for you, just as good for us
good
perhaps regular prices, just
too if we had the patience to pack them away and keep for next season, but
that isn’t our style. We believe in the "nimble six pence,” so you are the
Of necessity

some

few of most

at

now as

as

gainer.

Fall Cloaks and Furs coming too, case after case, with Imperative demand for room and summer goods must yield.
Here’s the index—just to show you how to turn right to what you-want.
Much more in the book than the index indicates.

25

Ladies’

““Zephyrs

Colored Shirt Waists, 75c.
and fine percales, were $1.50.
35
Lawn

White

Waists,

in

shape
changeable
sons.

The

dishes

40

low, shal-

to

irregular

small,

prettier,

shapes,

more

artistic

and less expenAnd then the cutsive.
it
ting; has been elevated

fine art, the facets of

to

a

a

diamond

are

not more

perfect, and a gem from
Dorflinger’s is hardly less

designs.
Japanese dishes, Royal

best and newest

Doul-

Worcester dishes,
ton, Crown
leek, Minton,

specimens
these

Derby,

Bil-

some

good

from

famous

been

have just
in the basement.

each of

potteries
opened

OWEN,

MOORE

&CO.

$3.00

LADIES’ JACKETS—nearly all 20 from 46-00 and 8-QQrta
“
«
4.50,
black, styles good, just right for early 15
"
25
$8, 10, $12,
Fall wear—big bargains.
REEFERS— 15
CHILDREN’S
Checks, plaids, mixtures, light and dark 20
school

garments’till

were

$6.00,
5.00,

“

December 15

3.00
5.00

$2.50

now

2.00

“

1.50,

50c

»

25 Boys’ Duck Suits, sizes 3 to 8 years,
just 1 -2 former prices.
10 Ladies’ Whits Lawn

Wrappers, 65c.

Formerly $1.25.
15 Colored Lawn Wrappers, $1.00.
Formerly $2.25, 2.50, 3.00.
A few Ladies’ Capes and a very few Outing
Suits at 1-2 to 1-3 former prices.

Remember the object of this sale is to close out our summer stock.
There isn’t much but what there is Is good and we know how to put prices on
goods that will move them off.
come

early.

a. m.

BROS,

RINES

Fall

Capas, S3J7580

$15:00.
Fall Jackals, 3,758a

$15.00.
For the next few weeks we shall sell Gents’ Goods so low
that there'll bo fun In this department.

Silk Waists torfall,
$3.75 to 10.00.

We shall sell now dark colored Outing Flannel Shirts and
to sell at 39c and
Cheviot Shirts at 39c each. (They were bought

50c.)
Heavy Jersey Ovcrsliirts at 38c and 45c each.
90c $1.00 and 1.35
Navy Blue Flannel Overskirts at 75c,
each.
aad 1.69 each.
Fancy Flannel Ovcrsliirts at $1.00, 1.35
It matters not to ns whether others do or do not care to sell

shirts

so

chea|>.

We shall do it, “just the same.”

.

separate Skirts,

naw

Mor Fall, $2.50 to 10.00.
WANTED
AT ONCE.

Experienced
basque male
by (be

era

Notice Low Prices for Underwear.

dazzling.

There is a large stock
to choose from here, a
tasteful selection of the

60o»

Boys’ Fauntleroy Waists,' 2oC, 60c, 75c.
Were 75c, 89c, $1.50.

sea-

have

White Lawn Walsts»
Marked from $1.2$.

25

round,

old,

deep, high
given way
low,

the

as

Ladies’ Percale Waistv 50c.
Our best $1.00 on44.2S1rtnda.

25c.

“CHEAP.”

what is proper
and size are as

as to

ready-made articles—
by the many

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Underwear

notions are
the winds.

in

by the thousands, suits and capes and reefers and wrappers
hundreds—nothing ever like it in former years.

timely.

ease

Biddeford

An immense
waists

Wednesday, 8

—-AND-

is

no indictment was found by the
As
"rand jury in Kennebec county in the

of'Miss Furnetta M. McDonald, the
Biddeford stenographer, who died in
suspicious oiroumstanGardiner under

Outside Shids

our

-wool kind.

Wednesday morning.

If you come,

great collection of new shapes in
about

Congress St.

your
word

a

“Remnant
a CLOAK

ROOM Remnant Sale, regular old fashioned dyed-in-the

CLOAK ROOM,

—good

HERE IS A “CHANGE” FOR YOU TO GET

two

or

we mean

Regular 89c kind.

Beady Made Sheets.
pillow

Odds and Ends,

say
This is

we

Sale.”

25

All new goods made to our
down.
latest designs
order from the very
at the very lowest prices.

and

when

$1.25.
$1.50.

beau-

decorates and

You know what

89o.
98o.

Puffs.

Wrappers.

Spoeial sale

A SALE

to be found.

very heavy, blue am'
red borders, $2.25.
11-4 White Blankets, extra heavy, blue,
red, pink and orange borders, $3.75.
11-4 California Blanket at $4, $5 and $6.

*516

Glass ?

a

of
at Port-

Miss
Gray
land Theatre September 16-10, supported
by a strong company.
Ada

for

We guarantee each Corset.

today
to

there

IS

Casey

Meyerbeer

makes

WHITE STORE,

Sept. II. 1895.

■**

II

***

■

We have one of Che largest Corset departments in tne city. We do not|keep every
thing in the corset line, have contented oursolves with getting the best

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

The weather
is likely
be Fair.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

«■■■

Corsets.

it was

Verdi
Quartette from Rigoletto
ship was closer than the last similar
Haydn Quartette.
oontest at Boston last Fourth of July.
Scena and duetto from Semiramide
Rossini
Casey made a better light for the
Miss Ricker and Mr. Merrill.
but showed his inferiority
champion,
Verdi
Aria from La Kaverina
to the veteran Ten Eyck by not rowing
Miss Florence G.
Knight
He didn’s steer so well and
Rossini so straight.
Trio from Semiramide
Rioker and Mr. consequontl y rowed over a longer disand
Misses Knight
Merrill.
tance.
Beethoven
Concerto
Both men did considerable spashing beMiss Alice L. Philbrook. Snd piano acof the roughness of the water.
M.
Smith,
cause
Mrs.
A.
comp. by
goena and Aria from La Proflta,
After the race Ten Eyck said: ‘‘It was
Meyerbeer
certainly a close contest! there’s that to
Miss Katharine M. Ricker.
be said about it. Also, it was the rough“Lost
Chord”
request)
(by
Quartette,
Sullivan est water that I ever rowed over. It
in
Haydn Quartette.
was all a man wanted to do to stay
Recit. and aria from Huguenots
F. Merrill.

Children’s Bonnets.

In Gardiner. Sept. 4. John W. Huut and Miss A new line of theso goods just received,
Gertrude E. Hathaway.
comprising almost everything one
In East Orrlngton. Sept. 3, Albert K. Glass of
oould wish for. Opening sale of fall
Bangor and Miss Annie M. Covelle of East Orand winter Bonnets Wednesday.
rington.
In Ellsworth. Sept. 3. Stillman S. Koval and
Figured Suitings, 50 inches wide. WedMrs. Susan E. Herrick, both of Ellsworth.
In Bangor. Sept. 4, Edward J. Dougherty and
nesday $1.00..
Miss Hannah McNamara.
In Augusta, Sept. 2, Arthur S. ltuunells of
Hallowell and Miss Jennie L. Scanlon of AuBlack Dress Goods.
gusia.
In Bangor, Sept, 4, Charles E. Bragdon and
Miss Isabelle Gallagher.
25 pieces'49 inch Imported India Twills,
Wednesday 49c
regular 75o goods.

In Bangor, Sept. 9. William Murphy, aged 51
years.
In Bueksport, Sept. 2, Mrs, Kate W. Bailey,
aged 53 years.
In Augusta. Sept. 2, Amherst Whitmore of
Brunswick, aged 41 years.
In Augusta, Sept. 1, Mrs. Mary Hodgkins,
aged 62.

■»

moments W. B. Corset, H hook length, extra long
you could spend a few
waist, in white only, $3 75.
?
Wo’ll
lot
you into
profitably
very
W.
B. Corset in 5 hook lengths, short
a
secret.
it’s
the secret—mind, now,
hips, medium waist, in white only,
Thera’s going to be a crowd here
$3.50.
Lots of people you
Wednesday
W. B. Corset, extra long waist, in white
know will be here, and they’ll expect
only, $3.00.
What’s going to cause the exyou.
Oh, that’s the secret. W. B. Corset, extra long waist, in black
citement?
and white, $1.50.
You’ll find a clue to it in this adverextra long waist, in white
tisement, follow it up’and report hero W. B. Corset,
and
$1.35.
black,
and
not
visit
the
You’ll
regret
early.
5 hook lengths, long waist,
we'll help you make excuses to your W. B. Corsets,
for
slender people, in white only,
friends for your absence. Come to
$1.00.
think of it, these low prices will be
W. B. Nursing Corset, $1.00.
excuse enough.
W. B. Corset, 4 hook length, short waist
for stout ladies, in white, drab and
Wash Dress Fabrics.
black, $1.00
Challi es that were 5c for 3 l-3o.
W. B. Corset, extra long waist, in black,
500 yards beat Standard Prints, ao yard.
white and drab, 75o.
Dimities that were 12 l-2o for 6 l-4c.
In $1.00 Corsets we have also the R. &
Plisse Superbe for t> l-4c yard.
G. Thompson’s Glove Fitting Corset,
Jaconat Muslins, 6 l-4c.
Dr. Strong’s Health Corset, Elastic
Canton Cropons, 6 l-4c.
Comfort and C. B.
Ballemena Ducks, 10c.
As good a line of 60c Corsets, perfect fittCrown Pique, 6 l-4c.
ing, as any one carries.
Half wool Brocaded Poplins, double fold,
Figured Taffeta Moires, 13 l-3o.
not the 7c kind, but just as good a
Percales, 53 inch, 8o yard.
Cotton Crepe, Sc yard.
bargain at 15c yard.
French Finish Sateens, 15c.
Gent’s Camel’s Hair Half
1000 dozen
Blankets.
Hose, seamless, 13 l-3c pair.

worth.

distance. It was meant to be about three
miles, over the course four times, but

hoar

Mr. Harry

we don’t mean are you to make your
Made any
debut this season—today.
plans for the day that we might interfere with if we suggested where

yard.
Imported India Twills, all wool, same
In West Gray, Sept. 9, Georges. Allen, aged
quality as above, but 46 inches wide,
24 years.
89c yard.
his late resiat
afternoon
1 second.
Thursday
[funeral
dence.
Imported Serges, all wool,36 inches wide,
Ten Eck’s lead at the beginning of the
Cln Sprlngvale. Sept. 10, Mrs. Jennie Butler,
25c yard.
second circuit was about a boat’s length aged about 43 years.
In Sanford, Sept. 2, Thomas Goodwin, aged
all
the
way
and a half. He kept ahead
70 years.

the singers since it was more than two miles and a half.
between two and
from
their return
Europe will surely go, It was somewhere
and those who have not will have a rare one-half and three miles.
treat if they do attend. Then there are
There was quite a little breeze ana uie
other great attractions. Mr. Will Stockwas well roughened, so that very
water
restorthus
with
them,
bridge will appear
and
those
time
couldn’t be made. But time
old
the
good
Haydn Quartette,
ing
Beit Barnard and in a sculling race doesn’t amount to
fine singers Messrs.
Harmon will assist in the great “Lucia”
because there is so much in the
Miss Phil- much,
sextette. Mrs. Smith and
wind and waves and currents
of
best
way
of
two
Portland’s
pianists,
brook,
will be heard, and Harvey Murray will that affect the pace.
officiate as accompanist.
contest between Ten Eyck and
This
This will be the programme:
for the New England champion-

fortunate

MARRIAGES.

boat around the flag as if it were on a
pivot. But Ten Eyck got away first.
The time at the turn was 9 minutes and

utes, 14 4 5 seconds.

Thursday's Concert.
Those who have not yet secured their
seats for the concert to be given by Misses
Knight and Rioker and Mr. Harry Merrill, at City Hall next Thursduy night,
should go to Stockbridge’s at once and
get the tickets. Those who have been go

A

NEW

_newadveutisements.

LARRABEE’S.

Almost Commits

10. —An

r
I

new auvehtiskments.

ARE YOU GORING OUT ?

ESCAPED

Prisoner

Escaped

-—~

—-

i--—predicting that there will never be any
thing further done in the case unless some
new developments
take place; that as
the testimony of the physioians at that
no
revealed
autopsy
positive evidence of
a
criminal operation, and the further
testimony of Dr. Turner that, in his
opinion, death was due to natural or accidental causos, preclude any possibility
of conviction.

New Suits for Boys' 3 years,
New Suits for Boys’ 4 years,
75c per piece.
35c per piece.
Boys’ Grey Underwear
New Suits for Boys’ 5 years,
them and have
right,
If you don’t iind them
money refunded.
New Suits for Boys’ 6 years,
for Boys’ 7 years,
Watch the Sales on Other Furnishings! You’ll See New Suits
New Suits for Boys' 8 years,
Something Interesting.

in this
Men’s fleece-lined Underwear, formerly 75c, will go
sale at 50c per piece.
Men’s Camel’s Hair Underwear, formerly $1.00, will be sold
at

at

to he all

RINES

year.

»

Ranging in Price,

return

BROS. RINES

$1.50 TO $6.00.

BROS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE DOCTOR OF WALL STREET.
How

STIMULATING and

Sick

REFRESHING
After Exercise

Goes at

Upon

Everything in Hammer-and-Tongs
Sits

Upon Millionaires and States-

with

Impunity, and Gives More to

Style,

Liebig

Corporations Call
Pierpont Morgan.

men

Charity Than Any One Else.

Company’s
Extract of Beef

September, 6—By far the
most’ interesting figure in Wall street
these days is that of J. Pierpont Morgan,

The genuine has signature of Baron Liebig, in

the man who is known as the financial
doctor and surgeon of the moneyed dis-

blue, on every jar, thus:

trict.

New York,

Jay Gould
time; every

CUMBERLAND COUNTY FAIR
A
NARRAGANSETT PARK,
AT

GORHAM, ME.,

was

a

great power in his
and

ANNUAL FAIR

OF

THE

Cumberland Go.

Agricultural Society
—AT—

Narragansett Park, Gorham,Me.,
SEPT.

10,11, 12, 13, 1895.

Largest and best exhibition ever held.
Trotting purses aud premiums $4,600.
Excursion rat'-s on ail railroads.
Admissiou, 36 cents; children 15 cents; car
riatres 25 cents, Grand stand extra,
W. H. VINTON, PRES.
CHAS. H. LEIGHTON, Sec’y

aug26tpseI3

ADMINISTRATORS’ NOTICE.
is hereby given, that tbe subhas been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of administrator of the estate of Aratus E. Pratt, late
of Portland, in the County of Cumberland,;
deceased, ana' given bonds as tbe law directs. All persons having demands upon ;
the estate of said deceaseu, are required to
exhibit the same: and all persons indebted,
to said estate are called ur«on to make payJEDEDIAH A. PKATT, Adm’r.
ment to

■\TOTiCE

scriber

Portland, July 3,1*95.

MAINSPRINGS

75c.

New Ke3illent Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 15c.
cleaning, *1.50. Cleaning, *1.00. McKENNEY, the
janl8dtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

Messenger’s Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine Cumberland, ss, 3ept. 3rd.
A. D. 1896.
is to give notice that on the 31st day of
August. A. D. 1896. a warrant in insolIssued out of the Court of Insolvency
was
vency
for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of
JAME3 K. P. BLAI8DELL, of Portland,
Insolvent
be
an
to
Debtor,
adjudged
on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
filed!, on Hie 31st day of August, A. D. 1896
to be
on claims Is
to which, date interest
computed.
or
debts
to
by said
That the payment of any
and
deand
the
transfer
Debtor
forbidden
by
livery of any property byliim are
luwC
That a meeting of the creditors of said
debts
and
their
to
Debtor
prove
choosje one or more assignees of his estate, will
beiield at a Court of Insolvency to be holden
at Probate Court Room, in said Portland, in
said County of Cumberland, on the l<>tn day of
September, A. D. 1835, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon.
Given ‘under my hand the date first above

THIS

a

written.

C. L. BUCKNAM,
as Messenger of the Court of
insolvency for said County of Cumberland,

Deputy Sheriff,

sept4&ll

PRESS PORTFOLIOS.
The following portfolios can be obtained a
office of the PRESS, or by mail as specified
under each:
BKEHM'S LIFE OF ANIMALS.
the

This is an English translation of Brehm’s faIt has been
mous German work on animals.
issued in 29 weekly parts of 20 pages each,
all of which are,ready. Price 10 cents per part,
postage free. Orders will be received, ior any,
or all the parts as desired, for a limited time.
STANDARD COOK BOOK.
This is the latest Cook Book out, contains 320
pages, 1200 receipts 186 illustrations and is
sent postpaid to any address or will ba delivered to any one who calls in person at this ofcents
is
3
cents.
It
tor
15
fice.
ser' f *r postage, book is sent by return
will
be
Otherwise it
in? 11 from this office.
ifrom office of publication in Springfield,
u...
c
causing a delay of several days.

Hannah Dunn.

The

Duet—Beauty’s Eyes,

tue

auic

suigeuu

umi> lie

10,

uo

tuw
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Holmes & Co.

THE 56TH

prayed

great firm, but he is not a destructionist.
On the other hand, he is a financial prop

and there prudently, but with energy,
builds up another
portion, saws off
great chunks of expense, infuses new
blood by making the stockholders come
up with a handsome assessment and in
the end puts his charge in a healthful
bread-winning condition.
This is a unique position for any man
to occupy and for this reason the doings
of Mr. Morgan are of consideralbe interest. He is the one man whom the Vanderbilts fear and nothing could induce
them to antagonize him; for the doctor
of Wall street is pugnaoious, mighty fond
of his own way and an ugly opponent at
all times. While his individual wealth
the 'moneyed
is small compared with
strength of the Vanderbilts, he practiin
the financial
more
wields
power
cally
affairs of the country than any other
dozen men
He oontrols absolutely the tens
upon
tons'of millions of American securities
held by wealthy Englishmen and English
corporations. These investors give hifn
absolute oontrol of their American affairs
and he can’buy or sell as he pleases. With
this great power always at his beok and
call he can make or break corporations
But it is always exercised
as he fancies.
61 Broadway, New Fork.
in the affirmative sense, never in the negReN.
of
the
Exchange.
Members
Y.Etock
ative. This is where Morgan and Gould
ceive Accounts and Deposits of Firms, Individiffer.
duals, etc., and allowinterest on daily balances
Buy and'flellTor cash or carry on margin a
NOT A SPECULATOB
Philac
New
York.
on
the
of
Interest
rate
lowest
delphia, Boston and Cnicago Stock Exchanges- <4 Mr. Morgan is popularly supposed to be
Stocks. Bonds, Grain,-Cotton, etc. Branch office. worth fifty millions. It is doubtful if he
35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
is worth more than half that sum. Yet

S«pt9eod!3t

ONE PAD.

There is only one fad that Mr. Morgan
has, and that is the raising of collies. At
Cragston on tho Hudson, his country seat,
he has fiuo kennels inhabited solely by
Some years
his favorite variety of dogs.
ago he had a'number^of fino mastiffs, but

if he were a speculator in the gambling
sense of the word he could accumulate
almost untold wealth. But he is sturdily
and unalterably opposed to speculation.
The quibbles of the bulls and bears on the
floor of the exchange, fighting and shouting to get the best of an eighth fluctuation, he regards as a species of petty
finance.
Finance with him is a great science. To
have a bankrupt railroad placed in his
hands for reorganization is a pet job, and
he works and labors over the problem
with a keen love of the task. To convert
financial chaos and ruin into smooth running order and prosperity he regards as
his particular mission in life.

THE

KENNELS.

The kennels is a substantially built
structure, surrounded by a thick wood,
affording shelter both ,'from the northers
which sweep down the valley in winter
and from the excessive summer’s heat,
trying to heavily coated collies. The view
of the kennels is taken from the south
and shows a main center building with

so

substantial oak frame.
built in a manner
more suggestive of pens for captive lions
than yards for the mild-tempored collies.
The middle section of the building is dithree
vided into
large rooms on the
ground floor, one at the south and two at
The first is for storing
the north end.
traveling hampers and for all work whioh
has to be done indoors, and the other two
bathrooms.
the cooking and the
are
These three have wooden floors, but the
kennel rooms all have concrete floors, so
as to be easily cleaned.
In these kennels are the finest lot of
collies in the country, and to recite their
victories at prize shows would take a deal
of spaoe. Incidentally it can be said that
Mr. Morgan knows as much about collies
as he does about finance.
As an evidenco of the way he is regarded by the great financiers of the city, it
need only be said that some years ago
they quietly made him a present of a
$50,000 gold dinner service. More than one
of the donors had been hauled over the
coals—by the recipient too.
The

on

a

inclosures

are

MAINE TOW NS.

Pams of Interest

Gathered bv

Corres-

pondeutB of tlie Presto
Boothbay.
A GREAT RUN OF PORGIES.

Boothbay, Sept 9, 1896—Two weeks ago
Hawkins Bros. & Co. closd their porgie
factory and went to Shelter Island where
fish were more plentiful, last Wednesday
night Church Hathaway & Co. discharged

of their employes supposing
that pogies in these waters were done for
this season, but to their surprise Friday
STEKJN AJNJJ litturr.
night one of their steamers plying off
Personly Mr. Morgan is not a pleasant shore struck them solid and the steamer
the stranger to meet. He is Mabel Bird came in to the factory pier
man for
The
gruff and emphatic in speech wasting no with her hold full and deck load.
for the employes which
sent
his
tremendous
all
of
and
company
words,
putting
they* had only a day before discharged and
euergy into the little that he does say.
for their steamers to come on
To newspaper men he is the worst man telegraphed
from
the South. The captain of the
in New York to try to interview. There
Bird is said to have made the remark that
is not one chance in a hundred of the innot since 1891 that famous season for fishterview being successful, and the chanoes
ing for pogries had he seen the waters so,
are ninety-nine to one that he will leave
alive with porgies as on this day, Friday
the office feeling that he has been jumped
0th. Good, we hope they may yet
and trampled upon and smashed generally Sept. a
have
splendid fall fishing for porgies in
by some ponderous machine. Newspaper these waters, and this company, Church
men are not the only ones who have
Hathaway & Co., deserves such a share
passed through this experience. Men who for they have been waiting many days for
have five and ten millions behind them
such fishing as the Capt. of the Bird
have been treated inj the same way by Mr. just
reports.
in
of
"search
of
states
Morgan; governors
A sociable held at John E. Kolley’s on
loans have^been gruffly sat upon; the
Thursday last was a grand affair both
financial agents of great
European na- afternoon
and evening.
tionsthave felt the viorce of this animated
Mr. Walter Carlisle and wife who reside
lump of dynamita
of Portland are at
a short distance out
PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY
Mr. Carlisle’s father’s, Franklin Carlisle
for a short visit.
ALI£E.
The last cargo of ice which Norris &
Mr. Morgan never handles anybody or
Gay have in their houses at Poole’s Landanything with kid gloves. His physical ing, is being run on board the schooner.
Dun, which arrived last Thursmake-up is the counterpart of his mental RoberttoG.load
for Norfolk, Va., Messrs.
day,
massive
and
struoture—rough, vigorous,
Norris & Gav have yet an order of about
loud
in
are
pat- 8,000 tons of ice to fill and there is lots of
dominating. His clothes
tern, he wears a heavy watch chain and ice for sale.
done quite a
L. Dodge & Son have
generally speaking looks more the sport business
threshing grain of all kinds
than financier. He is something over
and if the water in Adams
six feet in height, with a great breadth this season,
mustache pond is not drawn on too strongly by the
of shoulder, white hair, gray
water
company of Boothbay Harbor, they
and heavy'features.
thresh considerable more
Wall street has long recognized him as will probably
etc. The water is so
its king. Of late vears his has been the besides peas, beans,
that it delays them
low in the pond
master mind which has directed all the
much.
reorganizations in the financial very
great.
Clisby who has been conMrs. W. O.
world. He has just completed the work
house for several months still
of restoring to healthy activity the Rich- fined to her
the same.
mond Terminal system with its_ tangled remains
Schools through town began Monday,
ramifications
representing. $1250,000,000 Sept.
9th.
worth of property. Now he. is engaged in
There is lots of boat building going on
a similar workrwith the Erie road.
at East Boothbay. Rice Bro. and W. C.
SOME OP HIS WORK.
Adams & Son, are kept snapping this
weather.
When the Garrets became ensnared in pleasant
Win dham.
of
Ives
HeuryS.
the road-wrecking genius
1895—The
was
Windham Centro, Sept. 9,
and the Baltimore and Ohio road
town schools began Monday, September
almost ruined Morgan was called in al9th.
most at the last gasp of the dying corporThe High School opened with an unuslife
It
is
to
it
again.
and
ation
brought
ually good attendance of forty-five.
Mrs. Beulah Abbott and her daughter
the same story with the Reading system.
are visiting Mrs. John Swett
Wiien William R. Vanderbilt needed $30,Mr. Elijah Cooke, Mr. Frank Cooke
000,000 in cash to perfect the New York and Mrs. Louisa Sturgis have gone to
Central road, a dozen years ago, Morgan
Mills Aroostook County, to
Sprague’s
took charge of the matter, and through visit relatives.
the
secured
his English connections
Mrs. Ellen Hall, who has been quite
amount from abroad. When the West
is improving. Mrs. Gay of Casco is
ill,
took
into
Morgan
road
Shore
trouble,
go
with her.
hold, and in the face of fearf ul opposition,
About twenty-five members of the Newsecured life for it by selling it to the Van- hall
Sunday School visited the Free Bapderbilts.
tist Sunday School September 8th.
the
with
$100,000,000
connection
His
Miss Ellen Goold returned to her school
bond syndicate formed for the purpose of in Portland Monday. Her mother will
reserve
keeping the government gold_is of
here seme weeks longer.
such remain
from fading away to nothing,
Mrs.
Mr. John Jaquis and family,
needs
mention.
it
scarcely
recent date that
Eugene Mann, Mrs. Cyrus Allen ana Mr.
of
Rutherford
administration
the
During
Fred Allen went on a picnic to White’s
B. Hayes he formed the syndicate whioh
Bridge, Monday.
disposed of the $200,000,000 bond issue,
Cumberland.
enabling the government to resume specie
West Cumberland, Sept. 10. Miss Sadie
payment.
E. Morrill spont Sunday at her home.
HIS MANY CHARITIES.
about all

_

_

Schools in town began Tuesday, Sopt.
There is another side to this man who
the
with the same teachers as in
handles millions like the ordinary mortal 2,
THE PEOPLES ATLAS.
handles dimes. This is his broad charity spring.
Miss Ada Morrill is teaching school in
The Peoples Atlas of the world contains nearHow much he gives a year will never be
ly 70 maps and 140 illustrations with descripYarmouth.
North
An
inches.
tive matter. The pages are 11x14
known. He always enforces the strictest
Miss Grace Russell spent Sunday at her
immense amount of statistical matter is given,
know of a
who
the
few
may
secrecy
upon
column.’
this
a sample list of which would fill
home.
It is a handy atlas for ready reference and a gift.
Whenever a public fund is started
Miss Addie Legrow is stopping with
marvel at the price. Price at this office, or sent for
his
donation
laudable
charity
any
by mall to any address 30 cents. Orders by mail
her aunt, Mrs. Fred Haskell.
others.
nil
filled from publication office in Springfield, usually ranks away beyond j
Ohio. Those desiring it by return mail from
Quite a numbor from this plaoe attendthis office'must send 6 cents for postage.
ed the Sunday School Convention at the
OF
AMERICA.
WILD FLOWERS
for
Baptist church, Falmouth, Thursday afA series of 18 portfolios each containing six
ternoon.
teen colored plates of American Wild Flowers.
Get the
io* and
Miss
Ellen Leighton fof North Yar]Tice 15 cents each. All the parts are ready.
name
with
cloth aud leather,
1 haling in
mouth, has been is stopping at her aunt’s,
10
in
Outline,
scries,
; mj«(1
gold, $1.50.
Mrs. A. Hulit’s, the past week.
at your
cents per par:. Contains same figures as colMr. C. R. Shaw has gone to Lisbon to
ored series, but uncoiored.
work in the corn factory.
it.
go
Miss Edgar Shaw has returned to Mrs.
ior
any
No Coupons necessary
O. S. Thornes to work.
Annual sales more than 6,000,000 boxaa»
of the above.

Beecham’s

pation
book

by

pills

consti-

25*.

druggist’s

and

91 DANFORTH ST.,

247 Brackett St..

Special attention

—Ritounrelle,

Miss Bell
Miss Bell.

portrayed better than Mrs.
of the peouliar gossiping
While she
characters of the country.
oxcels in this it is in pathos that Mrs.
She well
is
Riggs
especially strong.
understands between the art of doing and
overdoing, and many were the moist eyes
of the
as she read the closing paragraph
Her voice in this
Fore-room
Rug.
selection is as sweet and sensitive as a
school girl’s, and she has lost none of her
charms to please.
Miss Akers and Miss Bell ably assisted
Mrs. Riggs, both being in good voice.
Beauty’s Eyes was‘finely rendered and
The violin obligato being
veiy novel.
exquisitely vocalized by Miss Akers and
Miss Bell, words being very clearly enunciated.
Among those present who seemed to
thoroughly enjoy the entertainment, was
the well known contralto of Portland,
Miss Henrietta D. Rice.
Gorham.
No one

Riggs

ever

some

to

Inserted under this heed
week for US cents, cash in advance.

WANTED—Lady and daughter would like
h
child to board, Infant preferred; would
take lady during confinement and keep child.
House contain* all modern conveniences; best
of care; all communications strictly private.
Address MRS. E. F. R., 86 Nichols street,
Lewiston. Me.11-1

to know that J. G.
CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 137 Clark
street. Speaking tubes and bells of all kinds
put into hotels, private U» uses and steamboats
at short notioe; all work warranted; orders by
10-1
mall attended to.

public
1*/'ANTED—The
»"

WlfANTED—A small furnished house for the
• •
winter within ten miles of Portland on
steam or electric road. Address box 197, OLD
10-1
ORCHARD. State location and price,
borrow $2500
property in
and
Deering, <Woodford9) worth $4000;
worth 10 cents per foot; buildings new this
season; security gilt edged. BOX 203, Woodto

for 6 years at C per cent,

fords,

on

Me.10-1_

a desirable family, two adults.
Yl/ANTED—By
*»
convenient,

sunny
house’near Western
1896. BENJAMIN

compact furnished

a
■

Promenade, until June 1st
SHaW,61.% Exchange St.
10-1

_

in the drug business with u reliable person.
Address
7-1
6ULF0NEL, this office.

WANTED—An

Internet

YITANTED—A clerk that has had experience.
Apply In person at the ST. JULIAN
HOTEL.

contains 8
1

_6-1
who

a

as

or

team*.

or

street;

city

for

owner and family want
a year or more.
JOHN

PROCTOR. Centennial Block.

to

F.

FOR

STREET._10-1
For

Street._10'1

FOR

Block.___*0-7

TO

FOR

TO

FOR

TO

TO
TO

TO ly

house of 9 rooms, in a choice lostreet (near Mellen.) All
improvements, fine view, and very de-

new
on

Cumberland

cation

modern
sirable. Apply to GEO. F. JUNKINS, Real
Under U. S. Hotel,
Estate and Insurance,
Monument

Square.__5-1

1JOR RENT—At No. 3 Davis Place, one of the
-I- most convenient houses in our city; heat
by steam; bath rooms; 2 water closets; 3 wash
tubs; 9 looms; has the sun all day; every room
pleasant; for a small famly; an excellent chance
to let rooms, being so handy to Congress St.
Call at 039 CONGRESS ST,5-1

speaks
young Dane,
term ol
LET—For
WANTED—By
English very well, situation
TO stable and
at any work around horses
farm hand
Forest Avenue
a

SALE

138 Pine
leave the

SALE—Tickets for Dancing School.
Beginners’ course commencing F'RIDaY
Children’s Class comNIGHT,
Sept. 27th.
rooms. Inquire 14 HILL SIRr.EI._II
mencing Saturday afternoon,
Sept. 28th,
Post
cotThatcher
RENT—A
Hall,
Manchester, teacher.
FOR
BURNISHED HOUSE
Tickets at Hanes’ Music Store, 414 Congress
rooms situated in the
seven
F
of
house
tage
at street.sepll-3
western part of the city. Possession given
once
Call in the toreuoouat No. 237 SPRING TEiOR SALE—New house at Woodfords, 14
xrooms,, arranged for two families; bath
rooms, thoroughly plumbed, large lot, near
sate OR TO LET—New brick houses
electrics; suunv exposure. Apply to MYRON
Nos. 19 and 21 Thomas Street. These E. MOORE, Deering Center,
or
JOHN H.
houses are now completed and ready for occu- CARD 98 Exchange street, Portland, Me. 11-1
JAMES H. WAUGH, at The Twitchstreet.
SALE.—Farm of 100 acres, well divided
ell, Champliu Co., or No. 331 Spring
septlO-1
in tillage, pasture and wood; outs 26 tons
of hay; good soil for crops; good orchara. twoLET—House No. 6 Munroe Place contain- story house with 8 rooms, ham. stable and
ing seven rooms. Apply at 117 State poultry house; 20 miles out on G. T. K. Price
$2,000. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle Street.
9-1
LET—The apothecary store situated on
SALE.—30-horse
power horizontal
the corner of Park and Congress streets;
for the business in this
tubular boiler, 42-inch by 12 feet-long;
one of the best locations
by Quinn & Co.; first-class order. Will
city. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centen- built
be
sold
at a great sacrifice.
SOUTH WORTH
nial
BROS., 1Q5 Middle St.9-1
seven
rooms
each
at
of
rents
LET —Two
SALE—First-class grocery and provisNo 5 Laural street; have bathrooms, gas,
ion store situated up town near Congress
cemented cellar: spacious yard Price $16 each.
street. Will sell stock and fixtures for lump
Apply to A. 0. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street. sum
or’will take account and sell at cost.
Rent reasonable. No bonus.-A. C. LIBBY,
9-1
LET—One large front rooin.or suit of 42 1-2 Exchange St.
nicely furnished, biitb adjoinrooms,
GRAY
10
at
No.
STEEliT,
flight
one
SALE—One
of
the
best
houses on Becking. np
near the Sherwood.6-1
ett street, 5 years old, arranged for two
tenements, all in perfect repair ana renting for
of
Pent
eight
large
LET—Upstairs
a month.
Sunny exposure. Large lot. A,
Inquire $28
rooms; also flat of six rooms.
9-1
C. LIBBY, & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
of FRANK JU. LOW, 120 Middle street. 7-1
SALE—A farm of thirty acr*s sit.
POR
on
next
Congress street,
uated on Saco street,
one-half mile
LET—The store
to the corner of Park street, in the new from the City of Westbrook. Said farm has
block. JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Bloolc. about 12 acres of pasture and wood; balance
6-1
in tilluge; cuts 12 tons of hay, has two tine
in
young apple orchards, 300 trees in all
LET—On easy terms, »t West Cumber- bearing, pears, peaches, strawberrieB.lraspland, a large store, house rent and berries, blackberries, etc. ;a large asparagus
stable room; no other trader within four bed ; land is very well adapted to {the culmiles, post office in store, pleasant location: ture of early vegetables. House is
brick,
owner wishes to retire on account of health. two stories, barn 36x50.
Hen house 13x45,
SCOTT WILSON. 1701b Middle street, or and other builoings in good repair;
two
WILSON’S STORE, West Cumberland. 6-1
Causa
wells of wafer, and a fine spring.
for selling, ill health of owner.
Apply on
LET—To he let about October 1st, a near- the premises.
*7-1
desirable up stair rent, is

LET_A very
To first
class in every Particular;

TO

Forty words

ONEY WANTED—I want
Hf
XTA

LET—The house and stable
FORowned and TO
occupied by Charles J. Walker,

TO

Beginners.

WANTED.

one

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

FOR

H. KOTZSCHMAR.
seplOdlw

Reference:

Forty words inserted under this
one

pancy

Teacher of Piano

Songs—

a.

d2m

MISS ALICE M. FERNALD

Miss Akers and Miss Bell.

Songs—

GIRLS,

Portland. Maine.

aug8

offices in Boyd
Block.
H. T
corner
11-1
WHIPPLE, Agent. Boyd Block,
TO LET—At No. 89 Congress street.
this week, ; 11-1
to J:H. GROVES,

TO LET—Desirable
Middle and Exchange streets.
Room 3.
STORF
Apply

Address.

of the Swallow,
Miss Akers and Miss Bell.
Miss Akres.
Solo—Selected,
Reading—The Village Watch Tower,
Kate Douglas Wiggin (Mrs. Geo. C. Riggs)

Miss Bell
—The Lover’s Song,
Miss Akers
b. —My Laddie,
c. —Plantation Christian Song, Solo
and Chorus,
Music by Kate Douglas Wiggin.
Reading—The Eventful Trip of the
Midnight Cry, Kate Douglas Wiggin.

Da; School

DEPARTMENTS FOR
CHILDREN.

SPECIAL

Duet—Flight

a.

one

Will Reopen Wednesday, Sept. 18,’95.

following is the

b. —Selected,
wings. Tho lower floor is’entirely devoted
Duet—On Monday Morn,
to dogs, the wings being each subdivided
Miss Akers and Miss Bell.
each
or
into commodious rooms
kennels,
from
of which connects with a separate exercise Reading—The Story of Lovice,
The Fore-room Rug,
yard. A brick wall to the height of three
Kate
Douglas Wiggin.
feet incloses each yard, and above that is
(By request.)
a strong wire fence of nearly
eight feet,

supported

FOR

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

Forty words

MR. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS’S

Boarding and

FOR SALE.

TO LET.

EDUCATIONAL.

a

programme:

upon which many a concern leans while
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
trembling
upon the verge of bankruptcy.
12
&
’95.
13,
and Friday,Sept. 10, 11,
Whenever a corporation gets sick the
great doctor, Morgan, is called in. Like
The Portland and Rochester Railroad
will sell special round trip tickets including admission to the Park and Hall at rates as
lollows:
From Portland. Me.. .70: Woodfords .70;
Westbrook Jet. .65; Cumberland; Mills, .55;
Westbrook (Sacca.) .65; Buxton Centre. .53;
Saco River,..65; Hollis Centre. .75; Centre
Waterboro. .95, South Waterboro, $1.10; Alfred. 1.20;'Springvale, 1.40: East Lebanon,
1 60; East Rochester, N. H..[1.75; Rochester,
K. H.. 1.75.
Portland and the Fair
Trains between
Grounds will run as follows:
a. m. a. m. p. m. p.m.
9.45 12.30 1.10
7.30
Leave Portland.
7.36 9.50 12,36 116
Woodfords,
Westbrook Jet, 7.40 9.54 12.40 1.20
Cumberland Mills, 7.40 10.01 12.46 1.28
7.51 10.05 12.50 1.33
Westbrook.
8.00,10.15 1.00 1.42
Gorham,
Arrive at Fair Grounds,S.03,10.18 13)3.1.45
Returning trains will leave,the Fair.Grounds
at-7.57. 10.20 a. m;,i1!tl2.67. *3.40,15.15. fO.OO
for
Trains leaVe the Fair grounds
p. m.
Rochester and Intermediate stations at 1.00
and 6.03 p. m.
* Coniieots at
Westbrook Junction with
trains on Maine Central Railrcad.
t Conneots at Cumberland Mills with trains
on (Vhite Mountain Dlv.i Maine Central R. R.
J. W. BETERS, Superintendent.
sep6di*v

HIS

few very pleasing remarks, saying
that the stories were all of the State of
Maine, and the immediate vicinity. She
a touching tribute to the late Mrs.
with

few
respected him. Today Pierpont Morgan is
just as great a power; all fear him but all. these he discarded so that he could devote
respect him. He could crush and wipe his attention to perfecting tho breed of
out of existence many a rich man and collies.
feared

one

him

Buxton.
Some one gave $500,000 toward the buildKate
Buxton, September 10.—Mrs.
ing fund of the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine, now in process of construction in Douglass
readings
gave
Wiggin-Riggs
the upper end of the city. Those who
her own works last evening at the
claim to know say that Mr. Morgan was from
the giver.
Congregational church, Tory Hill. As at
Bishop Henry C. Potter is better ac- the Cary concert people came from far
quainted with tho charitable gifts of Mr.a and near and long before the hour arrived
Morgan than any one elso, but ho is
church was filled.
One party came
man who can never be induced to talk the
he has beon cautioned to keep from Iiimlngton, more than fifteen miles
when
silent. It has been said that Mr. Morgan away, and said
they felt morejthan repaid
gives a million a year in charity Cor- for their ride of
thirty miles. The prowho
is
supnelius Vanderbilt,
generally
the ceeds, as usual were for the aid of the
in
to
bo
the
most
man
liboral
posed
church. Mrs. Riggs prefaced her reading
city, does not give this amount.

a
or

Address A. J. C, PRESS OFFICE.
5-1

a
years. House,
seven acres of early land,
situated on
peering. House
contains eleven rooms besides bath room
Steam heat.hut and cold .water and set tubs
in the basement. REUEL SHALE, County
5-1
side of City Building, Portland, Me.

No 14 Mellen St.,
and
unfinished
third story. For particulars apply to E. L.
STANWOOD, Jr., Room 3, FIRST NATION*
AL BANK BUILDING-9-1
SALE—Brick bouse.
FORcontaining
12

rooms

SALE

OR
RENT—Detached
new
50 Montreal street, eight
bath, steam heat, perfect drainage, hot and cold water, laundry with set
wash trays, cemented cellar under
whole
house. Terms moderate.
Inquire at No.
97 Emery street.
7-1

FORhouse.
No.
and

rooms

SALE—A sloop yacht,
IlOR
and 6V2 feet beam, draws
with
Sails

13 feet long
about 4 feet,
in good con*
good cuddy.
dition. Price $35. Address H. C. this office.
11-1
a

are

Gorham, September 10.—Mr. Charles F.
Hutchinson has been engaged as permato know of somenent superintendent of the water works, ’fflELEGRAPHY—Wanted
X one who would like to practice teleSALE—On the sunny side of Carleton
pOR
and the building owned by Roscoe L. graphy with ms three or four evenings nnoh
street a first-class 21-2 story 2 family
RINCS! house containing 13 rooms in the best of repair,
RINGS!
Harding on State street, has been en- week. Address “LEARNER” care of Dally RINGS!
5-1
A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals with large lot of iand. A. C. LIBBY, & CO..
gaged for an office. The main pipes are Press.
Pearls. Emeralds. Garnets and Moon Stones in latest 42 1-2 Exchange St.
9-1
all laid and the company is now^ready to
of setting. Engagement and Wedding Rings
style
SAMUEL
now
to
LEVY
is
prepared
L. HfB.
Mr. F.
put in house sewer pipes.
Xu. buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for a specialty. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
of the best lots in Deering.
SALE—One
has
crew
his
septSdtf
with
large ledge
Wescott,
Address letters or postal Square.
highest cash prices.
comer School and Williams streets, conMr. Eben Dyer, to 100 MIDDLE STREET.sep4-tf
left for Kennebunk.
LET—Second story front room with an al- taining 6,250 square feet. Will be sold about 2
cents
a foot less than others are asking for lots
superintendent of the Portland Water
rooms
with
board
cove and other desirable
not so good. A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange
company, was in town on business Mon- “WANTED—All parsons in want of trunks at 74 SPRING STBEET.
augl6-4
9-1
Hav
and bigs to oall on E. D. REYNOLDS,
St.
who has been 693 Congraaa street, one door above Shaw's rflO LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connectDr. William Merrill
as
we
nmnufactnre
oor
store,
goods
1 ing rooms over the X. John Little store on WOK
SALE—On Oxford street near Mayo, a
"
visiting in Gorham has returned to his grocery
and can therefore give bottom prices; Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
2 1-2 story house fitted for 2 families and
home in Washington..
repaired. Open evenings.12-4
10 rooms and wood shed, with
trnnfca
on street; set bowl: city water; large closet and
containing
made
so
have
who
The Bennett family,
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARKABEE, water closet on each floor. Income £20 a
want to bny
$5,000 to 246 Middle street.
much trouble and have been before the
month.
Price $1850, A. C. LIBBY, 421-2
7-tf
worth
ol
damBicycles, new, old,
$10,000
9-1
court many times, have left the state for
Fxchange St.
or broken. Pay the highest price. Call at
LEI—Furnished room with heat and
all time.
Deputy Sheriff Hale escorted aged
Boston Store, 411 Fore Street. No business
90 High streeet.
at
11-tf
gas.
the
border.
them across
WOK SALE—The desirable property situdone on Saturday. M. BEBENSTIEN.
1
Col. and Mrs. H. B. Millett left Saturated No. T35 Thomas street, corner of
augI6-6
Spruce street, consisting of bouse containing
day for Louisville, Kentucky, to attend
ten
rooms
with modern conveniences, lot conthe G. A.. B reunion. The Ladies’ Belief
wanted to take my teams,
Parties
square feet of ‘land.
office, furniture and practice.Address, To let by the day or evening:.
A com- tains about a7000
Corps assembled in a body at the station
nice sunny house will do well to
for
looking
and saluted them as the train rolled out. PHYSICIAN. Box 143. North Conway. N. fortable steamer to be bad at reason- examine
this property. JOHN F. PROCTOR,
Mrs. W. C. Pike of Portland is spend- H.;27-4
Centennial Block.5-1
at 169 Commercial
TO LOAN—On first mortgages able terms. Apply
ing a few days in Gorham.
WOR SALE—The boarding house No. 112
is
friends
Merrill
amount
oneGertrude
on
real
estate
in
on
Miss
any
visiting
St., or write to
-*Free street, corner Oak, freshly renovated
third value at 5 per cent; over that at 6
in Dorchester, Mass.
K.
and
steam heated; an excellent opportunity to
ARTHUR
HUNT.
Loans
on
second
and
mortgages
Several from the place attended the per cent.
dtf
get one of the most centrally located and popproperty at fair rates. A. C.LIB- jly 12
reading given by Mrs. Kate Douglas personal
ular boarding houses in Portland.
Proprietors
BY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.29-4
at
Buxton, Monday evening.
obliged to leave city. For further information
Wiggin
Grace L.
at the bouse.
Misses Sadie Bidlon and
AND
FOUND.
LOST
inquire
WEDDING RINCS.
6-1
Dolley have returned to Mount Holyoke
Diamonds.
A Thousand Solid Gold Rings,
Fmeralds, Pearls, Opals, Rubles, Moon Stones and 1?OUND—Picked up adrift 10 miles southwest
college.
SALE—Barred Plymouth Rocks at less
Miss Angie Weeks, has returned to her Garnets In any kind of a setting. Engagement and -I- of Seguin five nets. Owner can have same
than half price. I will spare a few choice
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stoek. Best by proving property and paying charges. Inschool at Conway, Mass.
suitable for breeding or exhibition,
Goods. Lowest Prices. McKENNY, the Jeweler,
quire at D. L. FERNALD & CO.’S, Union Cockerels,
at $1.00 each, if taken soon.
Mrs. Charles W. Bradlee of Bockland, Monument Square.
auglOdtf
My improved
Wharf.11-1
friends
here.
shipping coop with every order, rend for
is spending a few days with
of poultry goods.
C. W. C03TELcatalogue
from
to
J1GOO
robe
buy
broadcloth
315,000
carriage
green
||TANTED—To
East Harpswell.
6-1
worth of-cast off clothing. I pay theUnion LOW So. Waterboro. York Co. Me.
on Oumbatland.hHigb, Free or
oaflii prices for ladies’ dresses,, Street.
Finder please v communicate with*4
PEast Harpswell, September 10.—Major highest
gents’ and children's oloth^gJantifcetftkiT p0B.*
ANGE-$8jM0 worth
street. 7-1 WOR SALE OR EXC
at winter 'overcoats.
John M. Gould of Portland, was
T of carriages and alelgbs. direct from facGall or 7ataJrbs *v1 etter,
Bethel Point, Sunday morning and spoke or poital'to S.DE GROOT, 76Middle street.
betweeu}Poi\lland Pier* tory, any kind, any priceJwiUeiQhangsifor
and. the'Market, $25 in bills.'* ‘Finder any kind of real estate, equities, notba,
very interestingly upon the errors of good
■
■
...
,.wilhbe*rewarded if the money is returned mortgages eto. C. B. DALTON,"478H Con*
men.
TREFETHEN’Slobster shop, on, gress st.
'5-1
WOT:
:to
at
Rev. Mr. Washburn’s campmeeting
MISCEIXAMEOUS.
Portland Pier.7-1
Winnegance, draws quite a company
-.:
PRACTICE FOR SALE—In
from Cundy’s Harbor every Sunday.
*T OST—Watch Charm. A Knights Templar
one of the best farming towns in Maine.
BALE, at Old Orchard Camp- JL4
our
F. W.
gold watch charm and silk fob. The finder A $3,000 practice; good roads; good pay; no
popular fish
Ridley,
To close up an estate. Four]
ground.
will be suitably rewarded onieaving the-same other
in
health.
merohant, is failing rapidly
doctor in town. Fine opening for young
cottages suitable for residences or boarding, at office of
PaYSON, VIRGIN & DAVIS.
We hope he will soon be on the mending houses'will be said at 'ppblio auction. Monphysician. Terms low.' Address BOX2115,
:'5-1 3 wradford. Me.
4-2
hand.
day Sept 8th., at 3 p. m. Meet atj COTTAGE ,_
5-1
noon atthe Union Station,J
Many of the campers have folded their HOME. OldiOrcbard, Me.
late
Homestead
of
SALE—The
WOR
the
room
in the gentlemen’s toilet
by M. P.t
tents and, by no means
silently have
Bicknell, of Saco, a pocket hook containing i-T Thomas Qulnby, near Stroudwater in Deergone away.
On
acres
of
bouse.
Four
landCwith
good
lng.
WANTED—SITUATIONS.
$800 in money. Finder please return "it to'M.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beed of Boston,
P. BICKNELL, or to theyPRESS OFFICE. line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
were in town Tuesday
visiting their
As
water.
station;
drainage;
Sebago
perfect
5-1
Finacr will be suitably rewarded.
Forty worsts inserted under this head
fine a location as there Is In Deerihg. Apply to
grandfather, Mr. S. Purinton.
one week far 25 coots, cask in advance.
two pieces of* ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
1ly27-ti
containing
Springvale,
cloth, one’cotlon, t he other linen, either
Springvale, September!10.—Our schools Y1TANTED—By a man who can handle all at Eastman’s afore, L. A. Gould’s, PlumFOR SALE.
commenced Tuesday ofJiast;weak.
"
kinds of piping; has a good knowledge of mer’s or between the stores. "Jibe finder will
STEAMER “JOSEPHINE HOEY.”
Mrs. Sarah; S. ChicfcMs vislting'her son Allkiuds of pumps.
Would dike a place as, ;be rewarded if left% at Kendall & Whilney’s
5-1
helper or improver.
Byron Chick in South Berwick.
Apply* to W. T., Press office.'
This steamer has been thoroughly overhauled,
Miss Mildred Sawyer‘is’quite sick with Office.11-IB
painted and otherwise put in first class cotJcliBOOK
tion:
BANK
LOST.
length, 48 ft.; beam, 10 ft.; depth, 4 ft.;
SAVINGS
gastric fever.
a Pt. Johns girl a position
horizontal cone boiler, built in 1888 by PortSummer visitors are on the homeward
in a small family. Is a Jirst
class
have been notified in writing, as required
landC
ompany; 18 horse power: 7 ft. high,42
march.
cook. Fifty private family and hotel help
by Revised Statutes, Chapter/47;\8ection
single crank
Bev. Mr. Osgood baptized four converts wailing at'my office tor emplpyment. Those 112, by Emma M. Randall, of Dixiield, inches diameter; high pressure
built by Lidback, 9 inch cylinder, 9 inch
engine
desiring competent help should cftll at Me., that her Deposit Book'No. 59,790 is lost
last Sunday in Mousam river.
Congress and that she desires a duplicate book issued
Bev. G. S. Chase preached at Kenne- once. MRS. PALMER, 399 1-3
For full particulars apply to GEORGE S.
7-1
to her.
street._
bunk last Sunday.
HUNT.
may26-dtf
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
Mr. John Butler has opened a singing
WANTED—Reliable, compeAlpheus G. Rogers. Treas.
by
those
desirable
builoffer
SALE—I
very
school in the Bapist vestry.
tent Danish giri;*to do
the work of Portland, Me., Sept. 3,1895.
sep4dlaw3wW T?OR
L
ding lots at the West End j bounded by
IjaDor day passed very quietly nere in small family,’food couk 'and able to take
and
Orchard
Sts.,
Spring, Vaughan,iDanforth
this village, but in Sanford they had a charge ot the house;.best'references; or do
with a high elevation sloping towards the Sduth
SUMMER BOARD.
upstairs work and; sewing. Address.-otating
large parade of wheel men and women salary, etc., to “INTELLIGENT,”
and West, affording a broad view of the surDaily
the
of
coming from the different parts
Press Office.
7-1
rounding country, harbor and ocean. BENJAForty words inserted nnder this head MIN F. HARRIS, Chambers, corner Exchange
state, and some from New Hampshire.
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
•
fair
a
the
and Middle Sts.
aug 24-4
made
on
grand
They
display
WIT AND WISDOM.
grounds.
Me. In the
Limerick,
HOUSE,
The Free Baptists went on a picnic exbeautiful Ossipee Valley.
Special, rates
WANTED—FEMALE HELP,
cursion Monday of last week to G. A. R
American
League
“Did yer done hyah whut 'Rastus Pinkley August and September.
at
Mousam
in
P. & R. R, R.
Waterboro
Shapleigh.
Hotel.
Station
Center
cottage
pond
be
is?”
Forty words Inserted under this head
Mr. Lerned, the owner of the premises says
A four horse Concord coach connects train
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
leaving Portland 12.30 daily. S. E. GRANT.
took them out on the pond in his steam- Z “No, I aln’ done byah it.”
aug2-6w
“He ssys he’s er min’ readah.”
boat, and with the Wee'man musicians,
or
three
energetic lady
It was a very
WANTED—'Two
and ample refreshments.
“Huh! Da’s'er mighty pob 'pology foh de
»»
agents’for travelling; good salary, and
enjoyable day to all present.
way he played dat game, wif me las’ night.
Also two or three good canexpenses
paid.
are
Our people
getting very much
vassers.
STETSON’S AGENCY, No. 1 Prosstirred upon the subjoeV of temperance Mighty poh!”—Washington Star.
pect street, upper bell.11-1
Since the base assault upon Harry Taylor
a t the terminus of the Cape Elizabeth ElecWANTED—A capable girl for general house
in'our
neighboring village A union
»v
tric Railway, gives shore dinners at all
work, at 50 Carleton street, Reference
temperance meeting was held in Town
11-1
for small required. MRS. GEO. LIBBY.
13 noon. Orders
hours after
ball last Sunday evening.
The pastors
notice.
When Baby waa clok, we gave her Castoria,
at
short
filled
and several laymen addressed the large
parties
good and reliable girl for genWANTED—A
dlw
eept5
audience present
Petitions have been
11
eral house work; one that eamfurnish
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
freely circulated for a striot enforcement
references. Apply at 162 BRACKETT ST.,
spring
house—sickness at 9 a.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
of the prohibitory law with the signature
m.__H-l
ol those who engaged several rooms
of the most of our ,best citizens. A meetWhen she had Children, she gave them Castoria, for the season leaves these rooms unoccu- WANTED—A Protestant nursemaid between
reing is to be called next Saturday evening
of
season
»*
for
remainder
We
shall
20 and 30 years of age. who can give
pied.
to form a Law and Order leauge.
Less than
one
duce our price as follows:
reference. Address. MRS. H., Press Omca
10-1
week
In
regard
$5.
week, $1 per day; per
reto this excellent Spring and pleasant
While in Chicago, Mr. Charles L. Kahto
refer
to
Portland’s
we
are
permitted
sort,
girl for general
Judge Symonds, B.
Suburb Husband—“How many times are well known citizens:
housework in email family. Apply at
ler, a prominent shoe merchant of Des
Prentiss No. 219 Cumocrland St. near
C. Stone, Esq., clerk of courts;
this
town
week,
to
Mary?”
had
going
Iowa,
Moines,
quite a serious time you
Loring, F.O.Bailey, A. R. ana E. A. Dotan,
Mary—“Only twice, desr."
Fred Hooper, 0. W.
Fullam, and
many
of it. He took such a severe cold that
twice! Why
more. Many places of interest “near famed
capable girl to do general
Husband—“Only
I
Suburb
he could hardly talk or navigate, but
Send
for
&c.
circular.
Poland
housework. Must have references.
all you had to buy was a tooth AddressSpring,”
C. E. SMALL, North
Raymond, Apply in the evening at No. 77 CARLETON
the prompt use of Chamberlain’s Cough thought
5-1
brusbi”J
Me.
aug23dtsep2;i
STREET, CITY'.
Remedy cured him of his cold so quickly
Mary—“Yes, but you see I shall have to
at
the
that others
hotel who had bad colds go over the next day to exchange it.”—Bos.
WANTED—MALE HELP.
followed his example and half a dozen ton Courier.
head
words inserted nnder this
Forty
persons ordered it from the nearest drug
on© week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
Dark clouds of pain and suffering vanish
They
were
in
store.
their,
profuse
before the bright sunshine of a bottle of Pond’s
ablebodied man who underthanks to Mr. Iiahler for teling them how
stands’farming thoroughly, between
Extract. Avoid imitations; accept none but
the ages of 31 and 35. and who comes well
For sale
to cure a bad cold so quickly.
the genuine.
recommended. Apply at the office of WM.
by Landers &
Druggists andM. BRADLEY, No 48 1-3 Exohange street.
to be haif
seem
7-1
don’t
Woodman,
Miggs—“There
.B.
C
enough life preservers on these steamers.”
TIME THAT HORSE !
Diggs—“Oh, quite enough for men. The

FOR

TO

Bicycles—we

TO

Star. MARY W. LIBBY,

PHYSICIAN
MONEY

FOR

LOST—A

VOS.K,^Commercial

—tu

■■

1

■

1

■"

1

LOST—Somewhere

■

PHYSICIAN’S

AUCTION

LOST—Wednesday

LOST—Bundle

WANTED—Bv

WE

SITUATION

LIMERICK

THE WILLARD RESTAURANT

Raymond

WANTED—Capable

Wilmot^St.

WANTED—A

_

WANTED—A

Babbidgo,

Westbrook._
DIABIOJVDS.

readable
$10.001 to

and

goa

ment Square.

even_ stone of the beat quality,
MeKEflfcEY, tbe Jeweler, Monuinalldtf

don’t need them.”
Miggs—“Why not?”
Diggs-“ Balloon sleeves, you kuow.‘
New York World,
_-v
women

EVI OR E

CLOCKS

Clocks for
than ail the other dealers combined.
Alarm ClocKS
^very House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c ud. Larerest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices.
Me KENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

septodtf

He may be a hummer. AU kinds of Horse Timers,
97.50 to 55150.
Laaeest stock, Best Watches
Lowest Prices. Horse Timers repaired.
McKENN£Y, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

Jlplldtj

FINAMAL AM) COMMERCIAL

Mass., pfd...
do

68i/4

extra fancy 2 95@3 05; fancy 2 66@2 75: choice
at 2 60®2 60. wheat lower Sep—. Corn lowProviser; Sept 30%.
oats lower;Sept lac.
ions— Pork 8 76®8 87Va.
steam
at 6 6S@6 72%. Bacon—shoulders (id : longs
6%; clear ribs 6% ; short clear 6%. Dry salt
meats—shoulders at E% : ribs 6 36; clear 6 60.
Receipts—Flour 4.100 bbls: wheat 39,000
bush; corn 29,400 bush; oats 66.000, hush; rye

14

common...

Mexican Central.*.*. 13

Laid—prime

Quotations ou Stock* and Bonds.
(By Telegraph.)
The following are to-day's clostng quotations
ol Bonds:
Sept. 10, Sept. 9.
@111%
New 4’s reg.@111%
@112%
New 4’s
coup...@112%
2*
United States
reg.
1C2
Centra! Pacific ..1J?
116
Denver & R. G. 1st.i.16%
New York

Quotations of Staple Products in the

Leading Markets.
York Stock and Money

New

Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 10.

Money easy atj

per cent; last loan
at 1 per cent. Prime mer-

@1%

1

at 1 per cent, closing
cantile

paper

quoted 48aH51/4 per cent.

was

Sterling Exchange

was

steady,

with

actual

89j£4 89:4 for
business in bankers
60-day bills and 4 89%@4 90% lor demand;
post 3d rates at 4 89.®4 90; Commercial Dills.
Government Bonds are
60-daye 4 88 o 4 88»4
firm. Railroads steady.
hills at 4

■

Bar silver 67.
Mexican dollars
At London
30 9-16d 4>' oz.

63%.
to-day liar silver was
and quiet.

quoted

Fortland Wholesale Market
FOB THE WEEK ENDING Sept. 10.
There are but few changes to note in general

merchandise,! with
only a moderate call
for goods. The easy tone on Flour, Corn, and
Hog products Is still manifested, and lower figOats
ures will be noticed in our quotations.
The
are very low, and a trifle more steady.
much
cotton goods market continues to attract
stable
attention, with an improved demand,
Brown Cottons being 10 to 16 per cent higher
than they were three weeks ago,while bleached
cottons are especially firm; print cloths market
is firmly
stronger and more active. Leather
and
held at the late advance. Jobbers in boots
winshoes report a better demand for fall and
well and
ter supplies. Rubber goods are selling
but
are about 6 per cent higher than a year ago,
in leather graiu and heavy splits are consideranew
bly higher. There is nothing particular ly
to note in the Hay market,practically no change
having taken place, but prices are quite firm for
the top quotations for
the best grades:
choice Hay in the leading markets are—Boston

Freights.
The following are recent charters:
Ship C. C. Chapman, Philadelphia to Boston,
eoal 60c.
Schr Olive T. Whittier, Pensacola to Philadelphia, lumber »6 87%.
Brig H. H. Wright, and Schr Thos. W. Hyde,
Philadelphia to Portland, coal 60o.
Schr Wm. Mason,Philadelphia to Boston,coal
70c.
Schr Margaret A. Mav,Baltimore to Portland,
coal, p, t.
Schr Addle Charleson, Pt. Johnson to Portland, coal 40c.
Schr Nellie F. Sawyer, Hillsboro to Newark,

plaster *1

40.

Schrs Sarah Eaton and Cyrus Chamberlain,
New York to Portland, coal, p. t.
Schrs R. F. Pettigrew and Maud H, Dudley,
Philadelphia to Portland, coal, p. t.
PORTLAND. Sept. 10
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portend, 187'ears miscellaneous mercnandlse; for
connecting roads 139 cars.|
Retail Grocers' sagar Rates.
Poitlwd market—cut loaf at 7c iconfeottone:*
7e: pulverized.—o; powdered, 6o; granulated,

6c;eodee crushed. 6Vic; yellow. —36c.

Chloaao
Chicago.

s Alton.
« Alton prelerrea....

preferred

1J3

178%

19*/f

..

1,6

173

89%
131%
163

22

26

13

102%
26Vs

85%

41

Missouri Faoitio. 40%
Now Jersev Central.112
by,
Nerthen Pacific common.
do
do
preferred.... 18Va

_

114%

6%
18%
106

Northwestern.104%
Northwestern, pfd.146%
New York Central.103%

103
I6V1

clour,

73
9
65

Palace.173%

pfd.129%

129%

Readme. 21%
Rock Island. *1V*
St. Paul. 17%

Mien, str’em
roller.... 3 75*3
dear do.. .3 50*3
ktl.ouis st’gt
rooier... 3 75*3
clear do.. 3 65*3

77«/s

St.Paul * Omaha. 43%

44

120

prfd.120

..I'so
St Palil, Minn. *

Wnt’rwheat
3 85@4
patents.

Monday » quotations.
WHEAT.

Sept.
Opening..•• .......67%

iSBSS..68

Dec.
69%
S9V4

CORN.

Sept.

Opaninc-

•.........

32%

ClosSg..32%
PORK.
Jan.

Opening........... 9,57
dosing-. 9.52
LARD.

July.
Opening...

Closing.

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Sept.
Ouenlng...

■

....

Closing.

57

66%
CORK.

Sep.

Opening....32%

Closing...132%
PORK.

July*

■B

May.

Municipal.100

Mains Central R. K. 7s.1898.lst mtgl06
*
"
nn*134
7s. 1812, cons.
"
104
“4%s
1900. extens’nl06
“res.
»
,,4%s. 1905, SkgjFdlOl

100
101
110
104

’01
108
186
106
108
102

102

Market.
The following were to-day’s quotations ot
Stock* In Boston :
HffXloJU) Central 4s. 68%
Atchison, Topeka * Slants Fe R....... 21 Va
Boston .Stock

R.180

do pfd.
Maine Central.136
MpwYeFkand New Ragland it,...,...
Union Paolhe... 15
American Roll..
American Sugar, common.111%

Sugar, old....

July Fourth, Whitney, Bangor for New
Bedford.
Sch Lawrence Haines. Georgetown for South
Amboy. ;
Sch Fanny Hodgkins. Gardiner for Boston.
Sch Mattie Holmes, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Brunette, Searsport for Boston.
Sch C A Walton, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Charlotte A Beal, Beal, Jonesport.
Sch Superior. Cushman. Friendship.
Sch Emma C. Berry. Cushing.
Sch H D Brown. Merritt, Long Island.
Sell Electric Flash, Brown, Friendship.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damariscotta.
RETURNED—Sch Nellie Sawyer.

50*3
25*3
75®2
60®2

25
25
26

Rlo,roasted22

@2414
Java do.28*30
Molasses.

e6 Porto RICO.27*35
Barbadoes.27*28
Fancy...
30*35

00

9® 12c
___

Tea.

Amoys.17®2o

Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan. Bragg,

1

1895

Auburn and Lewiston 7.10, 8.40
10,1.30. 6.15 p. m.
For Gorliam and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m.. 1.30 p. m. 6.15 p. in.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m., and 1.30

Barque J W Elwell, Goodman, Philadelphia
S Winslow & Co.
Sch Clara & Mabel, Lecman, New Harbor—J
H Blake.
Sch C V Minot, Hathaway, Machias—J H
Blake,
Sob Railroad, Simmons, Friendship —J H
Blake.
SAILED—Tug Nottingham, with C R R baro-e
No 7 for New York; tug Eleanor L Wright, with
dredge Freeport and scows in tow.

MEATS.
_

Pork, lean lenos 14 60.
Tongues pork, $17: do beef $24 19 bbL

Beef, corned, $» 50*10 60.
Shoulders, sinoked. 8Vi.
Shoulders, oorned and fresh 8Vic.
Hama, large and small, 0Vi &10Vic.
Bacon. 10@10Vic.
Pork, salt and briskets, 7Vic.
Ribs, fresh. lOYgc.
Sausage, 9Vic.
Sausage meat, 8Vic.
Lard, tcs, 6%c;pal], 7^'«®7%c; lf,9@9Vi.
Beef steers, 7Vi®9.
Beef, fresh, hinds, 10@12Vic; fores, 3S6ViC,
lb.
Lambs, spring, 7@9Vic
Hogs, dressea, city, OVic »» lb: country, 6Vic.
Chickens, Northern, broilers. P lb. 16@17c.
Fowls, North’n, fresh. 12@14c; Western, ice
packed 11 @11 Vic.
Geeje. Nonli’n. nom.: Western, 0@0c.
Ducks. North’n, West, 00®00c.
Turkeys, Western, young, iced 16318c.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

ROCKFQBT, Sept 9—Ar. schs Elsie M Smith.
Gloucester; Delaware. Levensaler, Boston;
Mvra B, Olmstead, St John. NB.
Sid, schs Anna Shepherd. Greenlaw, Fall
River; Laura Chester, Beal, Boston.
Notice to Mariners.
NOVA SCOTIA.
Cape Breton Island—East Coast—I.oulsburg
Harbor Entrance—Bell Buoy Marking Harbor
Shoal—A bell buoy, painted black and markod
Louisburg In white letters, has been placed off
the entrance of Lorfisburg Harbor for the purpose of indicating the position of Harbor Shoal
and to serve as a talrway buoy to vessels entering Louisburg Hatfbor during thick or foggy
weather. The buoy is moored in 13 fathoms of
water 300 yards N 64° E truo (E, mag), from
the centre df Harbor Shoal. Approximate position- 'I.at' 46° 54' 13" N. ion 59° 66' 30" W.
Leavihg the buoy 100 yards on the port hand, a
course N 82° W true (NW by W mag) will lead
in through mld-ch&nuel 200 yards south of Nag
Rock.

..

Oranges.
o oo®0 00
00000 00
ao 714s, 0 00@0 uO
"3 0003 60
Messina,

California
Florida

Oil.

Kerosenel20flr ts 914

Ligoma.1014
Centennial.1014

Pratt’s Astral ..V214
Ilevee's brilliant 1214
Eess.
■_
20® In bali-bbls lc extra
Nearpy.
Raisins.-.
18000
Easternext
@17 Museatel.50 lb bxs3@s
Fresh YVestern.
London lay’cl *2®2 26
Butter.
Creamers ,tncy.. 20*22 Ondara iay’r.0 ®0
@0
Gilttaee Vr’uu.l8®20 Valencia. ., 0
■'

■ ■

FBODUCE.

Butter, cream,best,at 21®21Vic;other,l8®20c
Butter, dalrv, best. 16@18Vic;other, 14315c.
Butter, crmy.imit,!. 14®14V»; ladle, ll®12Vi.
Cheese, Northern, new do SVi 38Vi; Wst, new,

Choice.16®17
Cheese.

N. Y.ltct’ry. 9Va*10

HVsfflO

Y'ermont..

Sage.llYi®12

Eggs. Mich. 15c; other Western 14Vic.
Beans, pea.l 7631 86:mediums, 17031 80.
Beans, yei. eyes, 2 ou®2 20:red kid.l 60@1 66.

Coal.

Cumberland.4 00®4 50
*5 25
7 25
Franailn....
Lehlb.. ■ •.
*t>26
Chestnut....

JbumDer.

Bread

Fot Sup_6Y307V3
do sq.5 Vs
Ci ac kers. ^. 4 Vs @5 Vi

Beans foreign, 1 65@176.
Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00@19 00.
Fair to goad $$16 oo®$l7o;lower grades $11

Cooperage.

Hhlid shooks & hds—

Mol. city. 160@176
Sug.count’v 86c®l 00
Country Mot

@$15.

Straw, rve, $12@*13; oat. 87Vi@$8Vi.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 60c bush.
Potatoes, N H Hebrons 60.

hhdshooks
hhd Udgml
82 n.
Bug hdSBin
Hoops 14 ft.
12 ft.
.,
>•
8 t.

4®45.

24@26
21®a3

2b@80
2S®28
8 @9
Cordage.

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph!
cmOAGO. Sept. 10. 1895.—The Cattle markstrong; common to extra
6,600;
et-receipts
steers 3 6036 86; stockers and feeders 2 40®
4 26; cows and hulls at 1 50@3 76; calves 2 76
@6 76;Tex»ns 2 00@3 *0; Wes tern rangeis 2 60

Amer’mptblOVs@ll

Memoranda.
Melbourne. July 20—Bqe B Webster, Pray,
from New York for Dunedin. NZ, which put in
here June 28 leaky, lias discharged cargo. She
I The Webwent into dock July 18 for repairs.
ster was in port at Melbourne Aug 6.1
W
beWarren,
James
9—Soli
flootlibay, Sept
fore reported leaking, has discharged deckload
and gone on the railway.

YYmtowoou—

No 1&2, i-in»32@S35
8aps.l-ln.' *26**28
Com’n. 1-ln *23**26
IV*. 1H&2in, No 1*2*33®*35

l*,lVi*2-ln

Bans.
Squares,

*28**80

*36**38

Cypress—

Porta.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, schs Abner Taylor,
Tinker, Calais; Zampa, Reitta, Providence;
-Addle 'Jordan. Emerson. Pigeon Cove; R G
Whtldlu. Barbour. Roberts Harbor; Jennie G
Pillsbury and Rabbonl.
Sid sehs Thomas Borden. Port Johnson for
Rockland; Mary Brewer, do for do.
Ar 10th, sob Emma S Briggs, Hallowell.
Sid brig Arcot. Oates. Point-a-Fitre; sch
Lillian Woodrufl. Holt, Ponce.
BOSTON—Sid 10th, sehs Charles L Mitchell,
Bath; Henry Withingtou, Kennebec and Washington, Sarah, coastwise; Robinson and Florence, Kennebec and Philadelphia.
Ar 10th, schs Grace, Smith. Bangor.
Cld sells Two Brothers, Eastport and Calais;
Clara A Donuclt, Norfolk; George P Davenport,
do (and all sailed).
BANGOR—Ar 10th, atr Fort William, Boston;
brig Katahdin, Leathers, New York via Buckspert- barges Independent and Washington,
Newport News; schs Susan M Plummer. Creighton. Philadelphia; Lester A Lewis, Burgess,
Domestic

An No

1&2 *35**36
lVi.l'A & 2-

in.Nol&2 *34**86
ZV2, 3 *4-ln*40®*4o
S’th piue-*25**35
Clear pine—

uppers.*65*66

7 Vi® 8 Vi Select.'.*45*55
Floe common. .*42*45
0008 Vs Spruce...
*13 *14
rope.
I HemlocK.*11*12
Russia d0.17Vi@18
Clayboards—
BV4@7Vs
Sisai..
Drugs and Hyes.
Spruce, X.*30*32
Acid Oxalic_12® 14 Clear.*26*28
Manilla...
Manilla Don

@4 40.

I^cw York.
Cld sch Maud

Southern flour aulet and
fine at 2 06@2 26.
weak; common to lair extra at 2 0002 70 ;good
to choice 2 8008 00. Rye flour dull and easy.
Buckwheat flour offered 2 40. Cornmeal more
Wheat—reactive and steady. Rye nominal.

12
Lac ex.34040 YM Bolts......
Morphine.. .1 7001 90 Bottoms......22*24
Oil bergamot'2 T6(B3 26 Imrot....
10*11
Nor.Codllverl f>5@la0i Tin—
Lemon.1 76®2 26i Straits....
16®], 7
ceipts 288,475 bush; exports 38,688 bush;sales Olive.1 00®2
501 English.
No
2
Red
store
easier:
and
62,000 bush: dull,
25 Char. X. Co..4 75@5 00
Peppt.30003
and elev at e2y«@62%c;afloat at 62*062% ; Wlntergree nl 7 6®2 00| Char. 1. X. 5 00*6 25
f o b at 62@63c: No 1 Northern at 63%@63’/«.
Potass br’mde. .46047' Xerne.6 00*8 50
exports 212,832
Corn-receipts 235,276 bush;
Chlorate.24®28i Antimony...
12*14
bushjsales 28,000 bush: dull and easier; No 2 Iodide.2 88 »3 or <v>k.6 00*660
at 38y«@3«%c elev, 39Vs®39%c afloat. Oats Quicksilver... 68062!
Spelter....LA 4 fio*466
9998
bush;
bush:
exports
—receipts 262,000
Oulnlne.. .34Vs®37Vs solder^ x
14^*15
sales 92,000 bush; moderately active, steady; Rheubarb, rt.76c#l 60
Natl*.
No 2 at 23%c; do White 28%o: No 2 Chicago Rt snake.3o®40 Cask.ct.base 2 20*230
24*@24%c; No 3 at 23c: do White 26c; Mix- Saltpetre.8 ®12
wire.. 2 65*2 75
ed Western 25027c; do White and White State Senua.26030 <
Naval Stores.
27033c. Beef quiet, firm; beef hams quiet and Canary seed....
Tar
4®6|
Ip bbl ...275*3 00
are slow and
easy; lierced beet firm; cut meats
Cardamons 1 00@1 76 Coal tar... .4 76*5 00
do shouln
AO
easy; pickled bellies 12tbs6%®6%;
Soda.
by-carb3%@6s/l
ders at 5%; do bams at 8%@9Vic; middles
WiL Pitcn.. 2 75®S 00
closed at
00
00®4
nominal;Lard lower: Western steam Continent
Rosin.3
SuDhur.2; @2V4
6 17%; city at 6 00; refined quiet;
Sugar lead.20422 Tupentine. gai.. 33*43
at 6 60; 8 A at 6 90: compound 4*#6c. Pro- White wax.... 60*66 Oakum....
7
<B«
visions—Pork firm with moderate demand ;salps Vitrol. blue.... 6 (48
OIL
300 bbls. Butter—fancy firm and fancy active; Vanilla.Dean.. *10*131 Linseed.44SI49
State dairy 12«18%c; doerm 19ya@20; Wes1 Boiled.47*52
Duck,
tern dairy‘9%@13c: do crm 18®20c;do faotory No 1.23 Sperm.
.22!
8*12%o; Elfins 20c. Cheeiedull and weak- No 3.20 Whale.48030
er; 8tate large 6vs*7%c; do fancy at 7®7*4 ; No 10.14
at
united
do small 608%c. Petroleum quiet:
# oz.114k Shore. •••••• *248^33
Sugar—taw 10 oz.131/2
1 26. Coffee-x-Rlo dull and easy.
quiet, steady; refined moderately active, firm: Gm powder—Shot.
No 6 at 3%04 1-16c; No 7 at 8*403 16-16C; Blasting ...3 60(34 00 Castor.a 00®J 10
66o«7o
No 8 at S li-16*3%e: No 9 at 3*03 13-16c; Sporting.
.4 60*8 601 Neatsloot
No 1# at 3 9-1608% : No 11 at 2%03 11-16C; Drop shot.26 lbs. .1301 ...
Paints.
No 12 at 2 7-16*3*0: No 13 at 3 3-16; off A
1
Buck. B. SB.
at 3 16-16®4 3-16c: Mould A at 4%®4 11-iec:
T.TT. F.1651 Leadstandard A 4%*4 7-16C; Confectioners’ A 4Vs
Pure ground.6 50*6 00
Hay.
8 50®6 00
04 6-16c; eat loaf and crushed at 4’/»06 1-16; Pressed.*14*16
Red
at
4%
powdered at 4%@411-16c; granulated
Ven Red3
®3Vi
Enz
Boose
flav
814*816
04 9-l«c; Cubes 4%«4 11-lGc.
Am Zinc-o 00®7 00
car lots
.2 Vi
Freights to Liverpool firm— grn by steam 2% straw, Iron. .*B*io Rochelle...
Rioe
OBIOAOO—The Flour market to-day was Common.... 1% ® 2
4
@7
dull, weak and unchanged. Wheat—No 2 Spring KeBnea.Is/* #2 Vi Domestic
Salt.
at 66%@6Tc; Mo 2 Red 66%@66% c. Corn- Norway.31/2®*
No 2 at 32%*32%. Oats—No 2 at 19%@] 9»4 : Cast steel....
8®10 Tks Is.lb lid2o®18 00
No 2 Rye 37c nominal;INo 2 Barley at 42«43c. German steel.®!8Ys Liverpool ..16u®l So
No 1 Flaxseed at 94%«e6c. Provisions—mess Shoesteel.@2 Vi Dla’md Crys, bbl 2 80
Saleratus.
Lard 6 7 6@6 80; short
She-* Iron—
pork at 8 2508 37%
Saleratus
.5®5Vi
rib sides 6 1 06 20. Dry salted meats—shoul- H.C.4 Vi @8
clear
Spices.
sides 6 00® Gen.Russlal3Vk®14
ders at 6 60*5 6kVa ; short
Cassia,
pure...
6 26.
Ameri’cnRussiall®1^ Maee..17®!9
100
Receipts—Flour, 10,700 bbls: wheat. 43,000 Galv.6ya®7
Nutmegs.05® 65
bush
mats.
266.000
299.000
corn.
bush:
aush:
Leather
Pepper.14®16
New Yorkrye 3400 butli barley. 66,000 bush.
Cloves........ 14® 1*
Shipments—Flour 2,600 bbls: wheat 69,000 Light.26*27 Ginger..a8@19
bush: corn. 366,700 bush: oats 207,000 bush;
Starch,
rye. 000 bush: barley 21,000 bush.
Laundry;.... 4Vi®5
ST. LODI8—The Flour market to-day was Good
Gloss.6
Vi 07 Vi
.40®42
backs..
Union
steady and unchanged ■, patent* at 3 66*3 20;
„„„

vi

1

...

SX:::::rS&
...

■

...

....

...

H^*‘.K..t::::2?|2i

|

d'me.2&;|26

1

Snare, Lowell, Mt Waldo.
BATH—Ar 9th, schs John S Ames, Boston,
C
Frith, Portsmouth; Mary F
Ben
passed up;
Godfrey. Philadelphia for Richmond. Me.
Sid schs Clarence H Vonnar, Baltimore; Ida
L Hull Philadelphia; HopeHaynes. New York;
Fannie Hodgkins, Boston; Jacob S Winslow,
Philadelphia; John J Hanson, Washington.
BALTIMUltr-—ar mu,
Pearce. Kennebec.

atm

i,aiviu

d

uituu,

BRUNSWICK—Sid 8tb, schs William FrederRanlett, SatlllaRiver; Ebenezer Haggett,
Poole, New York.
Ar l)th, scb Bohanna Swan, Sharkford, New

ick

to sea 6th, schs Clias
'"caPE I?ENRY—Went
from Newport News for Bangor;
A

Campbell,

George A McFadden. Norfolk for Boston; Mar;
A May. Baltimore for Portland; Mary E
aimer. Norfolk for do.
MOBILE—Ar 9th, sob Susie P Oliver, Jordan,
Port Tampa.
NORFOLK—Ar 9th. sch Agnes E Manson.
Babbitt. Poole’s Landing.
NEWPORT NE WS—Ar 9th, scb Walker ArrnIngton, lJrlnkwater. Providence.
NEW LONDON—Ar 9th. sch Maggie Mulvey,
Thomaston for New York.
PROVINCETOWN Ar 9th, schs John K
Williams, Pine Island for Philadelphia; Annie
and Reuben, South Gardiner for Vineyard-Haven, for orders; R P Chase, Bath for Newport.
BI: James A Parsons, Gardiner for New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 10th, sch Kate Walker,

faret

—

Boston.

RICHMOND. Me-Ar 10th, sch Mary F Godey, Philadelphia.
KOCKLAND-Ar 9th, schs Hume, Gray, from
Sound ports; Vesta Pearl, St John. NB; Goklfluder, Traynor, do; John and Frank, McKay,
Beaver Harbor; Mary Snow, Cameron, Boothbay, to load lor New York.
Sid, sch Raochorse, Henshaw, New York.
SALEM-Ar 8th. sch Sea Flower, Robertson,
Bangor for Chelsea.
Sid. sch George E Walcott.
SACO—Cld 9th, sohs Rose Muller, Frankfort;
Emmo McClain, J A Gray, Bostno; Eva Stewart.
Marv F Pike, Sophia Godfrey.
Ar 9th. sch Mary Standish,
SULLIVAN
Blokford, Boston.
l Sid. sch Mary Augusta, Bowden, Philadelphia.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, schs Ella F
Crowell. Thomas. New Bedford for Thomaston;
Ella Brown, Faulkenham. Sands River, NS. for
New York; George E Prescott, Doyle, Spruce
Head for do.
Passed west—Schs George E Walcott, Reed,
from Salem; R F Pettigrew, Morse, from Portland; Lewis H Gowaru, all for coal ports; Carrie E Pickering aim Samuel Castner, Jr.
Ar 10th, schs Druid, Hutchings. Hoboben for
Boothbay; Abenaki Snowman, Weebawken tor
Augusta; E G Willard, Gilbert, Albany for
Portland.
Sid. sch Abenaki.
WASHINGTON—Cld 9th, S0i,3 John S peering, Arey, Lynn; Robert A Snow, Rockland.
—

Foreign Ports.
Ar at St John, NB, 9jh, sch Sea Bird, Andrews,
Rockland.;
Cld, schs Hattie Muriel, Denton, Rockland;
Beulah, Wasson, do.

p. m.

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25

From
а.

m..

3.10. 5.15 and 5.26

2.00. 5.00 p.

and 11.45

From Island Pond. Berlin Falls and Gorham,
11.45 a- m., and 5.25 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 11.45 a. m., 6.25

Portland for Falmoutn, 6.00, 9.15 a. m., 12,10,
2.00. 5.00.6.10 p.m.
Return—Leave Falmouth. 5.55, 7.40, 10,15 a.
m., 1.00. 3.40, 6.45 p. m.
For Maclcworth’s Island, 7.00, 9.16 a. m., 3.00,

p. in.
From Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping

Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
MIDDLE
OFFICE NO. 177
TICKET
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1895.
septlO

iietuni-7.20

STATION FOOT

FOR

Fall Arrangement.
and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave Kailand
Monday
road
Portland.
Wharf,
Friday at 6 p. m„ fcr Eastport, Lubeo
and St. John, with the above connections.
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and Eastport same days.
Througli tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. Bf-Freight received up to 4.00
On

p. m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pipe Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other Information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, loot of State street
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
ap29dtf

Allan i_.me

The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
Tunnel
“Heoeee
at Ayer Jmnctlea with
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,

_

R.

Boston & Maine R.
Effect

Id

September 4,

1895,

DIVISION.
for
Trains leave Portland. Union Station,
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00a. m.. 6.15,6.20, p.
m.; Scarboro Reach, Pino Point, 7,00,10.00
a.
3.30. 5.15,6.20, D. m.; Old Orohard
Reach. 4.05, 7.00, 8.40 10.00 a. m.. 12.20,
Bidde{1.45, 3.30. 6.16. 6.05, 6.20 p. m.
ford. 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20,3.30,
KenneSaeo,
m.;
6.20,
p.
5.16,
bunk, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.t 12.20, 3.30,
5.15, 6.05, 6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkport, 7.00,
8.40, 10.00 a. m.; 12.20, 3.30, 6.05, 6.20 p.
ill.; Welli Beach, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 3.30, 6.15
p. m.; North Berwick, Dover, 4.05, 7.00,
8.40 a. m„ 12.20, 3.30, 5.15. 6.06 p. m.;
Somersworth, 4.06. 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.20,
3.13, 6.16, p. m.; Roobester. Farmington,
Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.40 a. m„ 12.20,
3.30
Wolfboro, Long Island
p. m.:
Alton
Bay
Center
(via
Harbor,
12.20
8.40
a.
m.,
and
steamer,)
Somersworth
(via
m.
Woreester
p.
and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.; Manchester,
Concord (via Rockingham Junction, 7.00 a.
m., 3.30 p. m., (Via Lawrence) 8.40 a. m.;
12.20 p. m.; Rockingham Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. t4.05, t7.00, +8.40 a. m„ §1 2.20. 3.30,
+6.06 p. m. Arrive in Boston. t7.30. 110.15 a.
m. +12.66, §4.14. 7.30, +9.31 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. m.,
1.00, 4.15, 6.01 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express, 4.06 a. m. Boston and
Arrive
stations, 12.55, 5.30 p. m.
way
in Boston. 7.30 a. m., 6.29,9.68 p.m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
Elizabeth,
From Union Station for Capo
ft 8.45 a. m.; Biddeford, Newburyport,
Amosbury, Salem, Lynn, 2.00, 9 00 a. m.,
12.30, 6,00 p. m.; Portsmouth, Boston, +2.00,
+9.00 a. m.; §12.30, U.45, +6.00 p. ra. Ararrive in Boston, 6.58 a. m., 12.55, 4.10, 4.40,
9.25 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 7,30,
9.00 a. m„ 12.30, 7.00, 9.30 p. m.
WESTERN

SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., §12.30
p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.58 a. m., 4.12 p.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
in.
7.00. 9.30 p.m.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
with
Scarboro Crossing
tfConneots at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
{Western Division to North Berwick.
Througn tickets to all points! South and
West lor sale at Ticket Office. Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. F. and T. A., Boston.
dtf
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lloyal Mall Steamers.

A. M.

|P.

9.25

M.

|

| A.

3.55;Lv.. .Wiscasset ...Ar

M.

|

P. M.

8.65

2.48

8.20

2.13

ILv. ..tSheepscot.

.Ar
Centre. Ar

I Lv.. tAlna
|Lv.tAlna.Ar

4.32ILV. ..Head Tide. .Ar
4.52 Lv...Whitefield...Ar

10.00
10.1S

8.01 1.55
Lv... fPreble’s—Ar
10.36 5.12 i.v.No. Whitefield. Ar 7.43 1.37
10.63 5.31 Lv..Cooper’s Mills..Ar 7.25 1.19
Lv.. Maxy’s Mills.. Ar
11,10 6.49 Lv....Windsor ...Ar 7.08 1.02
11.28 6.08 Lv..Weeks’ Mills..Ar 6.60 12.44
Lv+NewaU’g CornerAr
11,48 6.30 Ar.. Palermo.Lv 16.30 12.25
(+) Stops on signal or notice to Conductor.
J. P. TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT, Geu’l Mgr.
nemos
mayl8
I

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

via

Quebec.

ikllau State Xiixie.
Rain.
New

1

York and Glasgow Service.
From Montreal, |_From New Yolk,
Numidian Sept. 14 I State oi Nebraska Sept. 11
Sardinian Sept. 211
Saurentian Sept. 28 |
Oct. 5 I
Parisian
Cabin passage, Montreal service, $50 and upwards. Return, $100 and upwards. Second
cabin. $30, Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, $45 to $65.
Return, $85 to $120.
Passengers holding round trip tlokets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry: Prepaid steerage, $15; intermediate
$25. Apply to H. St. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN St CO., 53
Broadway, N. Y.. or to GEO. H. STARR, or
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.
maySdtf

"

SU M M E R "a R RA N G E WENT.
Daily Line, Sundays Included.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
bevond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

|

|

If
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profit

working
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*

not
in the printing business
for our health
but for
the money there is in it.
—

^
All men

V

a

we cannot mate a
on an order, we do
want it. We are not

A

v

I

doing “'business
for the

same

and what one man is after
he must accede to others.
You are the “one," we
are the “others."
Our
prices, work considered,
are not high, and we have
the know how to make
the result attractive.

The Thurston

Print,

a
A
A
A
A

^
are

end

^
V

V
v
v
V

V

V

w
v

97 1-2 Exchange Street, yy

Leave Peaks at 8.30. 9.30, 10.30 a. m.,
l. 30. 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 6.30, 7.30 p.

12.30
111.

junl9tf

“SOKOKIS.”

STEAMER

Table.
On and after May 30,1885, Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.,
2.00 and 3,80 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11 a. m.,
Time

2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 13. 3.30 and 6.30 electric cars for Portlano.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a. m., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble 8t.

J. H. UEZELTON,

Prop.

junelBtf

Harpswell«Steamboat

*

Co,

THE 365 ISLAND ROUTE.
June 24, 1895, Steamers
Leave Portland Pier, Portland,
as fallows:

Beginning

will

CHEBEAGUE I„
ORR’S IS.: 9.00.
CLIFF I„ 10.20
I-, 9.00 a. in., 2.00 v.
m.
LITTLEFIELD’S, GT. CHEBEAGUE I„
10.20 a. m., 2.00, 6.10 p. m.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND. Leave ORR’S
ISLAND, 5.45, 11.00 a. m.. 1.45, 4.00 p. m.
Lv. BAILEY’S I„ 6.05,10.tB a, m„ 2.06, 3.45
p. m. Lv. SO. HARPSWELL. 6,20, 11.25 a.
Lv. QT. CHEBKAGUE.
m.. 2.20, 4.25 p. m.
б. 46, 11.50a. m.. 2.46, 4.60 p.m. tv. CLIFF
Lv. HOPF L, 11,03.
m.
7.10
a.
8.10
in.,
p.
I„
5.05 p. m. Lv. LITTLE CHEBEAGUE. 7.26
Lv. LONG L.
a. m„ 12.15, 3.26, 6.15 p. m.
7.4o a. m., 12 30, 8.40, 5.35 b, m. Arrive
PORTLAND 8.15 a. m„ 1.00, 4.16, 6.00 p. m.
—t— SUNDAYS_
Lv. PORTLAND for HARPSWELL and lu
termedlate landings, 10.00, 10.40 a. m„ 2.00
p. m.
Return from Harpswell. 1.00 and 6.80 p. m.
Daily excursions 22 miles down the hay.
Rounc trip tickets, only 60c. Sundays, excursions to Harpswell 35c, other landings 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Geu’l Manager.
For LONG

ISLAND,

HARPSWELL, BAILEY’S

10.20 a. m„ 2.00, 5.10 p.
HOPE
а. in., 6.10 p. m.

&

m.

je22dtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
Commencing Tuesday, September 3, 1885,
Week Day Time Table.
City Landing, Peaks’ Island—
6.45, 6.40, 8.00, 9.00,, 10.30 a. m., 12 IB.,
2.15, 3.16, 6.00. 6.10. 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island— 6.40, 8.00, 10.8% a.
m., 2.16. 3.15, 6.00, 6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s, Evergreen Landing, Peak’s
Island-5.30, 6.40. 8.00, 1%30 a. m., 13 m„
2.00. 4.20. 6.10, 7.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island—5.30,
8.00. 10.30 a. in., 2.00. 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Macriner’s Landing,
Long Island—
10.30 a. m., 2.00 p. ni.
RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing—6.20, 7.20, 8.30,
10.50
a.
m„ 1.00, 2.35, 3.46. 6.30,
9.30,
6.30, 8.20 p. m.
s
Ponce
Leave
Landing—6.05, 8,60, 11.20 a.
m., 2.60, 5.10,6.60 p. m.
Leave Cashing’s Island—7.06, 8.15, 11.05 a.
m„ 2.45, 3.50. 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond—6.30. 7.20, 9.20 a.
111., 12 m.. 12.25, 3.30, 6.36. 7.15. 7.60 p. m.
9.15,
Leave Great Diamond—6.26. 7.15.
11.55 a. m., 12.30, 3.25, 5.30, 7.10, 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s—6.20, 7.10. 9.10,11.60 a.
m.. 12.35. 3,20, 5.25. 7.05. 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen—6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11,45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.15, 6.20, 7.00, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Island—
11.30 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m., for all landFor Forest

_

For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m„ 12.15, 2.15, 3.15,

After Monday, Sept. 3,

Steamer

Enterprise

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol,
a. m. for Portland, touching at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for

Pemaquid.

Touching

Island,

Squirrel

at

Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
East' Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a, m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Hurbor.
Islahd.
Harbor at 9 a. m.
leave
Boothbay
Fridav,
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
at 6.45 a. m. for
leave
Portland
Saturday.
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aud

aug31dtf

_

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
The

New,

Elegant

STEAMER

and

Fast

SALACIA,

After Monday Sept. 9tli,
will leave Franklin wharf, Portland, daily (except Sunday) at 7.30 a. m. for Boothbay HarOn and

bor.

Returning leave Boothbay Harbor at 2 p.
arriving at Portland at about 6.30 p. m.
Landing at Popliam Beach both ways on Wednesday and Saturday.
m.

Connecting at Portland with Boston and New
York steamers.
Daily Excursions to Boothbay Harbor, and
return for §1.00.
Tickets good day of date only.
O. C. OLIVER.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
Treasurer.
President.

6.00 p. m.

m.,
For 'Cushing’s Island—9.00. 10.30 a.
12.15, 2.15, 3.16, 6 00 p. m.
Diamond
Great
Islands,
Little
and
For
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings—
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12 15, 2.00, 4.20 p,
m.

For Ponce’s

Landing, Long Island—8.00,

10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing.
Long Island—
10.30 a. ra„ 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.

dtf
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MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
NEW YORK

The steamships Manhattan and Cottage
City leave Franklin Wharf on Tuosdavs.Tharsleave
daysand Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning,
Pier38, E. R.. same davs at 6p. m.
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves Franklin Wharf at 6 p. m, August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. R„ Aug. 23
and 28 at 6 p. m.
Each steamer touches at Cottage City, M. V.,
in each direction and are dne in New York and

Portland, evening following sailiag day.
Fare to New York one way $6.00; round trip
$8.00; to Cottage City one way $4.00; round
trip $7.00.
J B. COYLE, Manager.
Je26dtf
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent

The Five Cent Boat
FOB

AND

p.

—

PEAKS’ ISLAND.

Yarmouth, Prince’s Point
—

DIRECT LINE.

Long Island Sound by Day light—Delightful
and Invigorating Sea Trip.

sept7dtf

—

STEAMER

/COMMENCING Sept. 9th will leave Port-'
vj
land Pier lor Falmouth, Cousensj LittleSteamer LOUISE
Cheheague and Busttn’s Islands,
john’s, Great
for
Portland ; Pier,
FalleaveWolfs Point and Freeport at 9.25 a. m. and will
Yarmouth,
3.30 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at mouth Foreside, Prince’s Point 2 and
and 6.10 p. m.
Royal River, at 8 a. m.. a. m.
6.20 a. m. and 12.20 p. m. lor Portland.
J. P. BAXTER.
Returning, leave Yarmouth at 10 a. m. and
sep9dtf
3.46 p.in.
Leave Prince’s Point at 6.40 and 10.40 a. m.,
and 4.10 p. m.»
Foreside at 6.65 and
Leave Falmouth
11.06 a. m., 4.30 p.m.
scc««««o»»s»»s
for Yarmouth and
Portland
Sundays—Leave
Falmouth Foreside at 9.30 a. m.. 2.00 and 6.10

The laborer
is worthy
of his hire.

in.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE.

|

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland at 9.00. 10.00, 11.00 a. m.
1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 0.00, 7.00, 8.00 p.

ings.

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

Wiscasset & Quebec Railroad Co
Read up.
Read down._
No. 31 No. 51 In effect July 34, *951 No. 21 No. 4

Liverpool

Montreal to

HOWARD,

will leave LONG WHARF, foot of Exchange
street, for Peak’s Islau<t at 7.00, 8.00. 10.00
11.00 a. m.. 1.30, 2.30,4.00, 5.00 0.15,7.30.
Return—Leave Peak’s Island at 0.25, 7.25
8.25, 10.30 a. m.. 1.00. 2.00, 3.00, 4.30, 6.30
7.00 p. m., or at close of entertainme uts.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Sootin, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobollo and
on.
St. Andrews. N. B.

Sunday. .Tune 30, 1895,
Passenger trains wlU Leave Portlaad:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nainas, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.80 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Sprlngvale. Alfred. Weterbero and Saco River at 7.30 a. ml 12.30 and
б. 30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.46 a. m., 12.30,
3.00, 6.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
and
5.30.
12.30,
5.00,
9.46 a.
m.,
6.20 p. m.
Sundav trains leave Portland for Rochester at
6.15 p.m.; arriye from Rochester at 9.80 a.

via "Providence Line,” for Norwlek and
New York, via “Norwick Line’’ with Beaton
A Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York AU Rail via "Spr ngfleld.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 D. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. UL,
m.; from Gorham,
and
1.30
6.48p,
10.60 a.
8.30 and
m., 1.30,
at
6.40,
m.
5.48
and
p.
4.15, SI
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
w< „TKBBi Supt
dtf
je29

Co.

--

Eastport, Lubeo. Calais, SLJohn, N.8„ Halifax,N.S.

R.

STREET..

OFJPHEBLE

m., 3,30, 6.20p. m.
E. R. NORTON. Manager.

internationaT Steamship

after

and

a.

jelSdti

Portland & Worcester Line

On

m.

Return—Leave Cousins’ Island and Prince s
Point lor Portland, 7.20 a. m., 3.20, fa.20

n. m.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

Fal-

For Diamond Island. 6.00. 7.00. 8.00. 0.15 a.
m„ 12.10. 2.00, 3.00, 4.15, 5.00. 6.10 J). ill.
Return—J.eave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.30,
8.15, 10.40 a. in.. 1.30, 3.30, 4.10, 4.3o,
5.30, 7.10 p. m.
For Yarmouth and Cousin’s Island, 6.00 a. m„

m.

Quebec, 1.30

CAPTAIN C. W.

TIME TABLE.

For
l.

p.
For

Steamer JEANNETTE,

Diamond
Island, Yarmouth,
mouth and Cousin’s Island.

For

a. m.

ISLAND.

PEAKS

Steamers Madeleine and Alice.

LEAVE.

and return—J

_

Pork, long and sht out, 1* 40.
Pork, lge and heavy hacks $13 00@$14 00.

New York—J B

Co vie.

—

106

Maine

ter.
Sch

..

108

Boston *

U S revenue steamer Levi Woodbury. Henriques, from a cruise.
Steamer Bay State. Snowman. Boston.
Sch Clara E Randall, Welch, Sydney, C B, coal
to Me Cent RR.
Sell Win Keene, Norton. Jonesport.
Sch Railroad. Simmons, Friendship.
Sch Prince Leboo, Ulmer, Bangor for Glouces.

__

National

Baco 4s. 1901.

marKet.

BOSTON. Sebt. 9. 1895.—The following are
to-aav’s quotations at Provisions, Produce,eic.;

Rose

TUESDAY. Sept. 10.
Arrived.

28*30
Oats, car iocs
6
Oats, bag lots
Cotton Beec
.00
90
BO
00@20
car lots
65
bag lots 0000*22 00
Backed hr'r
90
ear ots.S16 00»18u0
bav lota..*19*2100
75
Middlings. .*18*20 00
10
bag ots.. *20*22 00

Hogs—Receipts 15,000; weak 16c lower;
95@4 40; Acid
heavy packing and shipping lots at 345:
tart.:<H®33 2d clear.*23*26
choice
common to choice mixed at 3 90®4
Ammonia.lh®20 No 1.*15*20
at 4 3034 45; light 3 6o®4 60; pigs Ashes,
assorted
Dec.
pot... .6%® 8 rine.*25*50
at 2 26®4 26.
Shingles—
Bals oooabia. ■.s5®5&
Sheep—receipts 16,000; strong and 16@2oc Beeswax..37® 42 X oedar.... 3 0083 50
higher; inferior to choice at 50®4 00.lambs Blch powders... 7®9 Clear cedar. 2 75@3 00
at 3 00@4 86.
Borax.9®10 X No 1.1 85*2 25
Sept.
2
Brimstone.
® 2 Vt No 1 cedar.1 25*4 75
nomesno Mriw*
Cochineal.40®43 Spruce.1 25*1 50
iBy TelecraDh.t
Copperas-.1V4® 2 Latbs.spce..l 90*2 00
Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 2 ®28
SEPTEMBER 10, 1895.
receiots
Ex logwood... .12016 Llme.W csk. 1 00*1 05
maraet
Flour
NEW TORIC—The
bbls
aad 6707 Gumarabic.. .7001 22 Cement.140*1 60
14,197
exports
39,036
packages;
Deo.
Matches.
Glycerine
14Vh@67i
59Vs sacks: sales 7200 packages: neglected; prices Aloes cape.16®26' Star,Ip gross
55
68%
Diriso.
5s®ft2
@65
Camphor...
2
60;
1602
nour quotations—low extras atl
52056
Metals.
Mytrh.
cuv mills extra at 3 9004 16: city mill? patents
Opium.. .>2.0003 noi
Copper—
May. 40004 26: wlnterwneat low grades at 2 160 Shellac.46@60l
14*48 com... .00*14
29% 2 60: lair to fanoy at 2 7603 26: patents at 3 60
Polished
1
copper.
22
Indigo.86c®8
29% 83 67; Minnesota clear 2 6603 10: straights
36
iodine.40*4 26 14x48 planished.
do at 3 15«3 40: do patent; 3 3004 00: do rye
701
14
1
Holts.
pecac.160®l
superfine at 2 2002 69; Licorice, rt.. lo®20 YM sheath12
Jan. mixtures 2 6002 80;
29%
29%

Portland Dally Prow stock List.
Correoted by Swan & Babkett. Bankers and
Brokers. 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
118
120
Canal National Bank...100
100
102
Bank. 98
Casco
38
39
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
98
100
Chapman National Bank.100
100
102
First National Bank.100
118
114
Merehants’National Bank.. 75
100
102
National Traders' Bank.... 100
100
102
104
Portland National Bank....
110
112
Portland Trust Co.100
85
60
90
Portland Gas Company.....
118
120
Portland Railroad Company 100
loo
106
Portland Water Co.100
BONDS
104
Portland City 6s. 1887.103Vs
122
1907.120
0s.
Portland
104
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
108
Bangor 6a, 1899. R R. aid.106
118
Bangor 6s. 1906, Water..116
106
aid.104
R.
R.
1*98.
Bathes.
102
Bath 6s. 1887. Municipal..loo
103
Bath4%s, 1907. Muniolpai..-.100
Belfast 4s. 1892-1922. Municipal.. 99
Calais 4s. 1901-1911 Refunding. .100
Lewiston 6s. 1901. Muniolpai.108
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Muniolpai.182

|%
8

pfd..16
rrodnoo

@60
«48

'4X4
125® 160. granulated..
4 3-16
76c«l 00i Extra C....
Beads.
00@1 20i
Red Top—recleaned.,,. -16V4 @17
Frodnce.
50
®12V4.
good.
Cape Cran’os *®$T
20
Jersey.ct O 0u®0 00 Tlmotny.i .*51/8*6
d
iClovcr....lO
1314 c
NewVork
Provisions.
Fea Seans 1 90*2 00
Foreicnao 1 85*3 00 Pork—
clem-.. 13 75014 00
Yellow lives.2 15*2 26
Cal. Pea... .2 000316 backs... 18 >. 5*14 00
013 00
So 2.
Irish Fotaft. bbl L 26
Virft. BweetsS 85®3 OOi gnoricui.13 75*14 00
;_do Jersev— 3 761
do Vmeianu.... 0001 Beet,(am. 9 50010 00
mate... 10 00010 50
Onions—
Native,bbl 2 00®2 601 ex-Plata 11 00®11 60
I BnelessUsblOQa*
Bermuda-.
®
I7«18i Lard. tbs. c0m61/* j»6%
Sp Chickens.
tubs, pure 7V4®714
Turkova.i6®16e
tcs.comn’nd 5140614
12814c1
Fowls...
tlefces.pure 7V5S7X4
Apples.
0614
New. 2 00@3 26! palls,compd 6
Fair to coon
I75®$2i pails, pure Syg@8*/s
I
914@914
pursli
43IP.
8®90
l.vap
Hams ....1014*11
Lemons.
8 00® 900
aoeov’rd 1114*1114
Messina.
No Is.
No 28.
Mediums.

ZJ>%

do
Mexican....
Boa tan

@*5

PORT OF PORTLAND.

...14*50
Extra is 25 00@*27 Congous
Shore ls*2l oo®*24 Japan -..18@85
Snure2s *1800®320< Formoso....... 20®b0
Sugar.
j
Sled.3 s.S16 00®$17,
Ul'CC3S 14 008116 00 Standard OTan * 0-16
"
fine
Ex-nual’ty
I
Bananas.

(By T.lerraplU
NEW YORK. Sept. 10.1895.—The following
are to-day's closing quotations 01 mimes stocks:
Col. Coal..
K.cklne Coal....
Quicksilver...

.4|75®6

...

small do.. 3
Pollock_2
Haddoelc.. .1
Hake.1
Herrlnr. box
Scaled....
Mackerel. b>

@80

Coffee.

Cod—Farce

New York Minins Stocks.

Homes take.
Ontario.

Whear, 60-159.
Corn, car....
Corn, nag lots..
Meai, bag lots,.

Fish.

Shore

NEWS

umial

superfine &
low grades.8 0083 lfi
Spring YVneat bakers.cl and st3 400360
Patent Borne
Wneat... 3 86®4 IB

179

18%
32%
173%
20%
81%

gg$
gh,etV!a.yS.'.-19&Hefghttlde {;; |ggg

Poarland Wholesale Prices Current.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING Sept. 10,

146

York.Chloago & 8t Louis 16 Vs
do 1st pfd...... 73
Ohio & Miss.
New York &|N E......55
Old Colony...179%
Onk!* Western. 18
Pacific Mail. 33%
New

..

...

149%
64%

Michi.anCentrallpf.101
Minn & St.|L. 26%
Minn. * St. Louis, pf. 86

do

..

17%
8%
24%
106

Lake Shore.I6OVS1
Louis * Nash. 64%
Maine Central R.136
Mexican Central. 13

Putman

PORTLAND PIER
and after MONDAY. Sept. Otli,
trains will run as follows:

On

—

21%

Illinois Central.164%
Lake Erie & West. 26Vs

do

Quotations.
CHIG43AO BOARD OF TRA’IK.

■

..

148

Burlington * Quincy 89%
Delaware* Hudson Canal Co. 132%
Delnware.Lackawana Si Westl63%
Denver Si Klo Grande. 1<%
8 /*
Erie.

TO-

FALMOUTH FORESIOE STEAMBOAT CO.,

RAILWAY.

fro p,

CENT FARES

FIVE

Great Olamond Island.

TRUNK

■

■

Apples, new cnoiec 1? bbl, $2 00@3 00.
Apples, No 2 at $1 2S®1 60.

Grain

..

GRAND

o

.«

_

7s/4@8c.
Eggs, hennery, choice,20923: East 17@17.

Railroad Receipts.

OCEAN sTBAMKIt MOVE ML n,
FROM

..80®70

leaf..

■

Mann.116V*
110%
Surar, common.Ill™
13™
$18 60, New York $19, Chieago.timothy,$12%, Texae Pacific.!•,••*
16%
*6%
prarie $10, Philadelphia, new, $16, prarie $9, Union Paciflc.new. *7
47
Express.
U.
S.
Minneapolis $11 60, prarie $S,Baltimore 15 6u.
St. Louis & Paolfio.. 9%
Wabash,
Cape Cranberries are selling at $7 60 a barrel.
do prfd.-24V,
94
Dry fish quiet and steady ;Mackerel are scarce; Western Union. 93%
West Foist.
Richmond*
the total catch from the New England fleet to
do prfd.
date now reckoned at 16,562 bbls, same time a
year ago. 30,482 bbls; same time in 1893-28,436 bbls: in 1892—38,124 bbls; in 1891-23,683 bbls: In 1890—6707 bbls.Fresh beef steady
lb, hinds at 7@
—■we quote sides 6®7 Vac
11c, fores 3®4c, rounds and flanks at 6®7c,
rump and loins 10@l4c, hacks at 6@6c, rattles 3o, round hogs 6%c; lambs 8@10c, mut
ton'6®7c. Fresh fish very scarce and higherj
Jobbing Sc IP lb for Cod and Haddock; 2c for
HakeJ2%e for Cusk, 14c for Halibut, 16c for
Swordfish at 9c.
Mackerel; Salmon 22S)24c.
Lobsters easier at 14c
pound: live at 12c,
Poultry lower under the influence of liberal receipts. Wire Nails have advanced 20c, now at
2 65£2 75. Iron and shoe steel 2c t> lb higher
Opium 25c oS.

Natural

...

Chlcaeu

no:

;

Common.25*30

.7VS@8y2

—

41%

Aurtms Express.14*
American Express.113/a
Maine.
Boston

Central Pacific.

■

.New York..S’thanipton.. Rep 12
Normania
bush.
Lueanla.New 1 ork.. Liverpool. ...Sep 14
Shipments—Flour 18,100 bbls: wheat 16,000 8.of Nebraska-New York..Glasgow.Rep 14
bushjcorn 29,900 bush; oats 134,000 bush;rye Ethiopia •.• New York. .Glasgow_Sep 14
bush.
Mississippi.New York. London.Sep 14
DETROIT—Wheat-No2 Red at 69V*c; No 1 Touraine.New York. .Havre.Sep 14
White o9VsC. Corn—No 2 at do^c. Oats—No2 Buffalo.New York. .Hull.Sep 14
White 23c.
Xork Hamburg... Hep 14
Persia.N,ew
Fulda.. New York.. Bremen 7.... Sep 14
Cotton Maritas*
.New York. .Rotterdam -Rep 14
Amsterdam
(By Telecramt.1
Spree .New York..Bremen.Sep 17
.Liverpool... Sep IS
Majestic.New York.
SEPTEMBER 10. 1895.
is
York.
NEW YORK—The cotton market to-day was Paris.New York. .So’ampton.-Sep 13
Southwark.New
Sep
.Antwerp
quiet, steady and V«o up; sales 679 bales, mid- Rotterdam.... New York.. Amsterdam.,Sep 19
dling uplands at8s/ac; middling gulf 8%c<Cl
F. Bismarck.. .New York. .So’ampton...Sep 19
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day Palatia.New York. .Hamburg. ...Sep 21
was firm; middling 7 6-16c.
..New York.. Bremen.Sep 21
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market firm; Mohawk.New York..Loiu.on.Sep 21
.New York. .Rotterdam...Sep 21
Maasdam
7%o.
middling
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow ..Sep 21
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market is steady;
Y'ork. .Liverpool...,Sep 21
Etruria.New
Middling 7%c.
Rervia..New York. .Liverpool.. .Sep24
MOBILE—The Cotton market is firm; mid- Havel.New York. .Bremen.Sep 24
New York.. Antwerp
Sep 25
dling 7%e.
Westerniand
York. .S’thampton..8ep 25
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market is steady; St. Louis.New
York..
Liverpool
Sep 25
Germanic_New
middlings 7%c._
Columbia.New York.. S’tlmmpton. Sep 26
York..
28
Markets.
Mobile.New
Lbndon.Sep
European
Campania.... New York, .Liverpool... Sep 28
(By Telegraph.)
York.
28
.Genoa.Sep
Raale.New
LONDON, Bept. 9, 1895.—Consols 107s/id Dania.New York.. Hamburg...SeD 28
28
York..
account.
for
the
Glasgow
..-Sep
13
-16d
Circassia.New
or money and 107
York.. Liverpool.. .Oct 2
LIVERPOOL. Sept. 10, 1895.—The Cotton Teutonic.New York..
New York_New
So’ampton.. Oct 2
market is easier; American middling 4 ll-32d;
and
estimated sales 6,000 bales; speculation
export 600 bales.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.SEPT. 11.
Quotations Winter VVheat at 4s 10d@6s Id;
Spring Wheat 5s ld@5s lVad.
:::;
Corn 3s B’/i d.

,79
1J11/*
107%

Closing quotations of stocks:
Atchison, 1st asst, paid.... 21%

•£$§2

...

Zinc..

STEAMEBS,

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

_

—

79

Erie 2d*.
Kansas Pacifier Consols. 78%
Oregon Nav. lets.Ill/s
Kansas Pacific ..
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 41

caif.**» ^0@l.l5
Tobacco.
Lead.
Best brands.... 60^60
I Medium.30*40
Sheet..
A.m.

m.

Returning, leave Yarmouth at 11

J

a. m

and 4.10 p. m.
Falmouth Fcreside at 12.10 a. m. and 4.30
p. in.

ELDORADO, Capt. John Berry,

end of Custom House
leave
Wharf for Jones’ Landing, Peaks’ Island,
at 6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. m., L80,
2.30, 4.00, 5.00 and 6.15 p. m.
RETURN —Leave Jones’ Landing,
Peaks’ Island, at 6.25, 7.25, 8.25, 10.30,
11.30 a. m., 2.00, 3.00, 4.30, 5.30 and 0.40
the

will

p. m.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
a.

Leave Portland 8.00, 9.00, 10.00, 11.00
7.00
m., 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 6.00, 6.00,

p. m.
Leave Jones’

Landing at 8.30, 0.80,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.80, 8.30, 4.80,
7.30 p. m.
jly6dtf
days 5.30, 6.30,

The 8 a. m. and 2 o'clock trip week
and the 9.30 and 2 o’clock trips Sundays from
Portland gives the public a thirty mile sail
along Falmouth, Cumberland and Yarmouth
Foreside and |ud the beautiful Royal River to
Yarmouth V illage.
in the bay.

The longest dailyexcursion

stop at Prince’s Point on Sunday.
Sunday trips will not run in stormy weather.
•Does not

PRESUMPSCOT

RIVER^

Steamer Santa Maria
will leave wharf at Cumberland Mills for Pleasant Hill Falls via Pride’s Bridge on arrival of
cars leaving Preble street, Portland, at 9.10 a.
m. and 1.40 p. m. Returning in time to connect
with 12.30 and 6.00 p. m. cars for Portland.
Sundays on arrival of cars leaving Preble
street at 9.40 a. in., 1.10 and 4.10 p. m.
Tills is a fifteen mile sail on one of the most
beautiful rivers in the world. The scenery of
which is not excelled by that of the Songo
River.
Jiyl9dtf

BOSTOhTAND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Bostonevsry
From

Wednesday and Saturday.

Philadelphia every Wednesday
and

Saturday.

rrora Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m. From
Pine Street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 8 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate ot sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and

South by connecting lines, forwarded free ot
commission.
Bound Trip #1#.00.
Passage #10.00.
Meals and room lnoluded.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON. Treasurer and General
Manager, SO State St., Fiske Building, Booton,
oot22dtf
Mass.

THE

FBE5S.

Tlie

Soothing syrup”
bns been need over Fifty Y ears by million
of mothers for their children while Teething, with perfect success. It Boothes the
child, softens the gums, allays Pain, cure
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the
best remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
from teething or other causes. For sale by
Druggistsin every partof the world. Besure
and ask for JIrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
25cts. a bottle.
“Mrs. Winslow's

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor

prescribed;

Castoriai

The best reuglator of the digestive organs
and the best appetizor known, is Dr. Siegext’s Angostura Bitters. Try it.

r

BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

Yesterday was a glorious summer’s
day.
Work on the laying of the underground
cablo for the Telephone Company has
been finished on' Commercial street, and
is now being carried on Fore street.
Mr. J. P. Smith was riding down Elm
yesterday, and as
street on his bicycle

Cumberland street, a team
he turned
owned by Mr. Norton also turned the
The horse became frightened
same way.
at the steam roller and struck Mr. Smith’s
wheel, throwing him off and bruising
him and breaking the wheel. Mr. Norton ordered the bill for repairs sent to
him.
TemperMr. Dunn’s free lecture on
ance] Reform” will be given at City Hall

tonight,

and Chandler’s

band will give

International Ticket Association Will

Frates Successfully Voyages to Long
Island.

bo Here

a

PERSONAL.

Dr. and Mrs. William E. Baxter and
family of Bangor are stopping with Mrs.
The
Baxter at Woodfords.
Mary A.
dootor and his family and Mrs. Baxter
leave the first of next month for a year’s
stay in Europe, where the doctor will devote his time to the special study of
the eye and ear.
Mr. William Henry Preble and family,
who have been at their cottage on Pumpkin Nob during the summer, will this
week return to their home at Staten
Island New York.
President H. A Whitney and the officials of the Dominion Coal Co., passed
through Portland Monday in their private car on the way to their mines at
Breton.
Mrs. Ratcliffs

Cape

Caperton'of Philadelphia,

musical recital to friends
at Kotzschmar JHall this afternoon.
Vice President J. W. Plaisted and Director L. E. Bragg of the Portland Veteran Firemen’s Association, and Mrs. E.
M. Brooks, president, and Mrs. James
Farrington, clerk of the Women’s Fire-

gives

a

private

men’s League of this city, left yesteraay
afternoon for Hartford, Conn., to attend
the annual firemen’s muster next Thursday as the special guests of the Hartford
Veteran Firemen’s “Association.
Agent Frederick Smith, of the
Trunk, is at Bethlehem, N. H.

Grand

Mr. Fred A. Smart, of South Portland,
will return to Brown University this
week.
The following are registered at the Falmouth Hotel £ F. Hurd, wife and party,
Bridgeport, Conn.; J. S. Whittier and
Boston; C. H. Mitchell and wife,

party,

Chicago; C. P. Ingersoll, Buffalo; Chas.
E. Dyer and
ladies, Boston; Wm. H.
wife and party, Brooklyn;
Chase and
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Russell, John Williams and wife, E. C. Harold and wife,
Boston.
Mr. George W. McDowell of the Lewiston Sun was in town yesterday.

Yesterday morning
Board of Heath, the
Chestnut street school
garten for two weeks,

diphtheria

of
of

the kindercase
by reason of a
there Mon-

which developed
day. The little daughter of W. G. Clark,
living at 42 Stone street, came to the
kindergarten Monday and did not feel
of

during thd forenoon.

well

She

GRAND EXCURSION.
To Be Given the Maine

Central Employes

have
them
that some one or two of
caught the disease and there is consequent danger of the* disease spreading.
Parents of these children should watch
them carefully and at the first sign of
It is
illness should call a physician.
that there will he no more cases.
The school house was thoroughly fumiyesterday afternoon by the Board

hoped
gated

of Health.

An

Worth

to the

a

Year In

Dealers—At

of the

Blacks.

WE went home Monday evening at store closing, we left the Black
Dress Goods in their usual quarters
—at the farther end of the store on
the left, neighboring the Silks.

WHEN

COMING

in

at store

Central

The Maine

There is always
something unusual
about lobsters and the lobster business.
At the smallest figure there is an average
of 150 barrels of lobsters shipped from
Portland every
day. These are sugar
barrels mostly, and will average in cost

during the year, at least twenty cents

yesterday morning
opening, we found

During the past week we put on sale a variety of new and
that the entire Black Dress
in Black Figured Taffetas and Satin Duchesse.
Goods stock had moved in the elegant patterns
correct designs for Waists, Skirts and Whole
most
and
night, to the east centre of the The latest
well
are
Dresses
represented. Great values that yon should see are
store,
flue strong cloths, latest patterns, at
Taffetas,
Black Brocaded
under the first skythe
best light in the
light,
store to show Black Dress

DIRECTLY
In the space
by Buttons and

previously occupied
Trimmings.

$ 1.00 Per Yard.

SO

Co. will

Scrofula Bunches

$1.25 Per Yard.

THAT Black Dress Goods
the First Dress Goods
as you enter the store
see
you

—instead of the last
fore.

always

as

Black

and

Buttons

stripes.
Sleeves, at

2

wide,

a

in Black
value at

specials
great

unchanging

Black Satin Duchesse, 24 inches wide, beautiful finish
lustre, at least 25c per yard under price, at

Constantly changing

change

Fancy Silks for Waists in

duplicated

Complete Line if Hew Fail

RINES

Shades

The 20th Annnal
—

Fair

will be ready for inspection

Treasurer’s Office,

While it has always been our custom to have none but the best furs,
The stock is
we have this year excelled our previous best efforts.
varied and includes
designs and reproductions of the

Melody

Harmony.

large,
leading successes

Price,

his

HUDSON BAY
RUSSIAN SABLES,
SEAL
SKINS, MARSABLES, ERMINE, CHINCHILLA,
ELECWOOL
PERSIAN
SEALS,
TEN, MINK,
LAMB,
We have REAL

TRIC SEALS, etc., etc

wrOTICE is
Is the year 1896 have been committed tol me
with a warrant for the collection of the same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the city a

Royal Arcanum.

for Camden
lodge of the order.

today to institute

They

must be seen to be

appreciated,

L. H.

J. R. LIBBY.

a

cordial invitation

SCHLOSBERG,

Store
I

!

f

that ?

on

fire?

£

£
Insured?
Yes, fully; and in strong £

£

too.
( companies,
How do I know ?

the

Co.

in
bargain for the

payment

and

What’s

President and
death of
Manager, the Sandy River Lumber
OWING
offer their planing mill, situated
Farmington

Notice

be

HELLO!

TofTsaleT

is

to

Cor. Free Ac Cross Sts.

seplld3tSthp

GEORGE H. LIBBY.
Treasurer and Collector,
dtd

village. Me., at a great
right
parties. New null and new machinery. Hot
All
airi Kiln, the only one in the county.
modern improvements in mill, lumber sheds,
Railroad facilities excellent.
A good
etc.
chance for a live man. For further particulars
address.
A. S. RIGGS, President, or
Henry Briggs, Treasurer, at the Mill,

ready

Very Respectfully,

on ail said taxes paid on or before Thursday, October 31, 1895, and on all
after
October 31st Interest will be
taxes paid
charged at the rate of 6 per cent annum.

the

up, and in skins

is extended.

Discount of One Per Cent

hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and

a

etc., made

will be allowed

At a meeting of the Royal Arcanum
upon himself the trust of Administrator
last night two candidates were initiated taken
of the estate of
aud sevoral applications were received.
WILLIAM TAYLOR, late of Portland,
An interesting feature was the presence in the County of|Cumberland deceased,and given
tne law
directs. All persons having
of Deputy Supreme Regent. C P. Ingersol bonds as
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
of Buffalo. He is here endeavoring to in- required to exniDit the same; and all persons
to said estate are
called upon to make
in Maine, and indebted to
stitute a grand lodge
leaves

,

made to order.

Why, Dow &
had charge of it.

£

Pinkham

—

♦
♦

♦

I

HAVE

1

CHARGE OF

DOW

&

YOUR

INSURANCE

PINKHAH,

35 Exchange Street.

£

^

WE

sep4

X
X

£

sepll__W&Stf

_

original

from abroad.

1

September 10,1895. )
hereby given that the tax bills for

on

Thursday, September 12th.

TAXES FOB 1895.

caused

$1.50 Per Yard.

We beg to announce to our friends and patrons that our stock of
RICH FURS in GARMENTS and NECKWEAR FANCIES

THE

have

-—

AT

FUR SEASON 1895-1886,

INVOICE ROOM is a
Connecticut River stockholders will be PLEASANT HILL, SCARBORO
asked on Sept. 18 to approve an amend- Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 17. and 18, 1895.
busy vestibule to the Dress
Trotting at 2 and 2.30 each day.
ment of the lease to tho Boston & Maine,
Ladies Contest Tuesday Sept 17 at 10,a. m.
Goods and Silks departments
to define more clearly the relation of
Barges and Buck boards leave Monument
dlw
at 1 o’clock each day.
to
tho
Square
these
lessor’s
stockholders
lessee,
the
early September days.
and simplify the payment, so that the
Have you seen our Evening Silk
Boston & Maine will guarantee 10 per
Window?
cent, on all outstanding stock instead of
railroad
and
to
the
the $139,000
company,
Only one or two days more of it.
hereafter mail dividends direct to stockCITY OF PORTLAND.
holders.

trouble.

ingredient is tested before compounding, and
it must be found of the highest standard. The baking
powder itself is tested. That’s why each spoonful does

Forty

—

CAPE ELIZABETH
SCARBORO
FARMERS ASSOCIATION,

could

—

BROS.

in

BACK VELVETS

TWILLED

Gape Elizabeth

FAIR

know what else

cannot be

4.50 Per Yard.

$1.00, 1.25,

distinguished

line of Patterns that

a

this season,

Sarsaparilla

Scarboro and

painful for sevoral days.
Capt. Bogan saw no spider, but ^does not

and

$1.00 Per Yard.

elty

lias continued

24 inches

Satins, Black Satin Rhadames,

75c Per Yard.

charming

to

Skirts and Fancy

for

$1.25 Per Yard.

trim.

they
unrelated—except
previous
distantly—to

sepll

and inch

Pekin

narrow

Particularly good styles

be- wide

spreading
covering
Bargain

Yesterday

The Maine G. A. R.
the raco will be sailed September
A Terrible Fall.
The Maine delegation to the National
28th. A consolation race open to the
Yesterday morning Mr. Long, at Rus- yachts that took part in the August races Encampment is located at the Harry
in Stanton
sell’s Mercantile
Agency
will be sailed next Saturday afternoon for Weissinger Company’s factory, at Louisblock, caught his heel on the edge of a cup offered by A. M. Smith. It will ville. The grounds around the building
the topstair and fell to the bottom of the
be a handicap’race, all classes sailing to- are full of chairs and benches for those
flight that'opens on the street. His face gether.
A very attractive
who care 'to be out.
and
it
was badly torn, ;his arm broken,
feature in the grounds are the flower beds
Dr. Bradford of Farmington, Me., who
is hoped that he escaped serious internal
two reading “G. A. R. Welcome,” and
was arrested at No. 110 West 105th streets,
injuries.
New York city on Saturday afternoon another the national flag. The (comrades
last,is likely to turn state’s evidence and have servants at their beck and call.
Outing for Young "Women.
devulge all he knows about the alleged
The Young Women’s Christian AssociaA Spider Bite.
doings of the counterfeiters now awaiting
tion will go to Peak’s island today for trial in New Jersey on the charge of havthe well known master
of $500
Bogan,
worth
Captain
counterfeit
at
the
$400,000
ing
Take the boat^leaving
an outing.
is laid up by a sore
certificates
bearing
Warren,
United
States
the
of
gold
tug
end of Custom House wharf at 2.30 p. m. the
vignette of Lincoln, $100 United hand, caused, as he believes, by a spider
All young women are invited to come States bills of the series of 1880, and $500
He was awakened a few nights ago
bite.
notes of the Bank of Montreal.
and bring a luncheon.
by a Durning sensation on the back ofjiis
hand. He investigated and found a l irgo
spot, as if left by an insect bite. This

in

Striped Satin Duchesse

MINGS have moved up into
the space vacated by the
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Black Figured Satin Duchesse, soft and heavy.
and stylish designs for Skirts, at
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barrels at
Portland pay annually for
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piece.
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Least $9000

19 inches wide, 98c per yard.
Our daily News Column,
$1.25 quality.
Regular
and List of New Arrivals.

mingled

theria, beyond a doubt.
Kit was then deoided to send home the
other children in the kindergarten room,
fears
for two weeks.
Dr. Cummings
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FALL SHADES

J, R, LIBBY. I

quiet,
pools
STILL,
stagnation,

A delicious wedding
circle of friends.
Mr.
No better montbjcan be selected] than breakfast was served by Robinson.
the many and Mrs. Coe left on the 3.30 p. m. train
visit
to
in
which
September
and were nearly
for the Adirondaoks
interesting points of Canada. The Grand
on
them by
Trunk Railway Company appreciates covered with rice showered them to the
their friends, who escorted
this fact and will run an excursion from
return
When
they
they
railway station.
all stations between Portland and Norton will live at No. 135 Emery street.
Mills to Montreal, Quebec and St. Anne
Another Yacht Race.
de Boaupre at extraordinary low fares.
Tickets will be good to go on September
The
yacht Nahma, owned by .T. Hop16th and 18th, and good to return for 30
for the
days. It will be one of the most enjoyable kins Smith, Jr., has challenged
excursions.of the season.
third class
cup, held by the Sianara,

perfect work.

by advioe
supervisor

NEW

least $9000.
The peculiar thing about this is that
give a grand excursion to their employes
It is necessary to fctake the dealers do not oharge the cost of the
on Sunday next.
Handkerchiefs.
In the
this day because there is no other that barrels in the price of the lobsters.
Handkerchiefs have all gone to
dealers
can bo’employed without interfering with beginning of the lobster business,
the centre
a mistake
all over
run from made
be
by
providing
Trains
will
service.
counter,
public
such points as Portland, Bangor, Farm- packages themseleves. Now they can't
and
the
Belfast, Foxcroft make the consumer pay for the barrels
ington, Skowhegan,
Countentire
feet
of
and
and intermediate stations, as will enable unless they should all get together
the” employes to reach Lake Maranocook agree to do so, thus materially increasing ers.
The
fresh fish
the price of lobsters.
in time to enjoy several hours.
boxes
The Waterville band will furnish excel- dealers do not have to pay for the
busio’clock when Frates arrived at Long
They
lent musio, and a capital dinner will in which they pack their fish.
He had been in the tub about
Island.
those
big
ness
breed
business
be provided by Robinson, the well known charge fifty cents each for
seven hours.
caterer. Probably over 1500 will take boxes.
malaria, death.
Frates thinks this is the longest jourin the excursion. About 4 p. m. the
part
the
olaims
streams are full
and
in
a
made
ever
tub,
ney
trains will start on the return trip.
title of champion tub navigator. It is
and
enthusiasm.
of life, energy
The Maine Central management never
probably due to him without doubt.
fail.s'to do all it can not only for the Formed on my neck and humor broke out That’s
we
stocks about.
benefit of the public, but for the comfort on my face. Sores came on my forehead
STATE BOARD OF TRADE*
and well being of its employes.
and caused me
New Arrivals.
Aroostook in
An Interesting Tour of
much Buffering.
Rumford Falls Railway.
I took my docFrospeot.
The annual meeting of the Rumford tor’s
prescrip32
The State Board of Trade will hold a Falls Railway was held at the company’s tions for the
came
to our Dress
10 a. m. yesterday.
strangers
blood and other
meeting at Bangor on the 34th of this offices In this city at
in
annual
yesterThe
Handsome
have
Goods
section.
of
Trade
published
withBoard
reports
month. The Bangor
troubles,
and ordered’on out much benearranged to give the delegates an unusual day’s PRESS, were read
fellows
are,
fit. The scrofugood time Starting JSept 35, at 7.30 a. file.
very
any
The stockholders choso the following la not improvm. the delegates will be taken from Banof directors:
Hugh J. Chisholm ing I resorted to
guests.
gor on the B. & A. railroad for a three board
Waldo Pettingill of Rum- Hood’s Sarsapadays trip to Aroostook, taking in Caribou, of Portland ;
of Rumford rilla upon the
Fort Fairfield and Presque Isle. The ford Falls; George D, Bisfcee,
HIRTY-TWO
Nov.
boards of trade of those places will pro- Fall; Fred E. Richards of Portland; recommendaC. Wing tion of
of
C.
Moses
to
George
Dress
divided
are
not
Galen
Bath;
Ladies
local
my
vide
Fabrics,
receptions.
of Lawbe taken on this trip, as the party of dele- of Auburn; George W. Russell
friends, and it has effected a permanent
into Four Families.
cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla has also given
rence, Mass.
gates will be large.
50 cts
The directors organized by the choice me strength and renewed health. I Price,
WEDDINGS.
of the following officers:
gladly recommend it as an effective blood
medicine.”
Miss Cabbie M. Wells, Family
President—Hugh J. Chisholm.
I.—Orient-Lattice-Checks, green,
Coe—Kilborn.
Clerk—R C. Bradford.
blue, red brown ground, selfN. H. P. O. address, Laconia.
Sanbornton,
of
B.
Harrie
Coe
Mr.
noon
Yesterday
cotorsd woven checks, latticed
Superintendent—L. L. Lincoln.
off by threads of white and
Miss
and
Central
and
General
Maine
the
staff,
Treasurer
Passenger Agent
color.
bright
Bradford.
C.
—R.
of
Mr.
Gertrude L. Kilborn, daughter
II.—Boucle Plaid—No, not a Plaid,
Family
Is the Only True Blood Purifier promiand Mrs. W. T. Kilborn were married at
but a semi-plaid effect, rather
Portland High School.
than a defined plaid.
the residence of the bride’s parents on
nently in the public eye.
fl; six for |5.
This'term tbe'pupils ofjthe High school
Peppered and salted, and musBrackett street. Thelparty invited, contarded all over with splatters
at
are
the
to
leave
allowod
tasteless,
mild,etleobe
HnnH’c
Dille
yard
will not
of color.
S
11UUU
rlllb
and
intimate
relatives
sisted of the
tire. All druggists. 26c.
This
without special permission.
Family
III.—Large, broken Plaid, soft slack
The recess,
friends of the bride and groom.
twisted threads with blotches
rule was made on account of some objechouse was very prettily decorated for the
of color tangled in the weaving.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
tions from citizens to the young ladies
IV.—Coarser than homespun, diagFamily
The bride was gowned in full
occasion.
onal weave with glossy curls
promenading up and down Congress
(or loops) of mohair, plalding
wedding costume with veil, and the
in large numbers.
street
off
at intervals of half inch.
As they
groom was in morning dresa
It is proposed to keep the schoolhouse
took their stand in the middle of the
in the afternoon, when some of the
■
■
drawing room they were preceded by open
matelassis in 40
teachers will always be"in attendance to
little
Miss
and
Kilborn
Karl
Master
Bray
to
it.
tnemes.
different
assistance
desiring
pupils
give
Mary Champlin scattering flowers. Rev.
A rule has been made that no member
Each one a Textile
Dr. Blanchard performed the ceremony
OF THE
school be allowed to engage in
There of the
in his usual impressive manner.
and Color
football or other athletic sports unless he
AND
were many beautiful and expensive gifts,
his rank up to the 75 mark.
50 cts.
keeps
'•
the
:
for Mr. Coe is a favorite among
: :
Will be held at their fair grounds
Boston & Maine.
young men, and the bride has a large

Grand Trunk Excursion.

Each

Kindergarten Ordered
Closed,

with the other children, however, and,
went home at noon. In the afternoon the
numbers over nine hundred.
By invitation of the Boston & Maine and child was so ill that Dr. King was called
Maine Central roads the party will come and he at once decided that she had
to Portland next Saturday, arriving at 11 diphtheria.
Yesterday morning Dr. King
a. m., and the Portland Steam Packet Co.
was not in town, and at the request of
on their arrival will tako them, either in
the school authorities Dr.. Cummings,
the siek
the Portland or Bay State, for a trip of the Board of Health, visited
down the harbor, leaving State St. wharf. ohild and reported it to be a case of diph-

the party
tub was just large enough to enable him Upon the return to the city
will leave hero at 1.30 p. m., and take a
to curl his
legs up in it, and sit on
tho upper
a
small cushion of shavings. In order train for Bar Harbor over
at that deto prevent capsizing it was necessary for route. Sunday will be passed
CenWhen lightful summer resort, the Maine
the navigator to sit nearly rigid.
West End hotel
not look over his tral having engaged the
sculling he could
shoulder to see where he was going, for for their accommodation.
On Monday at 7 a. m., the train will
fear of tipping over. So ho oarried a small
taken for tho White Mountains, by the
be
the
see
which
him
to
enabled
mirror,
route ahead without turning. He also lower route, via Augusta and Brunswick,
for Fabyans.
carried a small sail about a yard square. and will leave Portland
the Profile
of the time, Tuesday the [party will go to
This he used’ a portion
Boston Wednesday
and
return
to
House,
his
was'on
but
the.small
mainjreliance
via the Concord & Montreal division of
our with whioh he sculled.
boat went with him, and there the Boston & Maine.
No
It would seem eminently proper that
seems to have been considerable peril in
some
recognition of the presence of these
is
conFrates
the trip,
very
although
friends should be
that he will neverj get lost in a gentlemen and their
fident
made by the Board of Trade, either in the
tub.
of the appointment of a committee
ic was ms incenuun LU piui;u,-u (ui-ccuijr shape
them to the city, or in any
to
welcome
too
was
tide
the
but
roads
the
down
form
that
other
may [seem most [advisato
forced
strong, andj he found himself
take the route on the inside of Diamond ble.

free concert.
This lengthened the journey,
islands.
There was
nothing new or startling
but,
gave easier tubbing. Along the back
yesterday in the situation in the strike side of Great Diamond his.sail was of
at the Rolling Mills.
considerable service.
Members of the Order of Knights of
He passed out between Great Diamond
at
Castle
to
assemble
Pythias are invited
and Cow
islands, and struck boldly
Hall on Congress street at 7.30 o’clock
sound. Here the swell
across Hussey’s
tonight^for the purpose of visiting Cum- was quite heavy, and Frates thought he
berland Lodge at Knightville.
would capsize once or twice. He shipped
The Independent Wheel Club will run
the
some water, but finally arrived at
Monuto Blackstrap
Sunday, leaving
for Long Island strand.
long-wished
ment Square at 9 o’clock. All wheelmen
His friends, Ed wardjCreary and Charles
ar invited to participate.
there to greet him.
were
J. Dawson
of
the
be
a
will
meeting
There
special
Frates was so cramped that Creary had to
at
house
the
Independent Wheel Club at
lift him out of the tub, and then both
the Cape Thursday night.
rubbed his legs until circulation was restored. It was five minutes past five

Street

Chestnut

Saturday.

Starting today the International Tiokot
ticket
tho
Association, composed of
A Cruise that Is Said tu Break the Record
agents of tho groat railroad and steam—The Journey Made in About Seveu
boat lines not only in the United States,
Hours—Story of the Trip.
but representing those in tho Dominion
and other foreign countries,
Yesterday Mr. Gus Frates performed of Canada
Lake George and Saratoga for
successfully the feat of sculling from will leave
of tho
House wharf to.the vicinity of Boston, where tho annual meeting
Custom
will be held. From latest adPonce’s landing Long Island, in a tub. association
the party, with ladies,
The distance is over six'miles, and ;Mr. vices received
success entitles
Frates claims that his
distinction of being the
him
to the
champion tub navigator of the world.
It is no small feat to cruise to Long Island in a tub, when the waves and tide
It was 10
act as they
did Tuesday.
o’clock in the forenoon when Mr. Frates
His
started from Custom House wharf.
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